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JtROME RAKUSAN

INDUSTIlYINSIDER

LET'S DO SOME UPDATING AND THROW IN
SOME STRONG RUMORS THAT KEEP GUN
BUFFS IN ANTICIPATION

I n our july/August issue we will give you
an insight into the San Francisco

SHOT Show, but for now let's take some
old items that need updating.

First, the radical 9mm we reported on,
built in prototype by a firm not noted for
this type of handgun, has been moth
balled. It was a little late for the tri-service
tests, in which the firm had hoped their
entry might be the new 9mm selected for
the US armed forces. Without that glowing
prospect, the massive new tooling such a
new design would need didn't look that
promising cost-wise.

Mossberg~s long-heralded new version
of the Security Industries stainless .38
snubby has been postponed until April or
May, and their stainless .45 combat auto,
to September or October. This is the ump
teenth pushback of the introductory date
for these handguns, and as in the past,
there's a good reason: Mossberg had to
divert their attention to their latest prod
uct, the Abilene revolver.

That's right, folks. U.S. Arms was
bought out by Mossberg just before
Thanksgiving. The story goes back to 1976,
when Harvey Kahn introduced an un
abashed copy of the Ruger single action
with remarkably nice workmanship at a
remarkably competitive price. Though his
product was well received in the mar
ketplace, gun manufacturing needs big
bucks for start up, and Kahn was under
capitalized. Mossberg, in purchasing the
existing tooling knew they'd be able to
bring a proven, quality gun on the market
rapidly; production should be well under
way by the time you read this. It will be
offered in .357, .44 Magnum, and .45 Long
Colt, in the usual barrel lengths, plus the
popular long-tubed silhouette model. (A
Mossberg executive notes that while the
factory doesn't consider a 41's" .44 Mag
num a ballistically efficient instrument,
there is enormous demand for such guns,
especially in Alaska where outdoorsmen
carry them routinely for bear protection.)
The only difference in the Mossberg guns
will be a redesigned hammer lockwork,
since it was generally agreed in the indus
try that the Abilene might have been too
unabashed an imitation of the Ruger.

Civil suits charging gun accidents due to
bad gun design are giving firearms execu
tives more nightmares than ever. The pro
hibitively high cost of liability insurance

6

has already driven most stateside gun
makers to insuring themselves. Ridiculous
claims are being made against the com
panies. In one incident, a hunter pulled a
loaded, cocked, off-safe shotgun out of a
truck, toward himself. The trigger hit the
gunrack and the hunter was killed in
stantly, a victim of his own violation of
several basic gun safety rules. But the gun
company was sued, and realizing what it
would cost to send its lawyers and en
gineers back and forth across the country,
settled out ofcourt for $65,000. Companies
that fight these outlandish charges rack up

Gun acclclent civil
suits are plaguing the

inclustry ancl not
rightfully so

staggering legal bills even when they win,
and the costs are passed on to you, the
gunbuyer who knows what he's doing.
(Latest example: one fellow who shoved
his .357 into his shoulder holster so awk
wardly that he cocked it, and then handed
the loaded, cocked weapon to a friend to
look at, got shot. He is supposedly suing
Smith & Wesson ...)

Some months ago, AMERICAN
HANDGUNNER broke the scoop that
the armed forces were testing 9mm Para
bellum handguns for uniform adoption, at
Eglin Air Force Base. Testing has been
narrowed down to three semi-finalists.

Due to the nature of modern conven
tional and counter-terrorist warfare, many
believe that the handgun will often be used
as a special purpose weapon in future
military actions, and not just as a last-ditch
defense tool. Accordingly, the services
want a gun that will adapt readily to a
highly efficient silencer. This adaptability
will be a key factor in the final selection of
the new service sidearm.

Insiders say the new guns should be in
servicemen's hands by 1984, finishing off a
timetable that looks like this: Three semi
finalist guns are announced in February,
1980. One year will be allotted for the
development of a silencer that meets
standards being largely or primarily set by
experts at Eglin. Now, in February '81,
b,egin four months of evaluating the three

9mms in a systems concept with the si
lencer or silencers that emerge from the
development program. Midway in 1982,
the decision on what pistol and what si
lencer will be finalized. It is not yet certain,
to the best of our investigation, whether
the appropriations will come from the 1982
or the 1983 budget.

In any case, there will be a "break-in"
period during which the first, say, 50,000
guns will be meticulously inspected and
tested, to make sure that the product the
government is getting is the same one that
was ordered on the basis of the Eglin
evaluations, in terms of metallurgy, toler
ances, workmanship, functioning, etc. In
1984, if all goes to schedule, the phase-in
period begins, and the 1911 .45 automatic
will finally bow out, taking with it the title
of the piece of modern military equipment
that has remained in service the longest.

Ruger has unequivocally stated that,
contrary to a rumor published as such in
this column some time ago, they have no
design work underway on a large bore
semi-automatic pistol. A pity, since that
was one of the most interesting rumors
we've mongered. Don't forget, folks, if a
rumor has not been absolutely confirmed,
we say it's rumor, so take it for what it's
worth, just like we do in the industry.

The snubnose .38 drought continues un
abated. Colt says they're running more
Colt Detective Specials, and will produce
more yet in 1980. S&W says the scarcity of
its J-frames in calibers larger than .22 are
caused partially by heavy use of J-frame

The new service
pistol will not

happen overnl,ht ••.
Sa.. Colt hacl the

sa..e proble..

production lines for the immensely popu
lar model 63 (stainless .22 Kit Gun) and
also by the fact that sales predictions based
on previous order patterns had shown that
demand would not be great, so few small
.38s were scheduled for '79 production.
Larger runs of these much sought after
belly guns are promised for 1980. Both
companies promise that they're not
discontinuing their small frame defense
guns ...

Charlie Kelsey at Devel Corp. is plan
ning a new series of his M-39-59 conver
sion. Feeling that his full house job may be
too expensive for some, he's wOfking on a
"Basic" conversion. This will be the same
size as his full ho.use but without the frills
such as fluted slide, see-thru grips, etc.
Also in the works is a "functioning and
reliability" package for those who want the
standard 39-59 configuration but demand
the ultimate in functioning. If you want a
full-size 9mm auto that you can rely on,
these two new jobs may ~
be just the ticket. ~
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It's time for a RedfIeld Pistol Scope.
Redfield has pioneered to help all
kinds of shooters since 1909. You can
always depend on Redfield quality
and precision. You'll get the finest
materials available, clear and brilliant
optics, and the highest attention to
detail. Redfield standards dictate that
every scope undergoes over 400
checks before it gets to you.

When you want the finest-quality
precision-made scope on the market,
you need a Redfield. For our complete
catalog, send 50¢ to: Redfield
Company, Dept. 214, 5800 E. Jewell
Ave., Denver, Colorado 80224.

ous. That's the best word to turers glue in their assemb y). This
escribe the tremendous kick of a makes the assembly anAntegral part

pistol, especially magnums. And of the scope tube an beefs it up
that's exactly why Redfield makes where the stress is greatest. Second,
scopes specially designed for use with we utilized our famous rotary dovetail
today's high powered handguns. mounting system to develop our
Some manufacturers simply offer •• Double Dovetail" mount for pistols.
rifle-type scopes with extended eye Rings are machined to precise toler-
relief. But at Redfield, we know that's ances to provide uniform pressure
not good enough. around the scope tube and positive

Our pistol scopes, in 1 1/2X, gripping to retain accuracy. In most
2 1/2X and 4X, are designed and man- motytts, special recoil shoulders
ufactured to withstand the recoil of ar mcorporated for even greater
any caliber handgun you choose to strength. In short, these modifica-

t underneath. How do we do it? /tions assure that Redfield Pistol
F' the internal lens assembly is / Scopes will hold up on calibers that
mou in a sturdy non-rotating ball tear other scopes apart.
pivot a tually threaded into the A durable pistol scope is just one
scope tube e other manufac- example of the kind of innovations



(and worldwide) but they are not things
which can be corrected by people who do
not know what's going on.

As the negotiations went on, over a
period of months, it became apparent that
there are three factions within the hier
archy of the N.R.A. whiFh are committed
to the rejection of the practical shooting
concept.

The first element is composed of the
"traditionalists," who have made their
names in conventional target shooting,
who enjoy their prominence and see no
reason for rocking the boat. They know
how to run the conventional program as it
now stands. They have all of its bugs
worked out. They like their position as
officials and administrators and they are
unwilling to accept the notion that some
thing new may be better.

The second element is composed of
those sportsmen who fear and resist the
concept that firearms may be used as
weapons. They dislike the realism of the
tests in the practical program and they feel
that the notion that a pistol contest might
be based upon a simulated conflict would
give the whole sport a bad name.

The third faction is that which insists
(without having investigated the matter)
that practical shooting programs are essen
tially unsafe. Safety is like home-and
mother in a discussion. You cannot be
against it, whether or not you know any
thing about it. The notion that practical
shooting is essentially unsafe is based upon
inadequate knowledge of the program,
which has been going on now for nearly
twenty years with fewer accidents in pro
portion of the shots fired than conven-
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pated in those disciplines. The target
shooters, speaking from a position they
considered to ,be senior, spoke as if they
had been called upon to evaluate and
correct errors in the practical shooting
program, when in actuality they were not
qualified to do so. There are a good many
things which can be improved in the prac
tical shooting program in the United States

"Let those who are
spoiling for a fight
look elsewhere."

"The things that are
wrong with IPse

cannot be corrected
by people who don't
know what is going

on .••"

Starting about two years ago an attempt
was made to amalgamate the com

petition program of the practical shooters
in the United States with the competition
program of the National Rifle Association.
The aim was a worthy one and in essence it
was to bring a popUlar, active, and growing
marksmanship sport under the supervision
and administrative control of the national
body. There were many advantages to this,
from both standpoints. For the N.R.A. it
would be nice to have all organized marks
manship competition run from one head
quarters. It would increase membership in
N.R.A. and provide another sporting ac
tivity of great participant and spectator
appeal. (It cannot be overemphasized that
practical shooting is a spectator sport, un
like any form of conventional target shoot
ing with the possible exception of skeet.)
For the practical shooters the advantages
were largely administration and financial.
The American region of I.P.S.c. has never
been wealthy, and such things as mailings
and administrative details are great lux
uries which the N.R.A. can afford and
I.P.S.c. cannot-at least at this time.
Therefore a series of meetings were held,
primarily due to the initiative and enthusi
asm of Ben Avery of Phoenix who headed
up the committee generally referred to as
the Practical Shooting Committee of the
National Rifle Association.

Unfortunately problems immediately
arose, the most serious of which was that
the target shooting fraternity inside the

JEFF COOPER

THE BIG QUE5TION ••• 5HOULD
N.R.A. AND I.R5.C. GET TOGETHER?

N.R.A. simply did not know anything
about practical shooting. For the most
part, its members had never been to a
practical contest and they had no way of
evaluating what it was they were trying to
accept. On the other hand the practical
shooters on the committee were very well
aware of conventional target shooting
practices, since most of them had partici-

COOPER'S COLUMN

Swenson Extended Speed
Safety for all above
models:
$25.00 plus $1.50
postage & handling.
6% Calif. Sales Tax
for Calif. Residents.
Overseas slightly
higher postage.
Complete installation
instructions included.

SWENSON'S .45 SHOP
Post Office Box 606
Fallbrook, Ca. 92028
Phone: (714) 728-5319

RIGHT HANDERS!

LEFT HANDERS!

'" lJE:T'r~v.
• Black imprint on either Yellow, Bone or

Powder Blue Shirt.
• Sizes in S', M, L, and XL.
• Indicate size, quantity, color, design, and full

mailing address.
To order, send check or M.D. to:

Shooters T-Shirts
30097 Via Velez PI. DeptAH-580

Temecula, CA 92390
(CA. residents add 6% sales tax)

Now-the Swenson
Ambidextrous
Safety.
Patent No.
3492748.

For use on all .45 caliber Colt, Mk IV, Gold Cup,
Lightweight and Combat Commanders, 1911 and

1911 Al govt. models, and Vega, AMT Hard
baller, Detonics and Crown City Arms. $40.00
plus $1.50 postage & handling. California resi

dents add 6% State Sales Tax. Overseas postage
slightly higher. Installation instructions included.

Ladies
V-Neck
Shirt in 50%
cotton, 50%
polyester

$7.95
ea
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thehagger
No matter how you look at it, THE COBRA LIGHTWEIGHT ANKLE HOLSTER with steel loop is a real

beauty! • Superbly hand-finished with imported oils. Fine quality, top grain leather. Fully molded to your own
gun specifications; made to fit all 2 in., 2Y2 in., 3 in. revolvers and small and medium automatics. Genuine

lambswoollining to cushion contact points. Steel reinforced thumb snap release • Two inch
Velcro strip, fully leather-covered

the
bagger

exclusively by Cobra
1865 New Highway

Farmingdale, NY 11735
516·752·8544

$29.95
Add 8070 sales la. If
New York resident

All Cobra products
can be purchased

through your local
dealer or from
Cobra direct.

World's fastest Rrowina
premium holster
manufacturer.
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tional target shooting. (I know personally
of two firearms accidents which resulted in
the drawing of blood which have occurred
in the practical shooting program over a
period of over twenty years. There may
have been more but they were not drawn
to my attention.)

The foregoing opposition elements are
understandable, but one can sympathize
with them without agreeing with them.
The practical shooters have too much at
stake to let such views prevail, and thus
have to take a position which some might
call intransigent. The practical shooters
simply cannot compromise with principle
and remain practical. Naturally they can
adjust in all sorts of small matters but they
cannot get away from the basic object of
the exercise, which is to simulate-in
competition-the circumstances under
which firearms are used in .reality. Practi
cal shooting is a sport, but it derives its
nature from the use of the firearm as a
weapon rather than a sporting instrument.
Those who cannot accept this simply can
not accept practical shooting as the major
ity of its participants understand it.

The practical shooters presented their
views at some length and on various occa
sions. Various people within the N.R.A.
hierarchy began to develop the feeling that
the practical shooters were petitioning for
acceptance when in actuality the truth was
not quite thus. It was the N.R.A. who came
to the practical shooters rather than vice
versa. Both parties sat down in an at
mosphere of mutual goodwill, but as the
discussion progressed it became apparent
that the practical shooters were far from
willing to be taken over by an administra
tive group which did not understand their
program. As U.S. regional director of
I.P.S.c., I petitioned the active sections at
the time for their opinions as to the desir
ability of amalgamation with the N.R.A.
The response was predominantly negative,
and it became apparent that at such time
as the N.R.A. admitted the desirability of
amalgamation it would be necessary for
me to do a powerful selling job with the
various sections in order to convince them
that they should submit to any authority
other than their own. The danger seemed··
to be that if the N.R.A. accepted practical
pistol shooting concepts and rules, at the
time ofamalgamation, they would thereaf
ter enjoy the position of being able to
change those things without proper ref
erence to the people conducting the
exercises.

The practical pistol program in the
United States is doing quite well, despite
its chronic lack of funds. When a new
administration is elected at next year's
Nationals at Newport News in October,
the new blood so infused will continue to
improve practical shooting prospects in
the United States. There are; it is true, a
number of Balkanizing institutions ap
pearing like mushrooms over the country
attempting to capitalize upon the popu-

(Continued on page 19)
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DO YOU KNOW???
What essential provisions to store, and how
some can be used for barter? ... What weed
has a tremendous healing action for wounds
and sores (page 45)? ... Which animals are
the most productive, economical and easiest to
care for? ... What advantages the Southern
Hemisphere has to offer? ... Why Hitler's on·
rushing military might never invaded Switzer
land? ... Why big cities will be places of in
creased terror in the coming years? ... What
usually follows gun registration? ... Which in
vestments will be a disaster in the near future?
(Believe it or not, but the funds of many
Americans are tied up in these.) ... Why your
savings accounts could be wiped out overnight?

Find the answers in 180 different concise
sections. You will also read about alternate
lifestyles, weaponry, and defense tactics; 7
ways to get out of debt (page 94); 5 ways to
identify "shady" businesses; 6 simple, inex
pensive ways to preserve your own food (one
using just a needle and string! page 47); and
what is even more important for your physical
survival than merely storing food (see pages
214 and 248·249!).

Are you sick of it all? The rat race, pres·
sures of modern-day living? Do you ever long
for independence, your own home in the
country with peace and qUiet? THiS IS THE
BOOK FOR YOU!

You'll find out how you can wisely 'select
the right place to live in the stormy times
ahead, using the 3 "acid tests," his own unique,
proven approach-just like Mr. Schneider did!
He I ives in a beautiful place situated in the
mountains by a spring-fed creek without util
ity bills, polluted air, chemicalized food, and
noise.

Ever considered moving to another land?
The author, who has lived abroad and trav
elled in nearly 100 countries, gives you the
facts you need to know before incurring the
formidable expense and effort of emigrating.
He even explores yachting as a means of sur
vival and a way to see and live all over the
world.

Learn how to untangle yourself from the
spiderweb of political, economic, and propa
gandized confusion. Enjoy a meaningful life
of fUlfillments and accomplishments free from
frustrations.

With in its 288 pages, find how you can
turn prOblems into advantages, miseries into
happiness, boredo m into challenge, and time
waste of a merry-go-round existence into a
purposeful 'life.

I n short, you'll discover in this book how
to live better today and be more prepared for
tomorrow.

Mr. Schneider Is also the author of another
unusual book, MASTERS OF LEGALIZED
CONFUSION AND THEIR PUPPETS (65,000
copies In print!), an undisputed eye-opener
written without compromise. Now BOTH
books can be obtained for only $9.90 POST
PAID. And for each additional set ordered,
Y'Dli'"Pay Just $7.90 extra-$2 OFF (a 20%
saving)! Books can a1so be sent direct to your
friends at no additional cost with your com·
pllments! Prompt shipment guaranteed.

Write your name, address and the desired
sets on a plain sheet of paper and send with
your check or money order to:

WORLD WIDE PUBLISHING CORP.,Dept 5B
P.O. Box 105, Ashland, Oregon 97520 U.S.A
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Dealer inquiries concerning bulk orders invited.

TIMELY AND PROFITABLE HELP FOR

TROUBLED AMER ICANS hits the bull's-eye!
In it survival expert Hans J. Schneider reveals
his proven plan for YOUR freedom and sur
vival in the midst of economic and civil
turmoil.

An extraordinary life uniquely qualified
Hans to write it JUST FOR TIMES LIKE
THESE! ,He endured much physical suffering
and 'j:Srivation under two dictatorships, inclUd
ing 5 years under Communism. As h is country
struggled through another economic and polit
ical crash, a serious illness almost took his life.
His father, a former industrialist, lost about
$10 million overnight, was imprisoned and
told that he would be shot the next day.

As thousands of a disarmed populace were
murdered, conditions were so severe that they
had to arrive at ingenious ways to survive, and
solve food and clothing problems ... let Mr.
Schneider tell you about it.

Having survived terribly adverse circum
stances many times, he knows first hand what
worked and what did not. Why endure like
hardships if you can learn from a man of such
caliber? This invaluable knowledge will help
you in similar times ahead.

. Chapter 19, "Emergency Short·Term Sur
vival," alone can save the lives of you and
your loved ones. It is a crash course in the
most essential areas if time is of the essence
and things are caving in around you. In it the
author gives you the best and most compre
hensive food test derived from his own experi
ence and in-depth research of various survival
manuals. Also inclUded is an abbreviated ver
sion taken from the Air Force Survival Man
ual. Knowledge of these tests is a MUST. The
same lifesaving chapter will show you what to
do when you get lost in the wild country, or
if you were relocated from where you NOW
live, and how to provide almost instant shelter
and heat. You will receive vital information
on survival hunting, unusual remedies; first
aid, and orientation. Lists of survival manuals
and essential items for the survival kit (most
of which can be obtained locally and easily
carried with you in times of emergency) are
included.

Now discover how you can:
* Beat inflation and depression.
* Protect and increase your savings by proper

invest ments.
* Choose an exciting occupation least vUlner-

able to unemployment.
* Succeed in your own business.
* Make money, cut expenses, save time.
* Get out of the rat race.
* Live simply for LESS and enjoy It MORE.
* Locate your place of refuge (things to look

for, what to avoid).
* Be completely independent when energy

sources give out by producing your own
electricity without gasoline 5 different ways.

* Prepare for the coming agricultural woes.
* Get in top physical condition with the right

type of diet for your geographical location
and lifestyle.

* Protect yourself from auto repair gimmicks
and skyrocketing crime.

* Give your children a meaningfUl, thorough
education in 2 hours a day without expos
ing them to dope, delinquency, racial prob
lems and bad teachings.

... and mUCh, MUCH mOre.

THIS BOOK PREPARES
"

YOU FOR TERRORISM,
FOOD SHORTAGES,_
MONETARY COLLAPSE,
A DICTATORSHIP, AND
GUN CONFISCATION !!!





BAG TWojDBtlBOOKS WITH ONE SHOT... ANYWHERE!
Buy OBI Books Locally-or Order by Mail!
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Gun Digest Book Of ~'\1..~'
GUN ACCESSORIES ~
And Services
Edited by Joseph J. Schroeder
and the Editors of Gun Digest
The first single source reference for gun
related items and services ever pub
lished! Whatever facet of guns you're
interested in, this book showcases
everything other than the guns them
selves that is currently available and
where to find it. More than 1700 indi
vidual descriptions with almost 1500
illustrations are organized into 19 sections,
each covering a specific product or #GN8716
service, including prices when available, 8895plus charts, lists, tables. Packed with
hard-to-find information. An important
addition to your gun library.
320 8112" X 11" pages.

1980 GUNS
ILLUSTRATED
12th Edition
Edited by Harold A. Murtz
Outstanding articles on silhouette
shooting, shotgun patterning, com
bination guns and air guns for hunting,
teaching your children proper gun
handling and more. By top gun writers/
experts such as Bud Lang,
Chuck Adams, J.B. Wood, Hal
Swiggett and Ted Dentay, others. Test
reports on Parker-Hale's 22-250
Varmint rifle, Colt's new 6"
Diamondback and a new SKB shotgun.
Plus nearly 200 pages cataloging all
U.S. and imported guns sold in this
country today, complete with specs and
the most current retail prices available.
288 8112" X 11" pages.

#G01006

8g95

~~~~f\.~!i&'>'~

By Sam Fadala
Nearly fifty comprehensive chapters
detail surefire loading methods,
accuracy, ballistics, patching, building
the optimum black powder load.
Muzzle loading shooting facts and
my1hs presented with an entire reeval
uation of black powder safety, includ
ing barrel blow-up. Covers everything
from proper lubes and greases to rifle
twists and do-it-yourself accessories.
Plus tips and tricks to ensure safe and
successful black powder shooting and
a glossary of terms from "whisker" to
"Tennon". 320 8112" X 11" pages.

THE COMPLETE
BLACK POWDER
HANDBOOK

1980 GUN
DIGEST 34th Edition
Edited by Ken Warner
Editor-in-chief Ken Warner has packed
this edition with greatfeatures written by
the top echelon of firearms experts.
Highlights include a full color tribute to
Sturm, Ruger on their 30th anniversary.
Plus outstanding articles by John T.
Amber, Ken Warner, Hal Swiggett,
Dean A Grennell, Larry S. Sterett,
Bob Bell, Jim Serven, and many, many
others you'll recognize immediately.
Plus our regular departments and, as .
always, the famous 175 page catalog
section is the most up-to-date source
for specs and current retail prices on
all U.S. and foreign firearms sold in the
U.S. today! Solid reading enjoyment in
4648112" X 11" pages.

Gun Digest Books of . ~~,

FIREARMS ASSEMBLY/DISASSEMBLY~ ..
PART I: AUTOMATIC PISTOLS By J. B. Wood 1.1 """"~
PART II: REVOLVERS "
J.B. Wood, noted writer, gunsmith and disassembled parts to a gunsmith for
firearms consultant, provides a reassembly. Close-up photographs of
thoroughly professional presentation the most intricate assemblies
on the art of automatic pistol assembly/ accompany the text to help the reader
disassembly and an equally out- better understand and follow the
standing treatise on revolvers. Covers instructions. Wood has also included
most modern guns, popular older a directory of sources for special tools
models, foreign makes, and some of as well as for replacement parts and
the most complex handguns ever specialized items. These two books
produced. Wood takes the reader are excellent reference works not
step-by-step through routine field only for the gun enthusiast but for
stripping, and then with a note of the professional gunsmith as well.
caution, continues on to total disas- Companion books on rimfire rifles, 88 .
sembly.Justasimportant,reassembly centerfire rifles and shotguns will be 5
directions are explicit where neces- introduced in 1980. Each volume-
sary to prevent having to take 320 8112" X 11" pages.

ORDER INDIVIDUALLY

12 USE COUPON ON OPPOSITE PAGE TO ORDER NOW!--~
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Book #

Book #
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TROUBLESHOOTING YOUR
HANDGUN By J. B. Wood
87 pistols and revolvers are
studied with descriptions and
illustra tions of common
problem areas. Offers do-it
yourself solutions, 'when and
where to go for help. 192
81/z" x 11" pages.
#TH5146 $5.95

Book #

Book #

$

TWO BOOKS FOR PRICE
OF ONE! HERE'S HOW!

Buy one of these DBI books anywhere and get
another DBI bODk FREE! Now you can own
any of the books shown in this ad FREE!
Ca) Buy any bookCs) in this ad at retail price.
(b) For each book you buy, you may select a

second book from this ad 0/ the same price
or less FREE!

(c) Please include $2.00 for each FREE book
you order to help us cover postage, insur
ance, packing and handling.

(d) If you buy DBI books from your local
dealer, send genuine dealer sales slip show
ing which books in this ad you bought and
where. Same FREE book offer applies,
including $2.00 postage, insurance and
handling fees for each FREE book.
ABC

I'm Buying Retail Send These
These Price FREE!

Name _

Address _

Column 'B' Total

City State Zip _
U.S. & Canada only...2 for 1 offer expires in 60 days!

PLUS postage, insurance, and handling charges
($2.00 for each FREE book). $ _

TOTAL ENCLOSED $ _
OR

Enclosed is genuine proof-of-purchase (dealer
sales slip only) for DBI book(s) bought locally.
Send FREE book(s) listed in Column 'C'
above. I've included the $2.00 processing fee
for each book.
TOTAL ENCLOSED $ _

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE .••
FAST DELIVERY

DBI BOOKS, INC.
Dept.H-220 , 540 Frontage Road
Northfield, IL 60093

BLACK POWDER
GUNSMITHING

By Ralph T. Walker
Replicas to restoration. Cov
ers many specific projects,
kits, plus original guns
when to upgrade and when
to keep hands off. Complete
directory of suppliers. 288
81/ Z" xli" pages.
#BG5626 $7.95

BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO
GUNS AND SHOOTING

By Clair F. Rees
Covers the world offirearms.
How to select your first gun,
how firearms operate, all the
basics. Indispensable book
for the beginner or pro. 224
8Yz' xli" pages.
#BE9536 $6.95

and use them. How to call
and decoy all types of game
from ducks to foxes. The very
latest information on African
ranch safaris on a budget.
Interesting, factual articles
by some of the sharpest and
most widely known hunters
ever to draw a bead. 288 8Yz"
x II" pages.
#HU3326 $7.95

GUN DIGEST BOOK OF
MODERN GUN VALUES
2nd Edition By Jack Lewis

Brand new edition of the
most comprehensive, up-to
date book on the subject.
Major revision of handgun
section. Latest prices. Don't
buy, sell or trade without it!
288 81/z" x 11' pages.
#MV5826 .•••••••••$7.95

HANDLOADER'S DIGEST
8th Edition

Edited by John T. Amber
Historical and current devel
opments in science of reload
ing. Wildcat and popular
cartridges, shot-shells. Fea
tures for marksmen, experi
menters. Big catalog section.
288 8Yz" xli" pages.
#HA2086 ..•.•..... $7.95

GUN DIGEST BOOK OF
EXPLODED FIREARMS
DRAWINGS 2nd Edition

Edited by Harold A. Murtz 1 $
Be sure of getting all working --"B:;:"oo::;k;:-;-#----=------nB:;:"OO"'k.,....".#--
parts back into your antiques,
sporting guns, military arms. Please send the DBI book(s) listed above.
Includes parts lists and draw
ings. 288 8Yz" x 11' pages.
#EX9326 $7.95

For the novice hunter or the
veteran stalker, this hunting
"how-to" book has it all! The
best ways, times and places
to hunt the most popular
species of large and small
game. How to develop hunt
ing skills, how to be a better
shot. The hunting camp,
cooking game, bowhunting,
hunting dogs-how to choose

Edited by
Erwin A. Bauer

HUNTER'S
DIGEST,
2nd
Edition

HOME GUNSMITHING
DIGEST 2nd Edition

By R. A. Steindler
Al1 new articles span com
plete what, how-to and why
mfo. Proje.cts for the begin
ner as well as the seasoned
home gunsmith. Plus a di
rectory of the trade. 288 8Yz'
x 11" pages.
#HM5156 $7.95

HANDLOADING
FOR HANDGUNNERS

By George C. Nonte, Jr.
Covers' selection of bul1ets,
powder, primers. How-to
articles on casting and pre
paring bul1ets; swaging; cor
recting misfires and more.
Bal1istics and loading data
tables. 288 8Yz' x 11" pages.
#HH8416 $7.95

HOBBY GUNSMITHING
By Ralph Walker

Your kitchen table or work
bench, a few basic tools, and
you're on the way to a reward·
ing pastime. Close-up photos
and detail drawings keep mis
takes minimal, and enjoy
mentmaximal. 320 8Yz" xli'
pages:
#HG5126 $6.95

GUN DIGEST BOOK OF
THE .22 RIMFIRE

By John Lachuk
What's available in rifles,
handguns, ammo and acces
sories. Choosing the right
gun. Accurizing, sighting,
hunting, simple smithing,
ballistics, survival, much
more. 256 8Yz" x 11" pages.
#TI3726 $6.95

GUN DIGEST BOOK OF
METALLIC SILHOUETTE
SHOOTING By Elgin Gates
Comprehensive coverage is
given to the rifles, handguns,
scopes and ammo currently
being developed for this ex
citing, fast growing sport.
Plus history, rules and meets.
256 8Yz" x 11' pages.
#MS8516 $6.95

BLACK POWDER GUN
DIGEST 2nd EDITION

Edited by Jack Lewis
A must for muzzle loaders.
In-depth discourse on rifles,
handguns, scatterguns and
accessories. Features updated
catalog ofarms; new alterna
tive to black powder; big
gun look at cannonry; where
to buy. 288 8Yz" x II" pages.

. #BP9346 $7.95

Buy One IDBII Book, Get One Free!
At Your Dealer Or From This Ad!

'-- .... J
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J. D. JONES

HANDGUN HUNTING

A RUN DOWN ON THE CARTRIDGES AND
HANDGUNS THAT MAKE HUNTING THE
GREAT SPORT THAT IT IS

I n this age of specialization, handgun
ning ofvarmints has been developed to

an unbelievable degree.
Now don't get me wrong. Most guys are

out there popping groundhogs and jacks
with sixguns and autos. They stalk them or
boot them out of the brush and take
whatever shot is offered. Prairie dogs catch
their share of hell too. Practically any
decent gun or caliber has an· application
for varmint hunting. It's true some of them
are a lot more effective than others. That
fact however, doesn't have much bearing
on an individual's enjoyment of the sport.
As with anything else, you're only going to
get out of it what you put into it.

Getting back to the specialized rigs; the
XP-loo .221 Fireball is a bolt action one
shooter capable of sub-minute of angle
accuracy and up to about 200-250 yard
effectiveness on varmints. Handloaded,
where it's legal to use it, the .221 is capable
of efficiently killing deer in the hands of
ane expert shot/hunter. Don't take that to
mean I recommend the .221 for deer as I
sure as hell don't. No other action type will
equal the accuracy of the bolt gun. The
Wichita will hang in there with the XP on
the accuracy end and I assume the
Weatherby will also when it arrives. Rem
ington is bringing out a Super XP in most
probably a 7MM/.308 x 1.5". Custom
gunsmiths have bastardized the XP into
everything from target to elephant guns.
No doubt about the customs-they
perform. For varmints I prefer the .250
3000, .300 Savage or full length .308 con
versions with the .243 and 6MM running
close behind. The .22-250 isn't bad either.
There are plenty of 25 and 30 caliber
bullets that work very well at the attaina
ble handgun velocities that run in the area
of 26-2800 FPS from 15 inch barrels. I'm
not overly fond of the 7MMs for hunting.
Bullet expansion on groundhog size var
mints as well as deer seems to be a problem
at times and a pin hole through a
groundhog isn't the way to kill it. Phil
Crowley (910 Cadiz Rd., Wintersville, OH
43952 614/264-7033) builds quite a few
competition and hunting XPs in a wide
variety of calibers.

Next, the TICs in .221, .222, .223,
.256Mag, .30 Herrett as well as a lot of
other calibers are most effective-accurate
single shots. With the advent of scopes by
Redfield, TIC, Leupold and Hutson-

14

which is a good, small, light scope, the
TICs aren't far behind the XPs from a
practical standpoint. The TICs are
accurate and relatively inexpensive. They
are easier to shoot offhand than the XPs.
Premium grade barrels up to 14 inches in
length and in calibers from .17 through 50
70 ready to drop in your TIC frame are
available on custom order from SSK Ind.

"U. the XP-100
.221 Fireball

is a bolt action one
shooter

capable of sub
minute of

angle acccuracy •••"

Rt. # 1, Della Drive, Bloomingdale, OH
614/264-0176. Barrels may be mailed
direct to you. The premium SSK barrels
are offered in calibers such as .17 Reming
ton and .45-70 in addition to many others.
A premium grade custom barrel seems to
give more consistent accuracy than factory
barrels.

The versatility of the TIC cannot be
overlooked. A quick barrel change takes it
from .22 Rimfire to center fire cartridges
capable of taking the largest game. The
TIC in 5MM is one of my favorite
varmint-small game rigs. The 5MM seems
to better the .22 Magnum rimfire by a
considerable amount but the price of
5MM ammo is quite high now.

Realistically, a scoped TIC on
groundhogs in 5MM and .22 Mag is a 100
125 yard proposition. The Hornet, Bee and
.256 get out to 150 quite handily. Person
ally, I prefer the .22K Hornet in this
category. With these, and other small cali
bers guns precision shot placement is nec
essary and therefore a scope is also neces
sary.

The .30-30, :30 Herrett and the other
Loudenboomers are tougher to scope and
add little in range or effectiveness to the
small capacity centerfire .22s on varmints
from a practical standpoint. Their addi
tional killing power is handy to have when
animal weight exceeds 1O-to-12 pounds

though. 'Course anyone with any straight
wall magnum case chambering can hang
right in there out to a hundred yards or so.
Custom TIC barrels chambered for
cartridges such as the .375 JDJ or .45-70
and intended for big game do very well
too. As far as I'm concerned there just isn't
any such thing as being overgunned. I've
always contended the perfect varmint car
tridge was one that just left a large pink
spot in the area where he had been stand
ing.

Specialized or not, varminting by just
about any method-stalking, waiting or
calling-is a mighty satisfying experience
with a handgun.

DonnaLe Markham, Handgun Hunters
International Charter Member #395,
coined terminology descriptive of these
guns that I like. She calls them "handfle"
which is just about as accurate a descrip
tion as you can get for these combination
handgun-rifles. The way handgun hunting
is growing, I expect that within a year or
two some of the bullet manufacturers will
be taking another look at their lines with
an eye on improved game performance at
handgun velocities. W-W's Silvertip bullet
in .45ACP and 9MM is the first significant
advance in bullets for 15 years or so. In
"80" the Silvertip will be available in .38
Special, .380 ACP and believe it or not
.32 Auto. I would expect the stresses in
volved in the bullet hitting the rifling in
magnum revolver ammunition is giving
the engineers more than just a little head
ache.

Handgun Hunters International, (P.O.
Box .357MAG, Bloomingdale, OH 43910)
is rolling. The SIXGUNNER, voice of the

aemington is
bringing

out a Super XP that
probably a 7MMI

.308 x 1.5"

membership, was an instant success. Ap
proximately 18% of those receiving issue
# 1responded with either a letter or phone
call. The membership is open at $12.50 per
year. Your stories and experiences are
wanted for publication.

Latest word from Ron Fine, VP Salesl
Marketing of Mossberg is that the firm has
purchased U.S. Arms of Riverhead, N.Y.
maker of the Abilene. The manufacturing
equipment will be moved to North Haven
Ct. and manufacture of the Abilene begin
ning February will commence under the
Mossberg name. In case you aren't aware
of it, the Abilene is a very strong, very well
made single action revolver. Its tolerances,
fit and finish are seldom matched by any
handgun manufacturer. Since its introduc
tion it has had several improvements
and is clearly a superior ~
quality revolver. ~
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The barrel, sighting rib, and
ejector rod housing are a
rugged, integral unit, made
of heat-treated stainless or
chrome molybdenum steels.
The rear sight provided on
Security-Six models is ad
justable for Windage and ele
vation.

RevolversAetion

The spring-loaded firing pin
is enclosed in the frame.
Note: With the trigger re
leased and transfer-bar with
drawn below the firing pin,
the hammer nose rests di
rectly on the frame and can
not contact the firing pin.

Double

The cylinder interlock feature
ensures that the hammer can
not be cocked when the cyl-
inder is open, nor can the "-
cylinder be swung out of the (tr"
frame when the hammer IS W
cocked.

FIELD STRIPPED VIEW .<.

The transfer·bar ignition sys
tem provides that the ham
mer blow can be transmitted
to the firing pin only when
the trigger is pulled all the
way to the rear. This is a
positive internal safety fea
ture designed to prevent fir
ing if the revolver is dropped
accidentally, or if the ham
mer spur receives a sharp
blow.

Music wire or stainless steel
coil springs are used through
out the Ruger double action
revolvers.

RUGER
These are the revolvers created by Ruger engineers who
started with a fresh sheet of paper and an unlimited
budget! There is nothing in the design of these Ruger
double action revolvers which is there simply because
"it has always been done that way"; nothing which re
flects a commitment to outmoded production methods
or obsolescent factory facilities. Representing a signifi
cant improvement in design, these revolvers incorporate
creative Ruger engineering, sophisticated manufacturing
techniques, and superior materials.

The Ruger design philosophy' of strength, simplicity,
and ease of maintenance has been applied throughout
the design of these revolvers. Composed of a series of
integrated subassemblies, the Ruger double action re
volver can be field stripped to its basic components in
seconds, without the use of tools. The entire lock mech
anism is installed through the bottom of the grip frame
as a unit, permitting the use of solid frame side-walls
which contribute to the great strength of these revolvers.
The complex milled-out frames and delicately fitted side
plates of other double action revolvers, and the difficul
ties of maintenance and weaknesses inherent in older
designs are eliminated entirely.

The finest materials are used in Ruger double action
revolvers. Music wire or stainless steel coil springs are
used throughout and frames, cranes, cylinders, and barrels
are of heat-treated stainless or chrome molybdenum
steels. Most of the small internal parts of all models of
Ruger double action revolvers are made of stainless steel.

In addition to traditional Ruger quality and dependable
performance, the shooter enjoys the advantages of the
durable stainless steel mechanism parts, even in standard
blued models.

Ruger Security-Six Revolver in
357 Magnum caliber with rear
sight adjustable for windage
and elevation. Choice of 23/4",
4", or 6" barrel in blued fin
ish or stainless steel.

Ruger Police Service-Six Re
volver in 357 Magnum, 38 Spe
cial, and 9 mm parabellum
(blued model only) calibers with
fixed sights. Choice of 23/4" or
4" barrel in blued finish or
stainless steel.

Ruger Speed-Six Revolver with
compact round butt in 357 Mag
num, 38 Special, and 9 mm
parabellum (blued model only)
calibers with fixed sights.
Choice of 23/4" or 4" barrel in
blued finish or stainless steel.

RUGER, security-Six, Service-Six, and Speed-Six are registered U. S. trademarks

FOR YOUR COPY OF A FREE ILLUSTRATED CATALOG OF ALL RUGER FIREARMS, WRITE DEPT. AH

STURM~ RUGER & Company~ Ine.
Southport, Couueetieut 06490 U.S.A.
ALL RUGER FIREARMS ARE DESIGNED AND MANUFACTURED IN RUGER FACTORIES IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA



Attention!
COMBAT

SHOOTERS

SILUETAS
PHILIP C. BRIGGS

AN INTERVIEW WITH A FUTURE CHAMPION
BILL SPEECE•••WITH SOME HELPFUL HINTS

16

Now you can purchase the
accessories you need in one
convenient place. We offer:

Kings Extended Safeties 18.50
Ambidextrous Safeties 34.50
H&D Extended Slide

Release 19.50
Recoil Buffers 9.95
Micro Sights (melted &

reblued) 27.00
Bo-Mar Sights (melted &

reblued) 49.00
King-Tappan Sights 23.00
MMC-Bar Cross Sights 19.00
Beavertail Grip Safeties 15.00
Long Match Trigger (with

backlash adj.) 10.45
Flat Mainspring Housing

(Colt) 12.25
MK IV Recoil Spring 1.00
Magazines (Colt) Blue 10.00

Nickel 12.25
Pachmayr Grips (combat) 17.50
Pachmayr Mainspring Housings

(flat) 9.95
Colt Commander Hammers 10.50
MK IV Barrel and Bushing

Sets 39.95
Bianchi Chapman Hi-Ride

Holsters 35.95
IPSC Hat Pins 7.50

We have considerable experi
ence in performing IPSC style
modifications .. We are here to
stay, and we take pride in doing
first class work at reasonable
prices - inquire at the address
below for particu·lars.

We are pleased to be associated
with Colts Ptd. Firearms Co.
as an authorized Warranty Repair
Station, and we carry a wide variety
of Colt Parts. ,-----We offer a complete money
back guarantee -- if you are not
100% satisfied, your money will
be cheerfully refunded.

Forward correct remittance
in cash, check or M.a.

along with $2.50 postage to:

SH001ISI
SUPPLY

6225th
Belle Fourche, SD 57717

or call your Visa and Mastercharge
orders to

(605) 892-2822.

N ationally the long range handgun sil
houette game has had a few shooters

rise to the top, but their reign has been
brief. The caliber of the competition, and
the equipment is such that on a good day a
competent shooter can knock off the local
hot dog. The sport has yet to be dominated
by a few shooters.

But that may be changing, at least if
we've got more shooters coming along like
Bill Speece. I've been shooting pistols
longer than he has been around, yet at the
Internationals he fired one of the seven
80's shot to beat me, and 130 other triple A
unlimited shooters. He lost one more tar
get in the shootoff than the eventual win
ner, but poured it on in the consolation to
score a 5x5 on the 300 meter pigs and nail
down second place. Impressive.

Thought you'd like to meet him-I'm
sure you'll be hearing more about him in
the future.
Phil: Bill, how long have you been
shooting?
Bill: I got started in silhouettes in March,
1979, but I've been shooting a pistol before
that, occasionally.
Phil: What sort of pistol matches have you
competed in before? .
Bill: Oh, 22's, fox and deer, a whole bunch
of things that my Dad put on ... bullseye
shooting.
Phil: How long have you been shooting a
pistol altogether?
Bill: I was about ten when I shot my first
pistol. I shot a 45 or 38, then 22's.
Phil: How many silhouette matches have
you shot?
Bill: About 20.
Phil: Did you find silhouettes a change
from your other shooting?
Bill: Yeah, you don't have to stand up and
hold it with two hands, and you get to see
what is happening to your target. You can
see the action, and you get frustrated with
them not going over.
Phil: How did you get started shooting
silhouettes?
Bill: My dad took me to a pistol match at
Jackson Center in November of last year
to see what it was like and then about
March we went to Jackson Center again
and from there on it just started out.
Phil: How much practice do you do?
Bill: Well, when I first started out the only
practice I got was at the matches them
selves and then when we got more time we

went out in the afternoon. A couple times I
spent 2 or 3 hours shooting on the week
ends.
Phil: Did you do any special practice
before you came to the Internationals?
Bill: No, I just came off our State, the
Regional's and the NRA NATIONAL
(championships).and then this.
Phil: What's your favorite gun or class?
Bill: I'm triple A with my unlimited. I've
shot a 40 at the State shoot and an 80 at the
Region 1 and an 80 at the Internationals
here. That's a fun gun to shoot. I've com
peted against some of the big names with
it-which is neat considering I'm just a
junior shooter. I shoot triple A in produc
tion. My pistol is accurate and I like that
because it'll put it where I want it, but then
I lose targets with it.
Phil: What guns are you using in the two
classes?
Bill: My unlimited (gun) is a Sinclair
XP-lOO in 7x57 and my production (gun) is
a Remington XP-lOO in ~21.

Phil: What loads do you use?
Bill: For the 221 I use the factory load (on
the chickens) and then for the others I use
hand loads; that's a 55 grain Remington
spire point bullet with 15.5 grains of IMR
4227. For my unlimited gun I use a 154
Hornady with 23 grains of SR4759. For
rams I use a 160 Sierra and 36.5 grains of
IMR 4895. I lost some rams with the 154's
so that's why I went to 160's. My Dad lost a
ram today with the 160's but I haven't.
Phil: What do you like about shooting
silhouettes?
Bill: The traveling. We're in the eastern
part of Pennsylvania and most of the
matches are in the west so I like to travel to
them and then shoot a good score. There
aren't too many things I really excel in, you
know, and it's neat to go out and do pretty
good.
Phil: What do your friends think about
your shooting?
Bill: They don't know exactly what sil
houette shooting is so I have to explain it to
them, you know: the targets; how far;
what type ofgun I shoot; perfect scores are
40's and that I've shot a couple of those;
and all that.
Phil: Do they think you're some sort of
rabid gun-nut?
Bill: Not really, we come from a small
school and there's not too many people
that go out and get national recognition, so
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MASCOT RIBSIGHTS ...
Patent Pending

THE DICTIONARY STATES THAT MASCOT IS A PERSON, ANIMAL, OR OBJECT
SUPPOSED TO BRING GOOD LUCK.

MASCOT I™

Step ramp sight extends from the front sight post to
within approximately 11f2" from the rear sight notch.
The ramp is designed for quick and easy sight align
ment.

The clicks are distinct and positive. Adjustment for
windage is in the front and elevation in the rear. A
complete turn of the screw is 10 clicks.

Because the sight is cut from one piece of steel the
front and rear sight alignment is always constant.

The rear sight blade is approximately 3/16" thick, 9/16"
high and 1" wide. The large sight blade aids in quick
sight alignment.

---~

- .
Mounting screws are concealed under the upper plat
form making an attractive as well as a durable sight.
The base is drilled to replace most existing sights.

MASCOT II™

The only difference between the Mascot I and Mascot
" is that this sight has no ramp for the shooter who
prefers the conventional front sight post. All adjust-

ments are the same. Th b 'b 'II fit b II bIde a ave n s WI u - arre e

Colt. Smith & Wesson and Ruger PPC revolvers.

MASCOT III™
The .45 automatic, not pictured, soon to be available.

FOR INFORMATION WRITE OR CALL:

TRAVIS R. STRAHAN
Rt. 7, Townsend Cir.
Ringgold, GA 30736

404-937-4495

Manufactured by:

Travis Strahan
Rt. 7, Townsend Cir., Ringgold, GA 30736

PRICE:
(Ga. residence add 4% sales tax)

SHIPPING AND INSURANCE: $1.00 for one sight,
.50¢ each additional sight

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

TERMS: CASH WITH ORDER





100 Calle Cortez, Dept. AH-5-80. Temecula. CA 92390. (714) 676-5621

FRONT OPENING HOLSTER
FOR AUTOMATICS/
MODEL #3000
"AUTODRAW" ®
Pet;enu PendIng

Eight years of concentrated develop
ment and testing have yielded the
incredible new "Auto Draw"! Designed
to give the automatic pistol the kind of
security only available before for
revolvers. Space-age designs and
materials have created asophisticated,
lightweight spring shell inside the
holster.

MODEL #"1 "I "I
"CYCLONEUTM
CROSSDRAW
P __Pendlng

The new "Cyclone" crossdraw holster
for field, range and concealment use!
The rugged, unitized belt I-OQp carries
gun at optimum angle for perfect
balance. Wide configuration gives
holster low profile, pulls gun into body
for secure carry and provides optimum
concealment. Also an ideal field holster
gun may easily be drawn when carrying
pack or slung rifle. For most autos, DA
and SA revolvers, 2"-83fs"
AT BIANCHI FRANCHISED
DEALERS WORLD WIDE!

BIANCRI
®lID~I11]£1frn1]ill TM

Full
welted

l~''''--''r-~ seam

:.i.~~~1}:. Standard
. silicone·suede

lining

Unique, unitized
belt loop makes body
hugging design.

Open muzzle

Molded bullon
snaps into trigger
guard

Independent carbon
steel spring

Molded internal welt

Sophisticated lightweight
mainspring

Full silicone suede lining

MODEL#"I3
"BCORPION"TM
SHOULDER HOLSTERP ndlng

The versatile shoulderholster that's one
or two gun carry system! The new #13
carries the gun horizontally forstability
and security. Unigue leather overlay
minimizes bulk. Compact belt slots.
With open muzzle, it accommodates
various barrel lengths, has a molded
sight channel and a beautiful hand
boned fit. Snap adjustable harness with
heavy' duty 2" wide elastic straps
distnbutes weight comfortably and
conceals smoothly. Rig consists of: (1)
Holster #13, (1) Harness #13A (specify,
S,M,L), (1) Ammo Pouch #138 or (1) Mag
Pouch #13C for 2-4" revolvers; .38lJ,
9mm, .45 autos.

larity of practical shooting to their own
advantage. This is perfectly understanda
ble and must be admitted as even desirable
in that it will introduce a variety of differ
ing concepts into pistol competition. (Our
rifle program is really not under way as yet
although there is much promise in three
sections of the nation.)

It's important to note that practical
shooting is indeed "practical," and does
not include frivolous shooting-gallery ac
tivities of the sort now beign popularized
outside of the I.P.S.c. program. Certainly
the people who ascribe to the principles of
I.P.S.c. have no objection to parlor games
performed with firearms. As a matter of
fact, the majority of I.P.S.c. shooters par
ticipate in these activities. But it is neces
sary to remember that marksmanship
sports may be divided at this time into
three categories. The first is conventional
target shooting which relates to sword
smanship as modem fencing does to the
technique of the sword as taught in the
armies of the nineteenth century. The sec
ond is the parlor-game company which
invents ingenious and amusing tests
which have no relationship to anything but

(Continued on page 27)
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COOPER'S COLUMN
(Continued from page 10)

they don't mock me for it.
Phil: Do you have any suggestions to help

. young people get started in this sport?
Bill: Stick with it. My Dad said if you hit
'em and they don't go over, that's all right,
'cause you know you still hit 'em, right, so
you can unofficially call it a good score and
start out and work your way up. When I
first got a five chicken pin, I remember I
wanted a ten chicken pin and all the other
pins and I had to work for those and then
they just started coming. It took a while
and it was fun to do it.
Phil: Have you learned any tricks you
might pass on that have helped you get
where you are now?
Bill: Yeah, I listened to my Dad who is
Region I and State NRA champion stand
ing. He's been shooting bullseye for about
15 ye.ars so I listened to him. I also listened
to Barry Bechtel who has about ten 40's;
he's a good shot. I listened to them and
they gave me hints. I've talked with Skip
Talbot and he's given me a lot of good
hints about sighting. I've talked to a whole
bunch of other people; they give you small
hints. If you watch and listen you can
really pick up good advice.
Phil: Any thoughts you'd like to end up
with?
Bill: It would be neat if this sport goes
to the Olympics. All in all, it's a good
sport and it's going .....
to do well. ~



How to get more
for your money

with a
Hunter Holster

HANDLOADING
DAN COTTERMAN

Name _

reaming, a tedious and time-taking proc
ess, and they can be formed without using
costly multiple-die sets. It is, however,
recommended that those who elect to
make .357 Herrett cases become owners
and operators of a power case trimmer.
The device may be considered essential
unless you're handy with a fine-toothed
hacksaw and a file. I'm referring to the
need to use a file-and-trim-die in order to
shorten the .30-30 case from 2.04-inches to
l.75-inches, which represents a reduction
of well over a quarter of an inch.

Cutting back isn't the initial operation in
transforming .30-30s into .357 Herretts.
Cases should first be run through a full
length .357 Herrett sizing die. Cherry brass
should be used, no once-fireds if you want
top results. This is so because the cases are
not fullY reshaped during the first resizing.
They must then be loaded with a fairly stiff
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sure, must have included the .357 Davis
Cotterman wildcat concocted a few years
earlier by necking the .44 Magnum hull
down to accept .357 bullets. This one
fulfilled every hope Keith Davis and I had
for it, but obviously lacked the powder
capacity of the .357 Herrett:

The next condition set by Herrett and
Milek called for acceptable hunting ac
curacy since reaching out without the as
surance of good hits was pointless. The
round had to be capable of grouping five
shots within a four-inch circle at a hundred
yards.

Beyond the essential requirement of
good bullet expansion, a predictable result
of the velocities that obviously would be
available with so hefty a round, the case
had to be reasonably easy to make.

Satisfaction of this final provision seems
to have been met. That is, ifyou happen to
be of an optimistic turn. So let's look at it
from the bright side: .357 Herrett cases can
be formed without the use of inside neck

W eevils in flour and hardbread can be
killed by placing same in a very hot

oven for a few minutes." The author of a
certain old-time book of outdoor and
hunting how-to apparently had no per
sonal objection to eating weevils, as long as
they were well cooked. The hunting sec
tion goes on to advise against attempting
to down large game with any bullet heav
ier than 405 grains. Another line of stern
caution by that barefoot bumpkin informs
the reader that the optimum range for
handgun kills on game animals is about 50
yards.

Now, in the descending decades of the
twentieth century, it is fair to observe that
the man was right about the effective reach
of handguns as tools for hunting. Rain
bow-like trajectory arcs and powder-puff
ballistics generally limited the handguns of
yesteryear to purely social uses.

The extension of effective ranges began
with the .357 Magnum back in the mid
thirties, gained even more with the coming
of the .44 Magnum some years later, and
there were astonishing reports on the
prowess of at least one .30-06 handgun.

A practical step in the right direction
was made about five years ago when Steve
Herrett of Twin Falls, Idaho, took a long
look at the old .30-30 hull and decided it
could be shaped to serve the needs oflong
range handgunners. He had already fash
ioned his .30 Herrett round from the
.30-30, but with the obvious drawback of
having to use lighter bullets with a rela
tively small cross-sectional area. The new
idea was to neck the .30-30 case mouth up
to accept .357 diameter bullets.

Herrett was destined to foster a true
winner. Bullets of good construction
weighing up to 160 grains could be used
ahead of charges that would result in
velocities well in excess of 2000 fps.

Ed Beers, director of the Hornady bal
listics laboratory, whose cooperation in the
writing of this report proved invaluable,
has stated, "There is no doubt that the .357
Herrett in the lO-inch barrel Thompson/
Center Contender is the most powerful
commercially available handgun we have
ever tested."

Herrett, who worked with exp€rimenter
Bob Milek in developing the new round,
felt that it should offer a practical advan
tage over other handgun rounds of the
same caliber then available. This, to be

THE .357 HERREn ... HANDLOADS THAT
REACH OUT AND GET THE JOB DONE ON
SILHOUEnES OR ANIMALS.

HUNTER...Quality.
Made in the West

where people demand
the best.

The Hunter Corp., 3300
West 71st Avenue,

Westminster,
Colorado 80030.

Discover what the owner of five or more
handguns knows...Hunter makes 'em right.

See your dealer todayl Or send $2.00 for
our 1980 Catalog packed with more than
150 leather Items.

Custom designed hollter
for "Thompson Center"
handguns. Superior
crafted holsters per
manently molded and
form fitted for your
"Thompson Center" hand
gun. Made from the finest .
vegetable tanned cowhide.
In full top grain natural
leathers. Hand polished.
Expert construction. Right or
left-handed.

Six models for the entire "Thompson
Center" line with snap button safety
straps and snap-on belt loop for easy
removal from belt.

No.1100 (Shown) Plain leather. Oiled Russet.
No. 1100B Plain leather. Dye-fast Black.
No.3100 Hand flower carved. Oiled Russet.
No. 3100B Hand flower carved. Dye-fast Black.
No.2100 Basketweave pattern. Oiled Russet.
No. 21 OOB Basketweave pattern. Dye-fast Black.

65-875 for 10" Bbl with large scope.
65-876 for 14" Bbl with large scope.
65-975 for 10" Bbl without scope.
65-976 for 14" Bbl without scope.
65-175 for 10" Bbl with small scope.
65-176 (Shown) for 14" Bbl with small scope.

The man who owns live or more handguns
usually looks to Hunter for the right
holster. A holster that feels right, looks
right and wears right. The right holster
makes the difference. The difference the
multi-handgun owner looks for.

If you're looking for superior craftsman
ship ..craftsmanship in the tradition of the
West and at the same time want more for
your money...then you owe itto yourselfto
look to Hunter for your next holster. You'll
get the right holster, reasonably priced.

Unique styllng...our
mOlt popular models.
Superior quality. Made
from finest vegetable
tanned cowhide. Full grain
natural leathers and hi
gloss blacks. Hand pol
ished. Right or left-handed.

Six closed-end modeli
with snap button safety
straps and snap-on belt
loop for easy removal from belt.

Address _

City _

State' _

The Hunter Corp., 3300 W. 711t Ave., Box
467, Westminster, CO 80030.

Enclosed is $2.00. Please rush me your
1980 Hunter Catalog today.
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charge and fire-formed, an operation that
calls for brass of maximum flexibility;
hence, the recommendation for using new,
unfired cases.

My experiments with the .357 Herrett
have used a TIC Contender with lO-inch
barrel. Using a l4-inch barrel will result in
a velocity boost of 6.8 percent to 14.6
percent, as the included loading tables
reveal. However, velocities in the realm of
2200 fps for l58-grain jacketed hollow
point bullets from the lO-inch tube com
mand respect With this level of perfor
mance in mind, it is fair to state that
making .357 Herrett cases-regardless of
the needed attention to details of pro
cedure-is well worth the handgunner's
time and effort.

Instructions will accompany your pur
chase of a set of Bonanza dies, which are
especially made for the forming and re-

loading of this powerful cartridge. Specify
whether you will need the file-and-trim die
in addition to the regular sizing and bullet
seating dies. Again, the recommendation is
to go with a power trimmer. It'll save you a
lot of trouble and will result in a better
finished product.

Fire-forming is best done with charges
that are reduced by about 15 percent from
the normal run of charges. After fire
forming it is a good idea to avoid full
length resizing since this cartridge does not
find its headspace at the rim, but at the
distance between the breech face and the
shoulder. In order to keep this critical
measurement true to your particular
chamber, it will be necessary to back the
sizing die .060-inch away from contact
with the shell holder extension. Otherwise,
there is danger of creating cases that are
too short. The least of poor results that will
follow such a mistake will be a loss of
accuracy; a greater inconvenience will be
case separations.

The challenge, as I found it, was to
discover a powder that would achieve bal
ance between a case whose capacity (to the
base of the seated bullet) was similar to
that of a rifle round and the relatively short
barrel from which the bullet was to be
fired. The apparent demand was for a
mixture that would occupy a fair percen
tage of the large volume available, yet
which would bum fairly rapidly. There
fore, best results to date have been ob
tained with Winchester's 630, Hodgdon's·
H-4227, and Hercules 2400.

Returning to Ed Heers' comments, the
experimenter noted, "Like almost any ex
treme it (the .357 Herrett) was not without
its limitations and for-this cartridge it was
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TABLE ONE

BULLET POWDER AMT PRIMER CASE VELOCITY, FPS REMARKS
10 Inch 14'lnch

Note: Neither Steve Herrett. nor American Handgunner magazine can assume responsibility for results obtained
from using the loads listed above. As noted. all charges should be reduced by 10 percent for starting loads.

I 10·gr. Speer JHP H·4227 34.0 CC 1250 Rem. 2427 Compressed load
110·gr. Speer jHP 2400 29.0 CC 1250 Rem. 2549
110·gr. Speer JHP W630 300 CC 1250 Rem. 2574

125·gr. Hornady JHP H·4227 32.5 CC 1250 Rem. 2355
125'gr. Speer JHP H·4227 330 CC 1250 Rem. 2374
I25·gr. Sierra JHC W630 27.0 CC 1250 Rem. 2346
125'gr. Speer jHP W630 28.0 CC 1250 Rem. 2399

140'gr. Speer JHP H·4227 30.0 CC 1250 Rem. 2198 Accurate load
140'gr. Speer jHP H·4227 32.0 CI250 Rem. 2264 Maximum load
140·gr. Speer JHP Blue Dot 22.0 Fed215 Rem. 2115

150'gr. Sierra jHC H·4227 30.0 CC 1250 Rem. 2192

158'gr. Speer jSP H·4227 29.0 CC 1250 Rem. 2067
158'gr. Hornady jHP H·4227 29.0 CC 1250 Rem. 2116 Accurate load
158·gr. S,era jSP W296 26.0 Fed215 Rem. 2124 2274 7-percent gain
158'gr. Sierra jSP 2400 26.0 Fed215 Rem. 2190 2340 Maximum load

158'gr. Hornady lead Blue Dot 9.0 Fed21 S Rem. 1190 Dacron filler over chge
SWC \

158·gr. Speer lead SWC 2400 12.0 CCI200 Rem. 1181 Dacron filler over chge

170'gr. Sierra FMj H·4227 27.5 CC 1250 Rem. 2060 2247 9-percent gain
170'gr. Sierra FMj W296 25.5 CCI250 Rem. 1901 2178 14.6-percem gain.

Maximum load.

obtain from ten to a dozen loadings per
case, using heavy charges, provided cau
tion is used in the matter of not over
shortening the cases during sizing.

The loads shown in Table Two were
(Continued on page 27)

his .357 Herrett barrels. He notes that, for
all other barrels, starting powder charges
should be reduced by 10 percent. Cases
used were Remington. I have used both
Remington and Norma-Precision cases in
my personal handloading. It is possible to

finding a load or loads that gave accept
able velocity uniformity. Ifloads are vary-'
ing in velocity the group will open up in
the vertical dimension. We were able to
achieve acceptable velocitiy uniformity
with the use of various primers for dif
ferent powders. Initially, we used Federal
210 L.R. because of our good luck with this
primer in the past and the fact that this
case is made for the L.R. primer. With
some of the slower ball powders velocities
become overly erratic. By switching to the
Winchester 7M-lllF L.P. magnum primer
better uniformity resulted. Whether a thin
ner cup is used with consequently more
uniform primer ignition, or a different
charge weight and/or composition is used,
giving better powder ignition, is not
known, but it is definite that the Winches
ter L.P. Magnum primer improved unifor
mity with the slow ball powders."

Beers' findings with respect to primer
type run directly athwart of Milek's earlier
recommendation for the exclusive use of
magnum large-rifle primers. I have no
doubt, however, that the exception dis
covered by the former is valid. I have used
regular Remington L.R. primers and that
firm's L.R. Magnum primers. Each is suc
cessful, but it is certain that the more
potent version results in more complete
burning of powder charges.

Loads shown in Table One were de
veloped by Steve Herrett and fired from
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.. ~ PERI SHOT!
COMBAT COUIlSE
DAVE ARNOLD

PRACTICAL PISTOL sHOOTING
WHERE IS IT GOING?

PROFESSIONAL QUALITY
STATE-OF-THE-ART

AIR PISTOLS FOR
ECONOMICAL

YEAR 'ROUND
SHOOTING

ANYWHERE,
ANYTIME!

The ultimate in air gun technology imported
from Europe. One·hole accuracy. quiet.
recoiless operation. over 500fps velocities.
life·time durability. ALL for less than a
penny a shot'

Olympic match models for the professional
shooter. powerful sporting models for the
casual shooter. No pumping. no CO2 . Con·
sistent performance. shot after shot.

FREE . .. Air Rifle Headquarters' 132 page
catalog of air rifles and pistols. ammunition.
accessories. plus a mini·encyclopedia of
important air gun information. Write today.

AIR RIFLE
HEADQUARTERS,

INC.
P.O. Box 3271AH.

Grantsville, W. Va. 26147
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I f world championships are anything to
go by, Practical Pistol shooting is going

from strength to strength, yet, in spite of
this, an increasing number of shooters are
not happy about the direction in which the
sport seems to be heading. Many of the
"beefs" can be dismissed as simply "sour
grapes" but some of the criticism appears
valid and deserves closer examination.

The most common complaint is that the
sport is no longer practical and, when it is
remembered that practical shooters have
prided themselves in participating in one
of the most realistic forms for shooting
activity, this charge is serious. A major
accusation is that the competitive spirit of
the sportsman's element has introduced
many highly questionable techniques.
Anyone who has watched or participated
in the previous two world matches would
probably agree that there is a lot of truth in
this charge.

One of the problems in this sport is the
fact that very few restrictions are placed on
competitors, the underlying policy being
that a shooter will not be told how to shoot
a given course of fire. This is compounded
by using the Comstock count to score
many of these matches. As time is of the
essence, competitors are constantly seek
ing ways and means of cutting down on
those precious seconds with the result that
it is not uncommon to see shooters running
up to a target and engaging it at point
blank range or taking it from a position
that would never be contemplated if the
target was able to return the fire.

As these types of exercises change in
format from match to match, what initially
may appear to be a practical course can
turn out to be quite the opposite. In one
exercise in the 1977 world match, competi
tors were only permitted to engage targets
from behind cover or while on the move. It
was not long before some of the shooters
found they could complete the course
faster by running up too many targets and
virtually blasting the patches off them
rather than engaging them from a good
tactical position.

Closely related to this criticism is the
accusation that there are too many athletic
events creeping into the sport. Assault
courses are nothing new to practical shoot
ing but in recent years they have tended to
become more numerous and of greater
length. The trend probably started during

the 1977 match in Rhodesia where there
were two assault course type matches and
a jungle lane that required shooters to
cover a considerable distance, shooting at
numerous targets on the way. In many of
the exercises, various obstacles had to be
negotiated, many of which demand a con
siderable degree of agility on the part of
the shooter.

Fun though these exercises are, they
tend to favor those who are fleet of foot
and the older competitors are often at a
distinct disadvantage even though their
shooting skill may be on a par with
younger shooters. In addition, the nature
of some of the obstacles is becoming such,
that the more senior competitors are in
danger of injuring themselves while nego
tiating them.

Handguns are not intended to fight
wars, being designed for defense at close
range, yet many of the assault courses and
jungle lanes are of such a nature that, in
reality, one would hesitate to tackle them
without first requesting an airstrike and
then only advancing with tanks and a
company of soldiers in close support. In
fairness to the Rhodesians and South Af
ricans, these courses do have some validity
in their countries where the possibility of a
terrorist attack or ambush can be expected
in certain areas, but for the majority of
shooters from other countries the likeli
hood of encountering such a situation is
extremely unlikely. Once again, these ex
ercises are scored using the Comstock
count (score less penalties divided by time)
and it is not always certain if good scores
are obtained by quick accurate shooting or
fast running. I would hasten to add that as
far as the 1977 World Champion, Dave
Westerhout, and the present title holder
Jimmy Von Sorgenfrei, are concerned, I
have no hesitation in saying that both ran
fast and shot superbly.

A criticism that is not quite so common
but which is just as valid as the others is the
fact that the sport is fast becoming re
stricted to one weapon, the 45 Colt Gov
ernment Automatic, although the Brown
ing Hi-power is still to be seen occasion
ally. Revolver shooters just do not seem to
have a chance, mainly because courses are
designed around the magazine capacity of
the .45 auto. In many shoots, seven or eight
shots have to be fired before having to
reload and move to another position where
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HATS FOR HANDGUNNERSI

#RG-CA. Official RUGER cap. Red (foam backed
twill) with blk.. red & whl. emblem. Adjustable, one
size fits all. $5.95 ea.

#CO-CA. Official COLT cap. Royal Blue (foam
backed twill) with gold & silver emblem. Sm.-Med.
(up to 7'.4) or Med.-Lg. $5.95 ea.

#CO-SE. Official Colt Emblem (small). Approx. 3V, x
2V,'. Gold & silver on Royal Blue. $2 ea. or 3/$5.
#CO-LE, Same as CO-SE, but in large 4 x 7" size.
$3.00 ea or 3 I $7.00

#RG-01 RUGER T-Shirt! Premium quality JOCKEY
shirt with Ruger logo silkscreened in white on a red
50/50 colton poly blend shirt. S.-M.-L.-XL. $5.95 ea.

#RG-02 Same quality & color. as RG-01 • but with the
"30 Years of Firearms" logo. S.-M.-L.-XL. $5.95 ea.

#RG-03. RUGER "30 Years of Ruger Firearms" desigl
in blk, & red on a premium quality white JOCKEY T-Shirl
$5.95 ea. S.-M.-L.-XL.

RG-02SS - Red 50/50 long
sleeve sweatshirt, same design &
color as RG-02 T-Shirt. S,M,L,XL
$10.95 ea.

RG-03SS - White 50/50 long
sleeve sweatshirt, same design &
colors as RG-03 T-Shirt. S,M,L,XL
$10.95 ea.

ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS:
PHONE ORDERS: M.C. or VISA only (no C.OD.'s) 715-341 -1773. We usually ship UPS within 2
hours on receipt of order.
MAIL ORDERS: Please use the coupon below, be sure to state sizes, enclose $2.00 for UPS (we ca
not ship UPS to P.O. Box numbers) or $1.00 for 1st class mail on emblem orders.

PHONE ORDERS! 715-341-1773
CHARGE TO M.C. OR VISA ($16.00 MINIMUM ORDER)

SORRY, NO C.O.D'S

OTY. DESCRIPTION (COLOR) SIZE PRICE TOTAL

SUBTOTAL
NAME

WI HES ADD 4% SALES TAX

ADDRESS SHIPPING $2.00

CITY UPS OR RUSH $1.00 EXTRA

STATE/ZIP TOTAL ORDER

WHITETAIL SPORTING GOODS. P.O. Box 132, Dept. H • Stevens Point, Wisconsin 54481



BREAK~FREE§if
"TESTED UNDER "IMPOSSIBLE" CONDITIONS

to prove it's right for
your guns as a

.CLEANS: Tests show BREAK
FREE CLP removes 98% of firing
residue, makes cleaning easier,
faster, better.

• LUBRICATES: Coats metal with a
layer of lubrication so slippery,
foreign materials (lead, powder
residue, carbon, plastic, etc.) will
not stick. Trigger pull is actually
reduced, and you will feel smooth
er action of the lever, pump, bolt,
etc.

• PRESERVES: Stops the formation
of rust and corrosion, protects all
metal parts against moisture. Lab
tests results: surpassed more than
900 hours in the humidity cham
ber test, surpassed more than 100
hours in the 5% salt spray test,
bolt with no evidence of rust or
corrosion.

• The BREAK-FREE CLP secret for
mula contains multiple ingredients
including specially-treated TEF
LON. ':' This combination of mat
erials. although a thin liquid, gives
BREAK-FREE CLP the ability to
prevent wear. Metal surfaces are
kept apart to allow freedom of
motion without adhesion or abra
sion. Friction is reduced. Dirt, grit,
rust, salt, etc. are displaced and
forced to flow away as movement
occurs so bearing areas tend to
cleanse themselves. And BREAK
FREE CLP also provides excellent
protection from rust corrosion.

• BREAK-FREE CLP was and is
right for the care and maintenance
of automatic weapons. BREAK
FREE CLP will prove to be right
for your guns, too.

BREAK-FREECLP ... the solu.tion
you've been looking for'

Available through your local dealer
or for more information,

contact:

SAN/BAR CORPORATION,
P.O. Box 11787, Dept. AHS,

Santa Ana, CA 92711
TEFLON IS a registered trademark 01

E I DUP'"ln"' (1~ NemOllfC; JI.. Co (Inc)
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a similar number of rounds are required.
There are good revolver shooters who can
reload almost as fast as auto-men when
using speed loaders but they stand little
chance where they are required to do so
more frequently. There is no denying the
fact that automatics have greater firepower
than revolvers but does this justify exclud
ing the latter solely on this ground?

If we are to continue to do so then we
must accept that we will tend to exclude
many potential competitors such as army
and police personnel who often have no
choice in the weapons they carry. While on
the subject ofweapons and equipment, the
sportsman element has resulted in exten
sively-modified pistols that feature com
pensators, long slides and barrels not to
mention speed holster rigs that sometimes
border on the ridiculous. This is an "old
chestnut" and just how far competitors
should be allowed to go is difficult to say
but many of these features are very expen
sive and there is a danger that the sport
may become confined to the wealthy.

There were some observations made
about the design of some of the courses of
fire, particularly in relation to where spec
tators were placed. In both of the previous
matches, certain exercises have required
competitors to either move or shoot in a
direction parallel to where spectators were
seated. While there have not been any
incidents where anyone has been injured
or endangered, a number of shooters ex
pressed the opinion that, as these events
usually require fast movement between
shooting stations, an accident could result
should a shooter trip or fall. To date the
control exercised by range officers has
been beyond reproach but the chance of a
spectator being injured cannot be risked
and can be minimized if all movement and
shooting is confined to a down range
direction.

In seeking a remedy to these problems,
it i~ important to remember that practical
shooting is a sport and, ifit is to survive, it
must remain so. Any changes that remove
the enjoyment from this activity will be
catastrophic and the easiest way of doing
this will be to introduce too many rules
and restrictions. The following suggestions
on how the sport can be improved came
from a number of competitors.

Most of the problems lie in the design of
the course of fire and it is desirable to
ensure that both automatics and revolvers
are able to compete without giving either
an unfair advantage. This can be done by
ensuring that, where a reload is required, a
good revolver shooter can do it in the
stipulated time. Here the man with an
automatic has an advantage of having
more time to place his shots. We must also
stop thinking only in terms of the maga
zine capacity of the 45 Auto and confine
ourselves to that of a six shot revolver.
Once again the auto has the advantage of
two extra rounds should any of the targets
be missed.

Athletic events need to be curtailed but

not necessarily completely dispensed with.
Where movement between shooting posi
tions is required, short distances of be
tween three and five metres will reduce the
chances of a mediocre competitor winning
because he ran fastest. Careful use of the
Comstock system of scoring is also needed
and here the South Africans may well have
the answer with some of the range equip
ment and courses that they have designed.

The 1979 championships utilized a large
number of simply constructed, moving
and turning targets which, when used in an
event like the house clearing exercise,
provided an exciting and practical shoot.
The only drawback to this particular
match was that the Q,mstock method of
scoring was used. No one in their right
mind would rush through a house filled
with armed adversaries and, where almost
exclusive use of turning and moving tar
gets was made use of, this seems hardly
necessary. In a real life situation, the time
available to shoot is often dictated by how
long one's assailant is visible and more
shoots along this line are desirable.

The South Africans also made use of
steel stop plates which fell over when
struck to stop the timer. There seems to be
no reason why exercises utilizing steel

"You either knock it
over or you don't."

w ~

plate targets of this nature cannot be used.
A shoot where the man is to knock over a
number of such plates in the fastest time is
exciting to the competitors and has great
spectator appeal. Using such targets in a
match like the cover course could also be
considered. If one can only move to the
next position after all targets have been
knocked down this would provide an excit
ing match and the beauty of plates is that
there are no arguments about hits or two
shots in one hole. You either knock it over
or you don't.

Limiting the type of weapons and
equipment is more difficult as has been
evidenced by the attempts to define "what
is a practical holster." In respect to weap
ons, one suggestion seems to have merit. It
allows a competitor to make such modi
fications as extended safeties, the fitting of
better sights, alterations of grips and the
improvement of the trigger but not allow
the external dimensions to be drastically
altered.

At the prize-giving ceremony at the 1979
Championships, Jeff Cooper commented
that while practical shooting had made
great strides and was extremely enjoyable,
we should be careful not to allow it to
become just a test of skill. "Fencing with a
foil may be enjoyable but it teaches us little
about swordmanship." Hopefully, the in
coming IPSC body will take note of this
and take steps to put the ......
"practical" back in the sport. ~
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CASES: Frontier, reformed CTGE LENGTH: 2.065" PRIMER: Fed. 210

POWDER 1900 2000 2100 2200 2300

TABLE TWO
VELOCITIES, AND CHARGE WEIGHT
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DEPENDABLE
F~nest ~

Pistol & ---;-"-,'Rifle tJ (!

'..Magazines ..
STEEL FABRICATED .
Mfg. in U.S.A. by D & E MAGAZINES

FOREIGN ORDERS Be sure to use U.S. currency and send enough
to cover for air freight charges.

CALIBER DESCRIPTION PRICE

22 Astra ConSlable llama 9.95
22 Browning Belgian made 11.95
22 Browning U.S. made 12.95
22 .Berena 70's Interchangeable 70.101.76 11.95
22 Coil New or Old mod. spe 11.95
22 Hi,Stand, Victor, Citalion, Supermatic. Trophy 13.95
22 Hi·Stand" H·O. HA. O. A. HE. GE. GO 11.95
22 llama Fit. new mods. 04 Rds. 13.951 Reg. size 9.95
22 Smi'h & Wesson mod. 41122 Stw mod 61 8.951 11.95
22 St" FN. FR. FRS. Walter PI'TPPKIS 11.95
25 Armi·Galesi mod. 9. 8.95. Gales; lale mod. 9.95
25 Bauer. Browning. Buffalo. BernardeJli 9.95
25 Berella Jet·Fire. mfg. 1941 995
25 T,lan E276, Sterling 300 895
25 Col' Jr. late mod. 115 Rds. 12.951 Reg. size 995
32 Berella made 193410 38. Berella mod. 100 1095
32 Browning pre·war 7 or 8 rounds. Specify 10.95
32 Colt. Ceska. BernardeJli. Remington 10.95
32 Mauser HSc. Mauser A·G 7 rds. 12.95
32 SaYage 15 Rds. Reg. size 21.95
32 Ongies. Slar old mililary 7.65 10.95
32 Wal'her 7.65 PPK 115 rds. 16.501 Reg. size 10.95
32 Wal'her PPKIS 115 Rds. 16.501 Reg. sIZe 10.95

W, 'tDck m.n, mDr, clip, not Ii't,d in thi' ,tI.
360 Astra Constable 115 Rds. 16.501 Reg. sIze 9.95
360 6eretta 1934 to 1938 10.95
380 Beretta 70's 115 rounds 16.501 .Reg. size to.95
360 Browning mfg. 1971. Bernardeni any mod. 10.95
360 Back·up 9mm KurzlAstra 3000 10.951 6.95
380 llama litall new INod. 15 Rds.. 16.501 Reg. size 9.95
380 Mab. mod. O. Mauser HSc. Ortgies. Remington 10.95
360 5,,, FI Fist Mod. 115 Rds. 16.501 Reg. sIze 9.95
380 5,,, FI Snd. Mod. 115 Rds. 16.001 Reg. size 9.95
380 Sterling Mod. 400 115 Rds. 16.501 Reg. size 9.95
360 Walther PP & PPKls 115 Rds. 16.501 Reg. size 10.95
360 Walther PPK 115 Rds. 16.501 Reg. SIZe 10.95
91010 6rownong H.P.125 Rds. 27.501 Reg. sIZe 18.95
9mm 6erelta Mod. 951 114 Rds. 18.951 Reg. size 12.95
91010 Mab PA 15125 Rds. 27.501 Reg. sIZe 18.95
91010 SmIth & Wesson Mod. 39114 Rds. 17.951 Reg. slle 12.95
91010 SmIth & Wesson Mod. 59125 Rds. 27.501 Reg. size 18.95
91010 Slar Model "A". Slar Mod. B. slar B.S. Reg. size 12.95
91010 St"ligh' 6KM & MKS 114 Rds. 17.951 Reg. size 12.95
91010 Walther P·38 & P·38K 114 Rds. 17.951 Reg. size 12.95
91010 Radom P·35 114 Rds. 17.951 Reg. size 14.95
91010 Mauser 11 0 Rds. 14.951 Reg. size 13.95
3D TokareY Mauser 7.63 and 7.65 14.95
38 Call Nalional Malch IMid·Rangel 17.95
38 Coil Rilnless smokeless 7 or 8 Rounds 12.95
38 Colt Super I" all 120 Rds. 22.951 Reg. size 12.95
38 llama fits all new models. Star A.S. 12.95
45 Colts filS all mod. 25 rds. 22.95.

20rds.16.95.15rds.17.95 Reg. size 12.95
45 Oelonics 115 Rds. 16.951 Reg. size 12.95
45 llama fits all new mod. 25 rds. 22.95) Reg. size 12.95
45 S'" Mod. P.S. 25 rds. 22.95 Reg. ~ize 12.95
45 S'" Mod. (P.O. 15 rds. 17.951 Reg. size 12.95
45 Browning D/A 14.95

SURVIVAL RIFlE CLIPS
22 AR·7 hploter 115 rds.) 18.95
22 M"lin Models 995. 998M2 115 rds.1 14.95
22 Glendlild Model 70 115 rds.1 14.95
22M Harrington & Richardson 115 rds.) 16.95

SPORTING RIFlE CLIPS
223 Ruger mini·14 120 rds.) 14.95
223 Ruger mini·14 130 rds.) 16.95
303 British lee·Enfield 110 rds.) 14.95
243 Winchester B8 or 100 18 rds.l 22.95
306 Winchester B8 or 100 18 rds.1 22.95
306 Remington 740, 742, 760.16 rds.1 22.95
243 Remington 740, 742, 760.16 rds.i . 22.95
270 Remington 740, 742. 760.16 rds.! 22.95
260 Remington 740, 742. 760.16 rds.i . 22.95
61010 Remington 740, 742, 760.110 rds.1 25.95
30106 Remington 740. 742. 760.110 rds.i 25.95

TO MAKE YOUR ORDER
Pleas. print or type clearly. Compule your own 'n on your ordlr. Ordlrs
will be filled within 3 days in·plant with mon.y ordlr or certified checks.
Allow 3 weeks with person.1 chick.

ONE DAY SERVICE
For answers to your questions send sell·addressed enYilope. For UP·DA TEO
production price lisl. include 2 Bucks to coyer our elpenses. Will ignore fl·

quest without COYer cost.

26.0 grs
26.3 grs
28.5 grs

25.8 grs
25.5 grs
26.4 grs
28.2 grs

25.0 grs
25.1 grs
27.7 grs

second amendment to the Constitution
will be placed in greater jeopardy than
they ever have been so far in -M
the history of the Republic. . ~

"As the negotiations
went on over a

period 01 months, It
became apparent

that there are three
1 t - "ac Ions __ •

any opposing organization. We are all
shooters and we will vote together, par
ticularly in view ofthe·fact that in the 1980
presidential election our rights under the

regarded as a "dud" in the .357 Herrett.
While more sensational velocities can be

had through the loading of lighter bullets,
and while these loads are listed for the
reader's information, I remain staunch in
my recommendation of heavier bullets.
Those weighing 158 to 160 grains will
achieve excellent handgun velocities and
retain them-along with superior striking
energies-at greater hunting and .....
silhouette-shooting ranges. ~

24.4 grs
24.4 grs
25.0 grs
27.0 grs

24.0 grs
23.8 grs
26.9 grs

2.5.2 grs
25.6 grs

BULLET: IIO-gr. Hornady JHP
2400 22.0 grs 23.0 grs
W·630 21 .3 grs 22.6 grs
IMR 4227 25.3 grs 26.1 grs

BULLET: f58-gr. Hornady tiP
~t10" 22.2 §'S
W~30 22.7 grs
2-400 '22.9 §'S
W·296· 24.1 ~s

IMR 4227 24.3 §'S

BULLET: 125-gr. Hornady JHP
W·630 21.5 grs 23.0 grs
2400 22.3 grs 23.3 grs
W·296· 22.0 grs 23.5 grs
1M,! 4227 25.8 grs

'Indicates use of Winchester 7M-IIIF L.P. primer..
All velocities taken from a Ia-inch barrel with I: 14 twist.

Note: Neither Hornady Manufacturing Company, nor American Handgunner
magaZine can assume responSibility for results' obtained from using the
loads listed above. All charges should be reduced to Ia percent for
starting loads.
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provided by Ed Heers of the Hornady
laboratory. It is noteworthy that he ob
tained satisfactory results with Winchester
296 powder when ignited by the Winches
ter 7M-lllF L.P. primer, as detailed in his
notes. Winchester 296 had previously been

themselves. The third category is com
posed of the practical shooters who have
the dual aim of enjoying a rich and re
warding competition experience and per
fecting their life skills at the same time.
The three categories are all useful and all
enjoyable. It is not likely, however, that
they will be found in the same administra
tive family in the near future. There need
be no antagonism here, .anymore than
there need be between hang gliders and
fighter pilots. Let those who are spoiling
for a fight look elsewhere. The vast major
ity of practical pistol shooters are long
term.N.R.A. members and not members of

COOPER'S COLUMN
(Continued from page 19)

HANDLOADING
(Continued from page 23)



Now M&N Offers Either a Compact
.25 Auto or a .357 Powerhouse,

Aptly Named the COP

TMIi

DIIFE••IIVE
ByJamesD.Mason DUG

T wo handguns that will be of interest
for defensive situations are offered

exclusively by M&N Distributors (3040
West Lomita Boulevard, Torrance, CA
90505). One, the COP (Compact, Off-duty,
Police) is a unique four barrel design; the

other, an autoloader, is the TP-70, back
on the market again in greatly im

proved form and with sufficient pro
duction volume to satisfy demand.

The COP is chambered for
357 Mag/38 Special in a

four barrel indexing
totary hammer

design. The

action is extremely simple and reliable,
producing one of the most rugged off-duty
guns available. Owing some design ances
try to the rotary hammer Sharps and
Mossberg Brownie pistols, the COP repre
sents an uncommon defensive handgun
with a highly refined mechanism.

The gun is made from 410 stainless steel
and finished to high quality standards, as
evidenced by the two test guns. Hardwood
grips are impregnated with epoxy resin,
making them super durable for hard serv
ice. The positive checkering is handsome
and the grips complement the gun shape.

The COP weighs 28 ounces empty, is
5.5-inches long, 4.I-inches high, and I-inch
wide, producing a very compact firearm.
The solid standing breech design makes
these dimensions possible. The gun
"breaks open" like a single-barrel shot
gun; the barrel section pivots on a pin
located in the front trigger guard area. The
rear sight assembly doubles as a breech
catch; by pulling to the reaT on the half-

round serrated sight wings, the latch
moves back to release the barrel as

sembly so it can pivot upward, ex
posing the four chambers.

The extractor is operated by
an eccentric lug; there is no

automatic ejector. Cases
are elevated about

1/l6th of an inch
above the breech

face and are re
moved by the

fingernail.



First time ever for 4 big ones in such a
small package. Those are .357 Mag
nums you're looking at. At for left is the
.25 in a wen designed package.

The COP is fired by a straight pull
trigger that travels about S/8-inch. This
linear motion actuates levers and cams
that set back the hammer, index it clock
wise 90 degrees, then overrides the cocking
boss to let the hammer fall on the next
round. Chambers fire consecutively, so
two rounds could be discharged, the
breech opened, the empties dispatched,
and chambers replenished without inter
rupting the firing sequence. Incidentally,
this operation could not be done if the gun
had automatic ejection. Automatic, selec
tive ejectors would be prohibitively expen
sive on a gun of this size and type.

The configuration of this four-barreled
defensive gun is new to today's combat
shooters. Manipulating the gun may seem
strange at first, but a few basic tips on
handling will show that the COP is a
simple, reliable, and straightforward de
fensive handgun. Holding the gun in the
master hand with the muzzle slightly
lowered, breech latch is pushed rearward
with the thumb of the left hand, while
applying a light downard pressure on top
of the barrels near the muzzle with the
forefinger of the left hand. The breech will
open, exposing the chambers; rims ofcases
will be elevated just enough so that the left
forefingemail can lift the cases free from
the chambers. The elevated barrel assem
bly can be supported by the trigger finger.

Grasping new cases by the rims (drop
box loaders that present cartridges rim first
are best for this), insert the bullets into the
chamber two at a time. A Bianchi Speed
Strip is ideal for organizing ammunition
for the COP.

Firing the COP calls for a fast, direct
trigger pull. Try to slap it all down in one
straight trigger pull motion! A two-hand
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hold is recom
mended to offset
one-sided trigger
motion that may tend
to disturb the muzzle.
The mechanism is designed
with built-in safety features,
including a slight spring ten
sion gain at the end of the
straight line pull. Some honing of
the articulating action parts will
smooth up the pull, which is not bad as it
comes from the factory. There is a poten
tial plateau in the trigger pull profile at
about the last 3/32
inch of travel. It will
take concentration to
train to anticipate this
plateau where a slight
hestitation can be
made, allowing the
shooter to confirm
target identification
or to refine pointing
just before discharg
ing the gun.

People will wonder
how a 28-ounce gun
feels firing full bore
357 MAG loads. The
COP carries the big
part of its mass in the
top half of the gun.
This keeps the center
of gravity close to the
bore hne. Also, the
bore line is low rela
tive to the hand, so
recoil is more
straight-lined into the
web of the hand. The frame is wide on the
back strap, giving a snowshoe effect. Han-

die-shape, too, helps distribute recoil force
into the palm of the hand. Front strap

29
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A two-hand hold i. needed to fully reanze the combat potential of the
COP. Recoil attenuation. and recovery are quite good, con.id.ring the
gun fire. full-hous••357 loads and weigh. 28 oz. empty.
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M N
design provides for full contact of the
middle and third fingers, to help stabilize
the muzzle.

Firing l50-grain Lawman ammunition
(Speer), the concussion was all that can be
expected from full bore 357 MAG loads
shot out of 2-inch barrels. Fired from one
hand, recoil was quick, causing the gun to
rise toward 10 o'clock (up and to the left).
Recovery was quick for the second shot.
No undue trauma was felt in the hand that

little hideout gun has been owned and
manufactured by two other makers. Cur
rently, American Arms in Provo, Utah, is
producing this small size autopisto!.

Current production has improved this
gun in many significant ways over the
earlier output. Most of the improvements
may go unnoticed by the average buyer,
but much reworked tooling and invest
ment casting upgrades have made for bet
ter production quality and functional
reliability. The outside finish is greatly
improved from examining current and
early production output. It should be men
tioned that the previous maker, American
Arms and Ammunition Company of
Miami, Florida, still services and warrants

the TP-70 guns that were made by them.
The best way to distinguish these guns is to
look at the roll stamping on the left-hand
side of the slide.

The TP-70 is quite a small gun (4-5/8
inches long, 3-3/8-inches high, and 7/8
inches wide). This is one of the smallest of
the hideout guns on the market. The DA
auto configuration has sold well and the
current production of TP-70s, chambered
only for 25 ACP, are the best to come off
the production line yet.

An improved, redesigned version of this
gun is due out in the Spring/Summer of
1980, chambered for the 22-long rifle. This
caliber has always generated the most
sales. However, due to a number of rea-

Left: Sliding the barrel latch rearward with the thumb. Center: Releases the barrel sedion that is elevated
by the forefingers. Right: Empty rounds are elevated by the eiector and removed by the fingemail while
barrels are kept elevated by the trigger finger. By comparing with man's hand, you can see it's small.

would impair multiple round firing. A two
. hand hold easily contained recoil displace

ment and was needed to fully realize the
combat potential of the COP.

Repeated firings did not fatigue the
master hand or lessen the handhold in any
way. Point shooting scores registered cen
tered on a combat silhouette at 4 yards.
Recently, the factory started chamfering
the muzzle crowns, which makes sighted
groups cluster hits from all four barrels in a
single consistent group. This problem is
always a consideration with multiple-bar
reled guns.

The COP has available a line of spe
cialty holsters designed to take full advan
tage of the concealable nature of this
handgun. There are designs for a shoulder
holster, waistband suede pouch, high-ride
belt and pancake style carries. These hol
sters are well made, and are available in a
cordovan-colored leather.

The new COP is going to create a stir in
the handgun world. Intended as a spe
cialized off-duty police defense handgun,
COP makes a lot of sense for home de
fense, too. Even loaded with .38 wadcut
ters, this can be a safe, reliable bureau
drawer gun.
The TP-70

Handgunners will remember this auto
pistol as the Budischowsky DA self-loader
by Norton Arms. Since that time, this nifty
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Fresh rounds are loaded two-at
a-time. Ammunition must be car
ried in an organized manner to
assure efficient reloading.

sons, the 22 Long Rifle versions of the gun
have never been reliable. The new im
proved design solves the feeding and re
liability difficulties, pr<;>ducing a rim fire
auto of uncompromising reliability.

The all stainless steel construction of the
TP-70 has made it a favorite for a hideout
gun. The flat, slab-sided shape fits very
well behind a belt buckle or in a waist
band. With or without a pouch holster, the
wearer need never worry about corroding
the side of the gun that rests next to the
belly.

Use of a TP-70 chambered for either 22
Long Rifle ammunition or 25 ACP car-.
tridges may be considered marginal, bal
listically speaking. The purpose of guns
like this is to provide multi-shot, burst
protection against a dangerous assailant
when a last resort, panic situation has
developed. The concealment factors over
ride practical judgments in terminal ballis
tics. The effectiveness of such guns is the
subject of a forthcoming HANDGUN
NER article.

This defensive duo of handguns repre
sents the beginning of a family of specialty
arms distributed exclusively through
M&N distributors. The integrity of the
company is on the line with their promise
to produce high-quality guns with un-
usual features and ~
configurations. ~
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HANDGUN HUNTING

AFRICAN STYLE
By Al Venter

Special Correspondent in South Africa

A t a waterhole in the north of this wild
filand as big as Texas and Louisiana
together, Abrie Lombaard, profes~ional

hunter who usually hangs out in the
Northern Transvaal close to the Rhodesian
border and I had spent most of the day
looking for a decent sized warthog to
shoot. But it was difficult in much thicker
bush country than one finds further to the
south.

We also had to be-circumspect about our
movements as there had been a commu
nist terrorist presence in this part of the
country between Otavi and Otjiwarongo
just a short while before; for that purpose I
also carried a 6V2 inch barrel Model 29
revolver in my custom-made EI Paso hol
ster on my shoulder.

There was warthog about. But getting
close enough to ensure a one-time kill with
a handgun was proving difficult. Herr
Rudi Hoffmann of the farm Paresis had
invited me to shoot at one of his favorite
spots and he was certain my luck would
change_

"By the foot of that line of hills; try it. I
don't think you will be disappointed," he
told me. He was amused at my determina
tion to use a handgun to kill a wassersch-
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weina as he called these animals in his
native German.

Abrie and I went ahead anyway, but we
had to lie in wait a long time and twice
families of warthogs-big ones by South
West standards-had been scared off by
some innate sense that there was some
thing amiss. They came within about 60 or
70 yards of where I lay and then moved on.
Fast.

Finally this lone boar came into sight,
and the way he approached the water was
indicative of why he was still alive. He had
learned all the tricks long ago.

His tusks weren't oversize, but they had
been worn with usage. Still, they were big
enough to mount, trophy style, especially
if I could down him with a .45 ACP pistol.
My gun was already at arms length; I'd
cocked and locked it an hour before.

I shot quickly because it was obvious the
pig was edgy. I'm sure he must have
spotted me, but I didn't even dare blink;
Abrie had told me that the only way was
"to make like a statue, otherwise you
haven't got a chance." And that I did,
except when I pulled the trigger. It seemed
that the boar took off the same moment,
for seconds later he was 50 yards from the

water and moving fast towards a heavy
clump of bush in a cloud of dust.

"You've got him," shouted Abrie. "But
he's moving, dammit!" The fact that I'd hit
the animal worried me now for we had
about half an hour of light left. It would be
impossible to track him very far in that
kind of bush-covered country, and a

-wounded warthog at sunset can present
the same kind of problem as an angry
buffalo if conditions are bad.

Then Abrie called again. "He's bleed
ing. Look at that ... a stream of blood from
his neck." By now the pig was at least 120
yards from us and still going strong; a
stream of blood arched through the air
from his neck as he ran. "You've hit the
jugular," Abrie shouted from his perch 20
yards behind me. As a veteran scout and
tracker in this part of Africa he could spot
intricate detail in a scenario that was only a
blur in my eyes.

We found the animal in the grass an
other 150 yards on. Dead.

I had aimed at its neck, as my mentor
had suggested. "You'll never kill it with a
45 ACP if you go for the shoulder. Wart
hogs are solid sinew and muscle and al
though it might die in three or four days
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Here's Abris Lombard with a good-sized kudu that he downed with a Model 29
Smith & Wesson .44 magnum. Only one shot was necessary as it caught him in
the lung. The kudu ran 40 yards and then bit the dust.

SOUTH
ATLANTIC
OCEAN

So I stick to flat-nosed lead and then I'm
sure of getting impact. Several times I've
used a 240 gr soft point bullet with my
model 29 and this gives me roughly the
same result. Only with this load (usually
using 20 grains of 2400 powder) I need to

use a magnum primer which is
not always available in this
neck of the woods. For the
unique load mentioned, I use
conventional, large pistol prim
ers.

Using a 45 ACP for hunting
is something else and here
some useful pointers are essen
tial.

Generally speaking, I have
discovered from long experi
ence that the larger the bullet
the better the results. I've also
used several brands of hollow
points including Speer's 200
grain bullet and Winchester's
new Silvertips.

With the Silvertips, they've
either gone right through the

animal (usually warthog or Impala) or
they have not expanded at all. Not that this
drawback has prevented kills; I've got
them almost every time.

Because Speer bullets are available in
Southern Africa we use them, and for the
45 ACP I prefer for hunting purposes
every time their 200 grain Semi-wadcutter
which not only has hitting power but is
also superbly accurate in the kind of
match-tuned guns we use for this sport.
Put 4.6 grains of 230 powder behind this

and at what range to effect a strike.
For larger game.such as kudu and a few

of the lesser antelope (except the Oryx or
Gemsbuck which can be a difficult kill
even with a rifle) I have found that the
heavier grained semi-wadcutter is proba-

bly the most effective bullet for hunting
purposes. Personally, I prefer Speer's 250
gr swaged lead Semi-wadcutter ahead of
8.2 or 8.3 grains of Unique powder. This is
a heavier-than-usual load, but then I'm
trying to kill a larger-than-usual animal
and the chances are that there will be no
second chance if I miss the first time.

What I'm looking for is expansion, and I
haven't found it with all of the hollow
points I've used; a few have expanded,
many have not.

time from the wound, you'll never get your
tusks," he told me seriously.

So it was a neck shot or nothing. I aimed
for the top of that line of muscle behind
the ears hoping to sever the spine and got
the jug instead. I was lucky, though, my
hollow point Winchester silver
tips did their job.

Hunting any type of game in
Africa with a handgun presents
problems in calibre used and in
the choice of ammunition.

Undoubtedly the 44 Mag
num remains the most popular
hunting gun; it's got the speed
and impact to bring down most
medium-sized animals found
on the African veld, Kudu in
cluded. Here the Smith and
Wesson Model 29 with a 6V2
inch barrel is the most practical

. weapon; the four inch does not
allow for enough accuracy
when you're shooting over 50
yards and the eight inch rod is
too clumsy for bush conditions
where you might spend half an afternoon
on your butt waiting for something to
arrive.

The African bush can be stiflingly hot
and while a shoulder rig works well for a
shorter period, the belt is still the place for
this kind of weapon when you anticipate
walking for some days through tall grass,
swamp, swollen rivers or ravines. Walk
anywhere in the Transvaal or Rhodesian
bush and you'll encounter all these obsta
cles as a matter ofcourse severa/limes each
day.

Anyone contemplating
doing any handgun hunting in
the African bush must bring his
own gun with him; a United
Nations arms embargo against
South Africa and Rhodesia
makes anything in this range
extremely expensive-even if
you can get it. A standard
Smith and Wesson 44 Magnum
out of box retails in Johan
nesburg for more than 800 dol
lars. Ammunition is available,
but it's expensive-at about 60
dollars/loo.

The Colt 45 ACP is not as
difficult to come by as it was six
months ago when an out-of
the-box Government model
(new) would retail for about
700 dollars. That item is still
expensive, 'but lately someone
has brought in several thou
sand surplus US Army 45
ACPs-most of them in
excellent condition and quite a
few that have never been fired.

Because of the popularity of
the 45 ACP, this gun is used
extensively for hunting in the
bush. But again, a lot narrows
down to the type of ammuni
tion used, against what game

,'.
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questions.,

bullet and I'm achieving a muzzle velocity
of just over 800 ft/sec. Even better, 5.1
gra~ns of Green Dot and I'm close to the
850 ft/sec mark and hit a warthog in the
neck with that and he goes down.

In the broadest terms-and here I speak
empirically-two factors are essential for
African bush conditions; heavier bullets
and fractionally heavier loads for that
additional penetration we're all looking
for. The second point concerns the shape
of the bullet and here I've experienced
nothing but success with semi-wadcutters.

This Baobab tree near where we
hunted! is called "The Tree That
God Planted roots upward." Be
low: These are big, so use .44
Magnum.

In the 357 Magnum range a 160 grain
soft point should be regarded as the mini
mum bullet for any animal. While I prefer
to use my 44 Magnum on the hunt, I've
brought down at least one Impala with a
160 gr soft point using 16 grains of IMR
4227. I was happy with this load until my
small supply of magnum primers ran dry.

A word of warning. All the loads men
tioned here are slightly in advance of
recognized maximum loads. For this rea
son alone, it is essential to use only good
quality American handguns for this kind

of hunting. Spanish or Brazilian brand
names might be popular but it is doubtful
whether the steels used in the manufacture
of these weapons is up to United States
specifications. I've heard of more than one
of these guns suffering malfunctions be
cause of excessive loads used.

And it's no use cutting down on your
load because all you're going to do is
wound your animal targets. And that is
hardly likely to endear you to the man
whose land you're shooting on. More im
portant, in the Southern African hunting
sphere, an animal wounded is an animal
paid for; so you lose out financially as well.

For those of you who propose to visit
Africa on a handgun shoot, I can suggest
no better sport if the game is available. Bur
not everyone has unlimited time at his or
her disposal and I would recommend
using a 44 Magnum calibre for all such
work as the minimum. And unless you get
a good hit, you're still going to have trou
ble dropping your warthog; they're notori
ous for their resilience and sometimes in~

credible staying power. Even medium cal
ibre rifles sometimes fail to down them.

Obviously, handgun hunting is not for

This fine impala was taken with a
.45 ACP, but writer carries .44
mag.

every enthusiast. Thankfully, it cannot be,
for those deciding on this sport must first
be proficient enough to hit that which he
has in his sights. If you only wound an
animal you pay for him in the same way as
if you had killed him and then you're the
loser.

In Southern African bush conditions I
would not recommend anyone trying to hit
an animal at more than 50 yards. In many
parts the bush is thick and even 10 yards
can be difficult; it's not often you get to
within 10 yards of an animal.

The best system to use for this kind of
hunting, therefore, is to set yourself up at a
waterhole or salt lick and wait. It's essen
tial to plan your day downwind of your

.target area and the know exactly what
you're after each time you go out. It's no
use trying to hunt warthog with a 45 ACP
and then shoot at the first kudu bull with
48 inch horns that comes along; you're
only going to maim the animal unless you
shoot him through the eye and there aren't
too many Ross Seyfriends or Chuck Tay
lors about!

The hunter using a handgun has got to
be selective and here the best measure is
good common sense.

For those interested in this kind of sport
the best would be for any American enthu
siast to contact the controlling body in the
Northern Transvaal and take it from there.
The Northern Transvaal Bushveld Hunt
ers Association knows which farmers are
prepared to accept handgun hunters on
their land and also what the current costs
are. Their secretary is a legal man and, like
us all, a bit of a hunting fanatic by the
name of Attie Vermaak. I've hunted with
him and he knows his business. His ad
dress is P.O. Box III, Pietersburg 0700,
South Africa.

If Attie can't answer your
professionally, then
no one can!
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S&W J.Framl K-Square Butt,
Round Butt N·Square Butt

Rogers Combat
. Grips

Shown here
Specify:
S & W-K·frame Square or Round butt
S & W-J-frame Round Butt
S & W-N-frame Square Butt
Ruger Sec!lrity Six
Colt Python
Please add $.50 postage and handling.
Ill. residents add 5% sales tax.

Send orders to:
VILLAGE GUNSMITH
310 Shepard
Port Byron, IL 61275
(309) 523-3444

replace those who retire each year.
The 1500 combat aggregate has been

defeated with a perfect score at least once.
Match I at 7 yards, I stopped counting the
perfect score National records at 75,
Match 2, the woman's national record is a
perfect score, and etc., and etc. Sure, I find
the present course difficult as heck, but the
point is perfection has been reached by
someone, in many phases of it, many
times. You'll always have us imperfect
ones, but a progressive course of fire
should be one beyond perfection by any
one.

We could make it worthwhile to shoot a
pure police service revolver by establishing
a service revolver aggregate, to begin with,
use the present Distinguished Match rules.
We all worked hard to get them fairly

stabilized. The closest thing to a custom
job in the service aggregate would be a
Python, a K-38, or a Dan Wesson. Make
all internal modifications necessary for it
to shoot accurately, but not a single frame
change and it must shoot double and
single action. Trigger pull must be 2\12
pounds and make sure triggers are reg
ularly weighed. The two aggregates should
carry separate and identical awards. The
match sponsors are going to have a double
entry so they could afford to do this. If
both aggregates take too long, shorten
each to 600 or 900 rounds.

The two aggregates would give those
who can afford it, two events to be good in;
they must have the money to continually
buy the latest custom gun. Those who want
to be trained with the type gun they carry
and who are finding it harder now to
convince budget administrators that com
bat matches are training, would have the
service gun aggregate.

(Continued on page 82)
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Winning the service
aggregate should be
iust as important as
the custom and much

more practical.

H aving seen the guns being fired in the
National Police Revolver Champ

ionships at Jackson this year, I believe the
time has come to do something. There is
enough interest now in combat shooting
for the custom and the service type re
volver match. The metallic silhouette
shooters have successfully done this with
their sport. The slab-sided, adjustable
front and rear sight, coming up on 8 pound
custom revolver is completely out of hand.
It's shooting like a .22 and costing more
than a law enforcement officer should be
asked to pay for a sport gun. The
gunsmiths have proven they can build a
gun that will clean the 1500 aggregate, and
the shooters have proven they can get
almost any kind of gun into this NRA
competition.

Now that everyone has proven some
thing, let's stop and look at this good
training aid, combat shooting, that was
developed in the 1960's. Either a custom or
a service revolver course of fire need over
hauling by the NRA Law Enforcement
Assistance Committee, which if you don't
already know it, I can tell you, writes the
rules for NRA Combat competition.
However, they cannot justify the labor and
expense of a change unless you shooters
downright demand it and present intel
ligent plans for change. Present time limits
are too long, they were set when competi
tors loaded from loop loaders or their
pockets. Speed loaders eliminate the stress
of having to load very quickly. Some posi
tions can be added or eliminated, sitting,
for instance could be taken out and more
standing without support, added. Equip
ment and training methods have changed
in 19 years, but you shooters have not
upgraded your course of fire.

To me, the argument that we can't up
date the course because it's still difficult for
some, is ridiculous and childish. A course
of fire is designed to be impossible for
everyone, beyond the human reach of
perfection, something the Masters and the
beginners are pushing themselves to their
limit to reach. Once, even once perfection
is achieved, it's time to set a new goal. The
smallbore prone rifle shooters have been
shooting possibles for years, but it was only
when position shooters instituted so many
NRA International type matches that are
"impossible" that rifle matches began to
grow and attract needed new shooters to

AUTHOR ARGUES FOR A POLICE SERVICE
REVOLVER MATCH RATHER THAN THOSE
SLAB-SIDED EXPENSIVE ONES

Postage &
handling
$1.00
Outside U.S.
$2.00
Califomia
residents add
6% sakts tax

Browning High Power
s.-<t Safety

Blue $23.00
Hard Chrome $25.00

Colt .45 ACP
Extended 8aide Stop

Blue $19.50
Hard Chrome •..• $21.50

Col. Extended spe8d Safety
Blue $19.50
H..d Chrome $21.50

High Visibility Combat
Fixed Rear Sight

$14.00 rear sight only

Haag Improved Ramp
FrQnt Sight $4.00

Wide Grip Safety $26.00
Blue or Stainless Steel

Competition Magazine
Bese Pads . • • . ... $2.15
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OF IClA....O .". E CUEST
SPEAKICF!t DANClUET

A s you may have read in our last" owtIl:with the advent of the silhouette games, a
the nominees for the year's Outst interest in bullseye target shooting and

Amercian Handgun Award are: John Ashbro hunting. The OAHA was founded in a
John Bianchi, Joe Bowman, Warren Center, n these growth patterns were first de-
Davis, Frank Pachmayr, Robert E. Peterson, [Ai and, to many members, a time when
Pfitzmayr, Edward C. Rowe and Michael Yacia o. ere relatively few who could be considered
The award banquet will be held in the Continen:> as no inees of an award of such stature. As the
tal Hotel ballroom in Kansas City on Friday, ~ handg n shooting sports mature, more and more
11, 1980. This, of course, coincides with the individuals will be coming to the attention of the
Annual Meeting. Cocktails will be at 6:30 an shootets, handgunners who will have made sig-
dinner starts at 7:30 p.m. The address is Balti nificant efforts to the continued growth of all
at Eleventh, which is only 2-3 blocks fro handgun shooting endeavors.
Convention Center. Congressman Steve D. As these sports grow, it will become incumbent
Symms (Idaho) will address the members. There upon all handgunners to join together to aid these
will be a raffle and fabulous door prizes. Y'E}U can leaders in their efforts and, each year, to select the
make your reservations by phone (614) 264))176. ten nominees and the single Outstanding Amer
And, oh, yes, the great bon vivant Grits G~sham ican Handgunner. And that's what the OAHA is
will be your Master of Ceremonies. So wi.~h tree all about. It needs you and your fellow handgun
prizes, great speakers, good food and drink a ~ th ners to fulfill its function, just as the handgun
chance to meet outstanding men in the hanag'4. ~ports need each of us as active participants. The
field ... what could make for a better evetf1ngfpu OAH~ patch on your jacket tells the world that
in your call now ... before you forget. THis is the you are a handgunner and that you're proud of it.
biggy for the year! For the price of a box of .357 Magnum ammo, you

can wear the patch and become a part of our
Handgunning as a sport is in its peak period of efforts.

----------------------------------------
aunTaNDINI a.IRlcaN
BaNDIUNNIR awaRDI
P.O. BOX 45-70, BLOOMINGDALE, OH 43910

NAME _

ADDRESS _

CITY _

STATE ZIP _
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YES, I want to become a member of the
OUTSTANDING AMERICAN HANDGUNNER
AWARDS FOUNDATION

Enclosed is $15.00 for annual membership which
includes a year subscription to the AMERICAN
HANDGUNNER Magazine.

1 am already a subscriber to the AMERICAN HAND·
GUNNER; enclosed is $10.00 for my annual
membership.

(Note: Life and Endowment memberships are available,
please write for details)
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In this second installment,

Lawson gives you some real
insight on how to predict

accuracy levels on the range

By John G. Lawson
Autoloading pistols fall into three broad

1"'\..general categories: I. Those with a
swinging barrel lockup that have both
sights on a full length slide. The 1911 pistol
falls into this category. While not of the
swing link design, the P-35 also can be
considered with this group. 2. Those with a
barrel screwed or pinned tightly into the
frame, having both sights mounted on a
full length slide. The Walther PP is in this
category. 3. Those with the barrel screwed
or pinned tightly into the frame, having a
front sight on the barrel, the rear sight on a
partial length of slide reciprocating over
the frame. The P-38 falls into this category.

In category I pistols, with standard 1911
barrel bushings, deviation between line of
sight and line of bore, resulting from free-

This pistol pictured is the author's
own competition handgun. Here,
the dial indicator set up deter
mines pistol's group size. Slide is
clamped in vise but frame is free
to move back and forth.

play due to excessive tolerances between
critical parts contributing to a solid lockup
can be easily checked. Mount the pistol
upside down, slide held securely between
padded vise jaws, without squeezing the
slide to the frame, and tighten an adjust
able bore arbor securely in the barrel. You
can then measure the barrel's play within
the lockup by using a sensitive dial indica
tor. Push on the frame to break the lockup
and allow it to return to battery. The dial
will read extreme movement in relation to
the bore center line. In this test setup, the
indicator point is positioned exactly g4"
from the muzzle and measurements are
made exactly 90° apart. Extreme move
ment, added to bullet diameter after it
passes through the barrel, determines
group size. In individual weapons, several
other variables may have to be added.

While the dial indicator is mounted and
handy, you may wish to measure lateral
play in an adjustable rear sight blade. This
can be an important factor in locating the
cause of an occasional flyer. Then move
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Author's companion, Gene Sagnella shown helping with the testing.
Note case in the air over muzzle and slide returning to baHery.

the sight through its windage and elevation
limits and note whether the blade moves
uniformly with each click of the screw.
Lately, we have seen some new t9P brand
name sights that click up to three times
before the blade catches up with the screw
in windage changes. This condition,
caused by backlash in the screw threads
and lack of spring loading on the blade, is
a prolific source of confusion if it is not

detected and corrective measures taken.
The usual fix is a new, properly fitted blade
and windage screw ... often custom made
... carefully installed. You add any sight
blade. error to barrel movement for a total
factor, but the sight error must be com
puted using the sight radius, as we will
show later.

Next, measure the distance between the
center of the link pin hole in the barrel lug
and the muzzle crown. Locate a datum line
exactly J1!4" from the crown on the bore
arbor (the precise spot where the indicator
point will bear) and add the two figures
together. For example: 4:Yg" + IW' = 51's",
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which we will express as 5.625". This
length, multiplied by .00029", the amount
of deviation per inch resulting in one
minute of angle change in point of impact,
results in a factor of .0016", or the amount
of movement at the indicator point that
will result in a one minute of angle impact
movement. Divide the extreme movement
noted, both horizontal and vertical, by this
factor to determine the minute of angle

extreme variation from the bore cen
terline. Divide this resulting figure by
1.047" to convert minutes of angle to
inches at 100 yards and add the bullet
diameter as it emerges from the bore to
this figure for the extreme spread of your
group at 100 yards. Divide this figure by 2
for the 50 yard group or by 4 for the 25
yard group.

A properly accurized pistol should show
a uniform return to small deviations from
zero. If it does not, slip a SWC dummy
round into the chamber and try again. If
this does not tighten the needle fluctua
tion, you have a tolerance level that is

going to result in larger shot groups or
flyers.

Let's run this past again, just for drill:
The pistol pictured is my own competition
handgun, an early 1911 made by Colt in
1918 and carried through two wars by an
Engineer officer. Well worn when I re
ceived it some 20 years ago, I have added
only a new commercial (not match) barrel,

(Continued on page 77)

This is how corrected headspace
should look.
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B-.&- V G~ I Iv d WOMEN ON THE FIRING LINE. TheUUre .OU ~. nvo e Beech-Nuts Women's Pistol Team
• combine practice and match at

You Must Keep In Mind That Very the new Fort .Myers Gun Club for
. the 1800 pOint NRA match.

Soon The Gals Could Be Wearing By A. C. Greenstein

"I Beat My Coach Patches.JJ
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THE BEECH-NUTS PISTOL TEAM. From left: Caroline Greenstein, Kitty
Kotkiewin, Brenda Kroll, Virginia Levito, Coach Raines, Patricia
Gibson, Sabina Musci, and Beverly Kueter.

W ant a little spice in your pistol shoot
ing career, or maybe a heady chal

lenge? How about coaching a women's
pistol team? It's a challenge to start a team
of female shooters from scratch. It will also
spice up your shooting career, no question
about that. But can you take it?

If it bothers you to find some of your
women team members wearing "I beat my
Coach" patches, after the first year, then
don't start a team. But if you get a kick out
of having your professional looking
women's team out-shooting'some of your
former rivals, then go to it. You won't find
a more amenable, enthusiastic and enter
taining bunch to teach.

First of all, why start with women? They
are abysmally ignorant about guns. Most
of them are terrified of the noise. They
have reputations for being flighty and ex
citable. And how on earth can somebody
only five feet tall weighing 100 pounds
soaking wet, ever handle a .45?

For the answers to our questions we
went to a man who ought to know. Lowell

M. Raines, Coach of the Beech-Nuts
Women's Pistol Team (named after his
favorite chewing tobacco) is the only man
in the U.S. as far as we can determine, who
is presently coaching an all-women civil
ian pistol team. We asked Coach Raines,
why women?

"When you start a women's team," he
told us, "they can be trained properly from
the start. There aren't any bad habits from
plinking at tin cans and they don't claim to
know it all. They have no problem han
dling the automatics, and they work hard
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to improve." Coach Raines has found the
women eager to learn. "The women were
so enthusiastic they really made shoot
ing fun again," he said.

The fourteen women on the
Beech-Nuts had not had any pre
vious experience with guns. How
long did it take to get them used
to target shooting? "The first
practice session, they fired the
.22's," Coach Raines said. "The
following Saturday they were
shooting .45's and three weeks
later, they shot a full 1800
point match, both .22 and
center fire with surprising
professionalism and re
spectable scores."

How do you start?
Where will you find the
women? You can't be a
Charlie without some
Angels. According to
Coach Raines, getting
women together is the

easy part. Just mention it to all the women
you run into during a day. You will be
astounded at the number that admit to a
hankering to try it.

Start with some of the secretaries or
clerks where you work. Ifyou happen to be
in a large company, you're in luck. If not,
talk it up among friends, neighbors, other
shooters, etc. Coach Raines suggests keep
ing the age group between 18 and 40. The
learning and obedience level is better at
these ages.

In gathering your team, try for those

LITTLE BUT MIGHTY. Left-handed
shooter, Kitty Kotkiewin takes
careful aim down range at Collier
SheriH's Range.

dedicated souls interested in competitive
shooting. You don't want to knock yourself
out loading ammo for women who may
never fire a gun again after you've spent
hours training them. If they just want to
learn to shoot, let the Police or Sheriffs
Department or your local gun range teach

them. Put your time into building a solid,
competitive team.

Once you've talked up the team among
as many women as you can, go haul out all
your collection of guns. You will need to
supply pistols for your women shooters
during their first six months or so. After
that you will find many of the women
buying their own .22's. The .45's may take
a little longer. Require that the girls supply
their own ear muffs and .22 shells. Suggest
they keep a stapler, pasters, chalk for
marking their foot position, pen and rec
ord book for their scores in a vanity case or
satchel. Gun boxes can come later.

At your first practice session, don't be
disill usioned if six or seven out of the thirty
women you've talked to show up the first
time. That's about average. Out of that
number, some may drop out within the
first few weeks. You will have to keep up
an on-going recruitment effort. If the inter-

(Continued on page 61)
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holsters are moulded for the individual
gun. Outer leather is approximately 9
ounces, lining (either smooth or suede) is
of 3 ounce silicone treated elk. Basket
weave is done by hand, stitching is of
waxed-linen thread. Various colors are
available. The test Western Holster and
Ranger belts are finished in Antique. It is
really difficult to describe. I liked it on
sight and ordered it.

Price wise, John is sort of middle of the
road. His Western Holster, lined, basket
weave, any finish, any length, any gun,
right or left hand, retails at $31.99. That is a
sort of "middle of the road" price. I've no
complaints with the rig at all. Workman
ship is top notch. I've seen a lot of more
expensive rigs that were a damn sight
better and some that were junk. Generally,
from what I've seen of John's goods, they
are fair value and obviously designed by a
man who uses leather; not just designs
things to be made from it. The designs are
sound and practical. Usually custom work
is processed rapidly. In addition to the
strictly custom work, John and his nine
employees are able to supply quite a num
ber of dealers. For example, manufactur
ing capacity on "standard" slings is around
500 slings per day. Leather-goods and
holsters are quite personal-not quite as
personal as women and whiskey-but not
far from it either. John's -M-
Leather is worth looking over. ~
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The gun is a 5" Ruger Super
Blackhawk, the rig is Western
with 13 cartridge loops and the
tree was chewed down by a
beaver of unknown identity.

••• iust good business.

J. D. JONES

LOOKING FOR CUSTOM LEATHER?

Ever try to order a holster, knife case,
carrying strap or something else from

one of the biggies that wasn't exactly what
was in the catalog? If you were thinking
about it, it is best forgotten. The biggies are
just too big and unwieldy in the manufac
turing process to be bothered with indivi
dual orders. John Stumpf, owner of John's
Custom Leather (525 S. Liberty St.,
Blairsville, PA 15717, 412/459-6802) has
been in the business long enough to know
a lot of people are individualistic; they
want what they want-not necessarily what
someone else wanted to design for them
and retail through thousands of stores.

Although John has a "standard" line of
leather goods, he caters to individualistic
touches. For example, I've liked 5" Super
Blackhawks and carried them for a lot of
years-in some holster made for a 7.5" that
I'd hacked up with more or less success.

I've run into several "Custom" leather
outfits that weren't "Custom" enough to
come up with a holster for a 5" Super
Blackhawk. When I asked John to make
one up he didn't bat an eye or ask why I
wanted it. The answer was, "Sure, where
do I send it?" I knew right then and there
that John Stumpf was a man that I needed
to get to know better.

As it turned out, John doesn't even
charge extra for those goodies such as left
hand holsters!

His basic product line consists of five
basic holsters (Hy-Ride, Western, Pan
cake, Full flap, and Automatic), belts, car
rying straps (slings), knife cases, shell

pouches and whatever anyone dreams up.
His "catalog" is one sheet printed on both
sides with a basic price list. He doesn't go
crazy ifyou don't like his basic line and ask
him to make something different-he just
tells you how long it will take to make it
and how much it costs. No B.S.-just good
business.

One item in- John's standard line that
caught my eye is his shell pouches. Nor
mally they are in two sizes; 10 and 20
rounders. They hold ammo securely and
protect it well. Calibers-you name it. A
fine accessory for a hunter.

Holsters and belts are the big items. All

HANDGUN LEATHER

MODERN

MILITARY. ANTIQUE

NUMRICH ARMS. the
world's largest supplier
of gun parts offers new
lor 1980. Catalog NO.9
covering a 100 million
parts inventory with in
formation never before
in print.

FRANK MITTERMEIER,INC. (Est.1936)
DeptAH-580357.7 East Tremont Avenue. New York. 10465
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SHOULDER
HOLSTER #7
for
Double Action
Revolvers
and Automatics I
lamrence

The perlect spring shoulder tion. Available at dealers or
holster ... Iightweight. made by mail.
with smooth unoiled glazed Write for Free Catalog for
leather for maximum com- all details on complete
fort and concealment. Shown Lawrence line of over 100
with optional under arm holster styles and other
strap lor weight distribu- shooting accessories.

WORLD GUIDE TO
GUN PARTS

Engp~vjhg6f
GJJel\,~ltostJ~

LeI your electric hand·drill, polisher or grinder do
Ufe polishing. Removes lead. Polishes to a
mirror-like finish. breech Ihru choke 10 muzzle.
No resetting head. Fils 12.16.&20-S1[75
gauge harrels. Comes with polishing
head. 34" sleel rod. 4 polishers. +$1.

NEW GUNSMITH CATALOG Sl.5~1ge

We will accept
quality guns
in trade for
engraving"":'

send $1 for new
picture brochure.

TIt~

Cf1Y G1J~~(c)(c)~
~~B~lingtonMuncie, IN47302

~ 3171282-9073

U.S. PRICE $2.95 FOREIGN $3.95

P.O.BOX AH5 ,WEST HURLEY, N.Y.12491
PHONE (914) 679-241 7 TELEX 145331

NUMRICH NEWARMS CORPORATION

1980 20~p~rges
~
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ABeretta Automatic
isn't just for collectors.
You can count on it
when you need it

. New model 928 with drol
hammer safety.

Two pocket size big capacity autos for
sport, defense, law enforcement. Both our
13 round M84 in 380 cal.
and 12 round M81 in 32
auto have smooth, fast !,'
double action firing - no
need to cock the ham
mer. Their unique grip
angle is designed for
natural pointing with either hand. Positive
thumb safety. Safe easy field stripping.

The Beretta 7 shot M70S 380 auto
caliber is one of the most popular autos
ever made:"" the choice
of off-duty police. A
solid 6% inches and 23
ounces of dependable Beretta
firepower, it's all machined steel. It
has a full grip for even large hands. Pos
itive thumb safety, inertia firing pin,
non-snagging hammer, and wrap-around '
two-piece grips. New for 1978 - M70S in 22
Long Rifle with lightweight frame.

We proof test every gun we make to make
sure you can depend on your Beretta - when
your life depends on it.

Collect a few. They perform as beautifully
as they look.

Your Beretta dealer has exactly the auto
you're looking for. And a complete line
of Automatic Shotguns, Overunders,
Side-by-Sides. He's a respected pro we
choose as carefully as we build our
guns. Send for catalog. The Beretta
Arms Co., Inc., PO. Box 2000,
Ridgefield, CT. 06877, (203) 438-7345.
Dealers include FFL.

There's one thing you get with a Beretta that
you don't get with any other auto.

Beretta dependability.
After all, Beretta invented the automatic.
Our heavy duty M92 9mm Parabellum

(Luger) is the choice of law enforcement
agencies around
the world. Six
teen shots quick, it
holds 15 staggered
cartridges in the
same length as
traditional maga
zines - and another shell in the chamber ready
to fire. To reload, just slip in another clip.

Smoother, lighter double action firing. Sta
tionary barrel for greater accuracy. Chamber
loaded indicator. Safe simple field stripping.

Our M76 22LR Target Pistol surpasses
International Shooting Union standards.
This high accurCicy, -
smooth firing beauty
has a built-in counter
weight for proper bal
ance and controlled
recoil. Its raised mat
ted rib has solidly
mounted front and rear sights. The rear sight
adjusts for wind and elevation.
Thre-e interchangeable front
sights. Grips are shaped for
a firm hold.





he sun was just touching the tops
of mountains to the west; in a few

minutes there'd be another beautiful
Arizona sunset-and a record
breaking shoot off to wind-up the 1979
IHMSA Championships.

Shoot offs at the Internationals
were to be javelina at 300 meters,
which is three times the normal
distance-the same distance the rifle
shooters use. As Sunday wore down,
it became obvious only the 80 x 80's
could be shot off-there wouldn't be
time for anyting else.

Sunday also brought four 80's
which, when added to the three shot
earlier, made it seven-more straights
than ever before at the Internationals.
All seven were triple A unlimited
shooters, and the group included a
lady and a junior shooter-both firsts
for the Internationals.

As the light was failing fast, the
seven shooters and their coaches
made ready. They were shooting from
tables, to allow them to see over the
intervening brush to the seven banks
of targets on Black Canyon's rifle sil
houette range.

Finally, after four days, and thou-



Once again proving that the variety is endless,
here's a tube sight from Kings Armory. Unusual?

Remington's prototype, factory-built unlimited
gun. Without sights it cost less than 300 bucks.

sands of rounds, the last commands. Load,
and then fire. Scattered shots, and no hits.
Then a solid thunk, as the junior, Bill
Speece, fires his first round, and takes out a
pig. Others start to fall, and it's difficult to
keep track of who's ahead-lots of hits.

Cease fire, and Bert Stringfellow, co
match director and man most responsible
for the shoot, is running the line, and asks
the scorers for totals. There're some targets
to check though, so the seven shooters, and
the hundred or so spectators wait for word
from the pits.

Four down on the first bank, and Dave
Tobin has won his class and the title of
International Unlimited Champion.

There's a five-way tie left for second
though, with three x's apiece, so the jave
lina are reset in the gathering dusk for
another round.

Again the commands, and Laura Scott,
lying on Bill's left, is matching him hit for

Western Gunstock's forward trig
ger for the L461 Sako action.

A Ugalde-built unlimited using
Western Gunstock wood, Sako
action.
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hit-they're both clean. By the last pig Bill
must know that he needs to clean the bank
to grab second. In a display of shooting
ability and control that far exceeds his
years, Bill drives the last pig off the stand;
5 x 5 and second place is his. Wait till next
year.

The 1979 International was a tremen
dous blend of sights and sounds-as befits
one of, if not the biggest pistol match ever
held. Shooters came from all over the U.S.,
plus a few from Canada and Australia.
Total entrants, in all classes, were nearly
750.

A silhouette match takes a lot of space
and time. A big match takes a big range.
The Black Canyon Shooting Range, oper
ated by the Maricopa County Parks and
Recreation Department, has been the site
of the NRA's annual matches, a World
Shooting Championship and NRA's Inter
national qualification matches. The staff,

Jimmy Mitchell, on his way to a
class win; later they reversed
roles and Debbie won.

headed by Lloyd Van Sickle, is no stranger
to big matches, and agreed, under the
urging of IHMSA Arizona State Director,
Henry Stute, to construct a special 12 bank
range. They did a fantastic job, creating
the best, if not the biggest, silhouette range
in the country-rifle or pistol.

The match itself went quite smoothly,
and in the main, was well received. The
only shooter gripes came on the ram line.

There, the new stands, and Black Can
yon's notoriously heavy rifle rams com
bined to shrug off a lot of well placed hits,
especially from the smaller cartridges and/
or relatively light bullets at high velocities.
By the second day the line had been tagged
"The Gong Show!" Still it was, as they say,
the same for everybody. The stands were
legal, as there are no IHMSA standards for
stands, and the setters worked hard to set
the rams legally. (They were set so soft
they'd blow down without any perceptible
breeze at the firing line.)

If you were there, and are still grum
bling, I would note that three of 80's fired
were done with a 7mm Ugalde, which is a
necked up 223. Not a heavy hitter. With
the right loads, and the skill necessary to
shoot decent hits, it could be done. In fact I
talked to as many shooters that had
no trouble as I did with those that were
grumbling.

Shoot.ers' equipment is changing. It
takes a bolt gun to get anyplace in un
limited now, and single-shots dominated
trophy row in both production classes. All
freestyle firsts were garnered with single
shots, and all, save one Merrill, were
Thompson/Center's. It wasn't that
unanimous in the standing class, with a
357 wheelgun grabbing one first, and an
Auto Mag another. The rest were T/C's.

Dave Tobin, triple A champion, shot
one of Wes Ugalde's XP-IOO's in his ver
sion of the 7mm x 223. The pistol was put
up in one of George Peterson's (Western
Gunstocks) woodies, and fitted with an
Atkinson barrel from H-S Precision and a
Micro rear sight. His load was a Sierra 140
grain Spitzer over 27.0 grains of H4895
and a Remington 71/2 primer. Dave uses

(Continued on page 58)
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By Philip C. Briggs

I t all started in 1963 with the Remington
XP-lOO. Up until that time pistols had

either been pocket, belt, or holster
weapons-designed to be short and handy
first and foremost, with the ability to hit a
target much beyond toe-to-toe range a
secondary consideration.

The XP was essentially a small rifle
sawed off at both ends, and it was intended
to be used on small targets at long
distances-except for the pistol stock and
the ten inch barrel, portability wasn't even
a consideration. Still, there were attempts
by shooters of that era to treat the XP like a
pistol. Witness the pictures of author Les
Bowman with holstered XP on his hip
included in his test report published in
1963. In fact, Les called the XP "the
world's first holster rifle."

Whatever it was, the handgun shooting
public resolutely ignored it. Oh, it sold all

The barrel-band swivel that is
made for a 12-gauge but is a
perfect fit on the Super 14.
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right, but slowly-apparently the world
wasn't yet ready to accept long range
pistols-especially big clumsy ones.

It remained for a group of farsighted
handgunners to create and popularize a
long range handgun game-metallic
silhouettes. Now, sixteen years after its
introduction, the stock XP seems diminu
tive compared to either the custom or
factory-built unlimited silhouette pistols.

These long barreled pistols are created
just for smacking that far away target; steel
ones primarily, but come fall, where it's
legal, the wrist rockets can be easily taken
to the woods. And therein lies our tale.
How to carry that long, heavy, awkward
thing afield. Mercifully, no one markets an
unlimited holster. It would take a lot of
hide to cover these big pistols, and the rig
would hang from your armpit to your
knee. Don't even consider it.

Sling it. Yep, just like a rifle. There are
(Continued on page 74)

Here's how it looks fiHed on the
Thompson Contender. This is an
inexpensive web sling.



The fundamentals learned here
will help you master any of the
handgun shooting sports

By James D. Mason

By far, the greatest number of individual
handgun competitors fire in what is

known as "2700" style of shooting. This
type of competition places premiums on
control and precision of shot placement
from a relatively static, dueling stance.
NRA style pistol shooting represents its
own kind of "purity" of sport, and it
challenges the limits of the handgunner's
concentration and consistency of perform
ance.

"Paper punching" or "NRA" shooting
has been labeled as "impractical," "un
challenging," or "uninteresting" among
freestyle shooters. What is overlooked is
the temperament and objective differences
between the two shooting groups. And,
what is more important, combat shooters

are unaware of the great contribution of
static stance shooting to the more recent
combat techniques. It still takes good basic
handling skills to shoot a handgun well, no
matter what is the end purpose.

Training for any sport is specialized and
specific, but mastery of basic gun handling
and shooting techniques will transfer to
any of the handgunning sports. The big
gest block to the transference ofskills from
static to dynamic handling lies mostly in
the motivation of the shooter. No combat
master wants to see his or her scores drop
due to a change in competitional routine;
conversely, a prime five-gun aggregate
shooter would feel uncomfortable shoot
ing the Mexican Defense. With proper
motivations, however, the same factors

that built tough, competitive, "paper
punching" skills can be applied to the
combat games; it's mostly a matter of
temperament and motivation.

While my own interests in NRA com
petitive handgunning were never strong, I
learned to handle pistols and revolvers
according to the traditional basics long
before I entered my first combat course of
fire. I knew how to shoot a handgun well
due primarily to the disciplines instiIJed
during earlier static stance training. Many
budding combat shooters have been ob
served struggling to get offof developmen
tal plateaus. Their basic frustration came
from lack'of mastery offundamental sight
ing, and trigger pull disciplines. These are
problems that would be readily apparent

Left 10 right: This sequence shows the corred way 10 posilion hand 10 engage the handgun for largel
shooling. 2 hands is norm for combal. The gun is held semi-rigidly with iuslenough wrisl tension.
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Here you see the correct one-hancl holcl for many cliHerent angles. The
,arm forms a cantilever support for the gun ancl an extension of
sighting line.

during the structured and disciplined ap
proach to learning "paper punching"
basics. Mastery of these basic skills is what
NRA shooting is all about. It is unencum
bered by any lower body coordinational
demands.

The basic traditional stance has evolved
from the earlier days of handgun dueling.
It has been considerably modified for to
day's sport, but the sideways position to
the target with one arm raised was orig
inally designed to minimize body exposure
to one's dueling opponent. This basic pose
is standard in all forms of handgunning
sports within NRA or International shoot
ing circles. The handgun is regarded as a
singlehanded dueling weapon and the
rules of the sport reflect this disposition.

The contemporary version of the basic
dueling stance involves distribution of
body weight evenly on both feet in a
relaxed but static manner. Equilibrium is
necessary to provide the stable base for
shooting. The plane of the body which
goes across the shoulders is turned at ap
proximatley 45 degrees from the line ofthe
target. The non-shooting hand is placed
usually in a pants pocket by most Amer
ican practitioners.

The shooting arm is raised and extended
fully to position the gun in front of the
shooting eye, usually the eye on the same
side of the body as the shooting arm. The
arm forms a cantilever support for the gun
as well as an extension of the sigHting line.
h is part of good form to make the gun an
extended part of the arm, wrist, and hand
to aid in the aiming process. Some indi
vidual shooters cock the head over on the'
deltoid muscle, but most competitors keep
the head erect.

The gun is held semi-rigidly in the hand
with enough wrist tension to eliminate
motion from that source. Wrist movement
or "limpness" can be deadly concerning
control of shot groups and centering of
groups on the target. '

The union of the hand and the gun grip
is critical. The shooting hand must meet
the grip as high as possible on the back
strap so as to lower the boreline vis-a-vis
the line of sight. This positioning is impor
tant for both aiming and recoil controll
recovery, especially during timed and
rapid fire events. For revolvers, the design
and angular set of the grips is quite critical
and subject to some degree of individual
differences; the problem is to have the
handgun point dead on the target without
undue wrist compensation. Regarding au
topistols, there is not the same degree of
latitude in this regard.

Once the backstrap is placed appropri
ately well into the web and palm of the
hand, the three lower fingers wrap around
and grasp the frame. The trigger finger
should stay outside the trigger guard for
safety reasons until the shooter is ready to
commence firing. Placement of the finger
tip on the trigger should result in straight
back pressure, free from lateral biases that
tend to reduce trigger control and promote
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lateral movement of the muzzle.
Sighting with Patridge post and square

rear aperture requires the sighting eye to
focus constantly on the front sight blade.
Normal optical depth of field allows the
rear sight notch to be seen clearly but not
sharply. The target will appear to be
blurred though it will not be indis
tinguishable. Nearsighted people will re
quire corrected special shooting glasses in
order to see the target. A special 112 to I
diopter provision ground into the lens
formula allows focusing the sights sharply
with no indistinguishable blurring of the
target. It is particularly bad form to lose
focusing concentration on the front sight
blade by moving focus back and forth
from the sight to the target. Some shooters
try to observe each hit on the target. This
habit can only affect scores adversely.

Holding the shooting arm out in a can
tilevered position presents problems. To a
novice shooter, the pose tends to disassoci
ate the arm from the rest of the body.

Tremors develop and intensify as the frus
trated shooter tries unsuccessfully to make
the arm hold completely still. Since the
arm is going to move anyway it becomes
apparent that the trick is to contain the
movement in a predictable pattern. Tech
niques vary, but the ideal is to make the
sight picture move in a "lazy eight" fash
ion with the downward recovery at the six
o'clock shooting position. By reducing the
size of the figure eight and controlling the
cadence of its movement a predictable
control ensures. Control comes from limit
ing the range of the movement to near the
let-off point on the target and slowing the
movement so as to predict consistently
when the sights will align to produce a
center hit. This technique coupled with an
effective trigger release is the whole es
sence of eye and hand coordination that is
at t~e heart of precision shooting.

Throughout this process, a number of
primary body functions need to be con
trolled. Breathing control has an impor-
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tant effect on heartbeat. An overly anxious
shooter may hold his or her breath too
long, causing heart rate to climb percepti
bly. A strong, rapid pulse contributes ran
dom movements that will impair the con
trol of sighting refinement. Normal
breathing usually precedes the taking of a
shot; taking a breath just before final let
off tends to slow heartbeat. By letting
about 25 percent of the air out then hold
ing will minimize anxiety and keep heart
rates moderate. The whole slow fire proc
ess should take no longer than 6-10 sec
onds. Naturally, if all of this physical
concern is to be optimal, it's best if the
shooter undertakes a training program to
assure that cardiovascular and pulmonary
efficiencies are near peak.

The degree of concentration needed to
become an accomplished "2700" hand
gunner is a big part of the challenge to
NRA style shooters. For International
events, especially Olympic rapid fire pistol,
center fire dueling, and free pistol events,
the need for close and prolonged con
centration is even more demanding. To
achieve this level of concentration takes
some understanding and development re
garding individual mental/emotional as

well as optical/physical performance.
Most of the basic coordinations, such as
physical stance, breathing, trigger pull
have to be mastered to a reflexive point or
they will contribute to intermittent lapses
in concentration. Nothing substitutes for
competition in achieving high levels of
concentration, so if a shooter does not
participate regularly in competitive events,
concentration levels cannot be expected to
fully develop.

Handguns and equipment for formal
target shooters are quite specialized and
require much tuning to achieve competi
tive form. The five-gun aggregate battery
can be paired down to three, but most
competitors like to specialize handgun
functions for particular events. Typically,
however, the Clark conversion of the .45
ACP is shot in those particular events
calling for the service cartridge. Some
shooters make these same guns do double
duty in the center fire event as well, some
times shooting lighter loads. The .38 Spe
cial autoloader conversions for center fire
matches are seen in both NRA and Inter
national shooting. Again, Clark conver
sions are used by many serious shooters

and the M52 Smith and Wesson is promi
nent on the line for those shooters who
want out-of-the-box center fire match per
formance. In the .22 rim fire matches a
bigger variety of equipment is seen. The
M41 Smith and Wesson and High Stand
ard Trophy guns are common, with Ham
merli 208's, Unique DS 69's, Kart and
Clark/Ruger conversions also being
represented. Many shooters who go for the
big aggregates prefer the 22 Kart conver
sion on the Government Model frame
because it has the same "feel" as their
Clark .38 Special and .45 ACP handguns.

We cannot hope to provide anything
here but a mere taste of "2700" shooting.
This style of shooting is one of the easiest
to get into since nearly all organized clubs
maintain formal match schedules. Club
shooters are very helpful in getting novice
shooters started. One neeQ not go into
NRA style shooting with competition as
the foremost goal. It still provides one of
the best means ofgaining competence with
the handgun with a lot of recreational fun
and camaraderie. In a very real sense,
"paperpunching" can be the gateway into
the whole world of ....
handgunning sports. ~

Free to use whatever technique
you choose, those that are
utilized by top IPSe winners
should be studied carefully
By Rick Miller

M ost of the top shooters in freestyle
practical pistol competition use

basic techniques that have been well tested
over the years. They are fairly well stand
ardized and codified into what we now call
the modern doctrine of defensive
pistolcraft.

It is interesting to note that many of the
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top shooters in the sport have their own
minor variations on many of the different
basic techniques. When I attended the
1979 IPSC National Match this phe
nomenon became readily apparent.

This fact shouldn't really be all that
surprising, I suppose, when you consider
the highly individualistic nature of many

of the competitors. Aside from differing
shooting philosophy, and temperament of
many participants, consideration must
also be given to variable physical charac
teristics such as build, dexterity, eyesight,
etc. In short, the exact style and technique
that works well for one person mayjustnot
be quite right for another.
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pushing firmly into the web of the hand,
and with wrist and forearm in line with the
bore. The fingers of the left hand wrap
over those of the right below the trigger
guard, while the left thumb rides over the
right. The left hand and arm pull back, as
the right resists the rearward pressure.

Well known pistolero Ken Hackathorn
uses the same basic right hand grip as does
Jeff. With the left hand, however, the
technique is somewhat different. Ken
wraps his left index finger around the front
of the trigger gua.rd, with the other fingers
riding over those of the right. Again, the
left thumb rides over the right, in its
position on the safety.

There is a third slight modification to the
above technique that some shooters uitil
ize, among them Ray Chapman. In grip
ping the pistol with his shooting hand, Ray
does not rest his thumb on the safety, but
places it horizontally on the left stock just

H.ck....rn Seyfri"' ••••••
............ N ....
use • close copy of ·W• .".r
..... ortwo .......

A good illustration of this would be
the now classic Weaver Stance, which
in its present form has quite a few minor
variations.

Jack Weaver, originator of the stance,
generally shot with both elbows slightly
flexed and his head cocked over to the
right. At the same time, his left foot led the
right a bit, so that the body was quartered
slightly to the right ofthe line ofsight. This
kept the left elbow bent a little more than
the right, which facilitated the slight push
pull effect of left against right that helps
overcome recoil in fast shooting situations.

Champion shooter Ray Chapman uses a
slightly different version. Ray's stance is
more upright, with no canting of the head.
In addition, his right arm is generally quite
straight, and the left elbow is bent. The
appearance is that of an erect, well bal
anced, and steady shooting platform.

Tom Campbell, one of the top shooters
in the country, varies the technique in
quite another way. Tom flexes his leading
leg, the left, to a marked degree, and leans
his whole body into the pistol. His overall
stance is still quite erect, but the forward
thrust is readily apparent.

When the situation calls for extreme
close range speed it is quite common to see
a man who would normally stand fairly
erect, with right arm locked straight, mod
ify this position somewhat. In this case the
pistoleer will sometimes hunch both shoul
ders a bit, cant his head over to the right,
and fire with both elbows slightly flexed,
even though the pistol still comes up to line
of sight.

Just as there are a number of basic
variations in shooting stance, it is also true
that there are several popular ways to grip
the pistol when using both hands.

These grip styles number among their
adherents some of the top shooters in the
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game, and for them they work very well
indeed.

Foremost spokesman for practical
shooting, Jeff Cooper, holds the pistol in
his right hand, with the first pad of his
index finger resting squarely on the trigger,
and with the thumb riding the safety. The
pistol is settled as deeply as possible into
the hand, with the tang of the grip safety

The .....c two·......rlp, with the
Ra••,. of .... left han.. wrapped
ov.r.

below the safety. His left thumb does not
. ride over the right, it lays along side.

Two hands on the pistol are more effi
cient than one, but there are times when
that is not possible. One hand may be
occupied elsewhere, or it may be out of
action, or possibly if the situation were
critical enough you might gamble on that
extra fraction ofa second you can shave by
using one hand. In addition, every match
shooter must be able to shoot strong or
weak hand only, when the rules in ques
tion simulate a disability in one arm or the
other.

A fair number ofshooters hold the pistol
as would the off hand target man. That is,
they hold the pistol in a normal strong
hand grip, arm fully extended, and with it
in a vertical plane. However, many hand
gunners do not have enough strength in
their master arm alone to properly control
a powerful sidearm when shooting
quickly.

An alternate method, used by many top
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shooters, calls for canting the weapon
away from the shooting hand. While
viewed with alarm by the traditionalist,
this technique does have merit. The act of
canting the pistol in a finn grip increases
tension in the muscles and tendons of the
forearm, and thereby in effect increases
resistance to recoil, wobble, and tremor.

This method is even more beneficial
when shooting weak handed. Canting the
pistol in the weak hand produces the same
increase in muscle tension that it does in
the strong side, but in this case the results
are more pronounced.

Canting the pistol in either hand will
change point of impact slightly, but at
ranges of five, ten, or fifteen yards the
difference will be slight. Quick solid hits
are the goal of this grip, not pinpoint
accuracy at extended ranges.

One interesting point that relates more
to equipment than technique, but is nev
ertheless relevant to an article of this na
ture, is holsters. For some time many
shooters have felt that holsters used in
practical shooting were in fact not truly
practical. The rig most often singled out
for criticism is the walk and draw style
speed rig, a somewhat specialized and
involved piece of equipment.

Very few of these elaborate speed rigs
were in evidence at the 1979 Nationals. It
would appear that they have been almost

completely superseded by the utility type
waistbelt holster and the highride forward
rake speed rigs, both of which allow the
pistolero greater mobility and freedom of
movement. This is partially due to the fact
that most matches nowadays call for at
least a small amount of movement on the
part of the shooter. In the 1979 Nationals,
with its semi-surprise format, most shoot
ers chose the utility style or highride rigs
for their versatility.

Mickey Fowler, the 1979 National
Champion used a Gordon Davis cross
draw rig, while Ross Seyfried, last year's
champ, used a Milt Sparks outfit that
positioned the pistol high and behind the
right hip. Tom Campbell utilized his
unique chest holster, Jerry Usher worked
out of a Gordon Davis cross draw, and
Chuck Taylor used a Davis strong side
utility holster. Ray Chapman wore the
Bianchi Chapman Hi-Ride model on the
strong side, while Ken Hackathorn used
the Sparks made Hackathorn Special, both
ofwhich are ofthe forward rake configura
tion. There was not one single walk and
draw style gunbelt rig to be found among
the top sixteen shooters.

Another incident that occured in the big
shootoff illustrates how freestyle shooting
always works around to developing better
equipment and technique.

Tom Campbell, who uses the highly

customized and modified S&W 9mm
"Super Gun," has developed a very inter
esting reloading technique. It calls for
drawing his spare magazine with his left
hand as he draws the pistol with his right.
Since Tom has large hands he can hold
both pistol and magazine in the two hand
firing grip without loss of control. Because
he already has the magazine in hand, and
doesn't have to reach down to his belt to
pick it up, a good second can be shaved
from his total reloading time.

Campbell used this reloading technique
to good advantage in shooting down his
first couple of opponents. Even veteran
shootist Ray Chapman emulated Tom
Campbell's style when he saw the time
differential it afforded.

This freedom to experiment in quest of
that all important "edge" is what has con
tributed so heavily to the evolution of
better equipment and methods for the
practical pistolero. The variations in tech
nique mentioned in this article could be
followed by many more, but these few
examples will stand as a good illustration.

Every man must work out his individual
solutions to the basic problems of defen
sive pistolcraft. In the freestyle practical
shooting game that solution is apt to be
rather innovative, and every now and then,
it will represent a real ......
advance. ~

The five pins and timing watch
psych-out the best shooters;
here's how to strikeout and win

By Massad Ayoob

Since the first Second Chance shoot in
1975, local "pinbuster" matches have

been popping up all over the country. Like
the big Second Chance event, the target is
usually five regulation size bowling pins
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that have to be blown three feet back off a
table that's 25 feet distant from the
shooter. You ought to give 'em a try, and
not just 'cause they're fun: most allow
unlimited eniries at a few bucks a try, and

because shooting pins is like eating pop
corn, that means a fat prize pot for the club
to divvy up with the winning shooters
afterward.

The editor asked me to write this article
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because pinbusting is one of the few hand
gun games I seem to be much good at. This
is not because I'm particularly good (defi
nitely class B, actually), nor because of
intensive practice (my preparation is al
most nil). It's because I've finally got this
damn game psyched out, and I'm here to
tell you how to do the same.

GUN AND LOAD
The arguments continue as to .44 Mag

num versus .45 auto, proponents of the
first saying the power means a gone pin no'
matter where it's hit, the latter favoring
autoloading speed. Second Chance has
been taken twice with a Model 29, and so
has the second-place record time of 4.0
seconds, but the majority of winners use
the .45 auto. It's got about all the power
you need, with 8 shots instead of 6 in case
you get a bad pin-fall, and no double
action trigger to fight.

Most of the winners like SWC or JHP
bullets, which take a good bite into the pin
and transfer enough energy to blow it off
even if the hit wasn't quite centered. Still,
the two record times of 3.9 seconds were
made by Johnny "The Kid" Robbins at
age B with Gl hardball, and by Bill Wil
son last year with round nose cast lead 230
grain slugs.

Unless you're great, though, a more
efficient bullet nose is something that will
help you on the iffy shots. I started with
hardball, switched to Remington 185-gr.
JHP, then went to 185-gr. Federal in my .45
because the wider mouth took a more
potent bite. Both ·these hollowpoints move
out at 935 f.p.s., meaning lighter recoil
than hardball for quicker recovery time. In
a stock .45, I've been using Federal for two
years now with great success.

My pin gun to date has been a Colt
National Match accurized for hardball by
the Air Force Marksmanship Training
Unit and combat-tuned by Nolan Santy of
Bow, NH. I've just switched to a Combat
Commander accurized by John Lawson.

This piece has a 5" barrel, Mag-na
ported, and recoil is comparable to thatof
a 9mm Parabellum. This particular gun
won't feed my favorite Federal JHPs, so I
used my bigger Colt in the individuals at
Second Chance this year. Bob Hamilton of
Super Vel suggested some of his hot 190
grain stuff, and damned if it didn't feed
like a charm. It's distinctly hotter than
Federal or Remington, but in my new gun
still kicks less than ball in a stock OM.
Super Vel and my Lawson gun are my pin
medicine 'til I find something better.

Sights? Most guys like 'em big and
black, for a fast pickup on the white pins.
I've got little J-frame S&W sights on the
Lawson, and it doesn't seem to be a prob
lem; if anything, it makes the pins look
bigger over the sights and helps my confi
dence. Still, the Bo-Mars as on my NM are
the choice of most top-ranking pinbusters.

TARGET SEQUENCE
Whether you shoot right to left or left to
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right is up to you. Pinbusting aces like
Wilson, Robbins, and Ad Clark all start at
the left. Some of us favor starting at the
right because, if right handed, there seems
to be a natural tendency for the gun to kick
left, thus aiding your swing to the next pin.
I've done it both ways, and can't honestly
say one is better. Try for ):'ourself; it's a
subjective choice.

CONCENTRATION
I've watched thousands of pins drop to

bullets, and I'll tell you right now that the
most common mistake is waiting to see if
the pin goes down. That destroys your
time. It takes the better part of a second,
sometimes more, for that wounded piece
ofwood to roll off the table, and that's time
you should be spending swinging on your
next target.

If you miss a pin, don't keep blazing
away at it. You should be swinging to the
next pin as soon as your first shot has
broken. Go from one end to the other, in
rhythm, and then swing the gun back to
snipe off any deadwood that's left.

WHERE TO AIM
This has been a great topic ofdebate. At

Second Chance, some will share the arcane
secret of the hollowed part of the pin,
through which the bullet can pass without
transmitting its energy. Others will tell you
to aim two inches from the bottom, so the
pin will be carried backwards without hit
ting the table. Most of the winners simply
aim for the "chest" of the pin, because it's
the widest part. Hit it there with a good
bullet, and it's going.

THE FIRST SHOT
Of the five or more rounds you fire, the

first is the most important. It sets the
rhythm of your string, and if you blow it
you'll be mentally cursing yourself for
every successive shot, which is guaranteed
to screw up the whole thing for you.

In most such matches, you start with a
loaded gun in a two-hand hold, resting it
on a fence or table as you await the starting
signal. If you stare at the targets, your eyes
won't be focused right for the sights, and
you'll encounter the common Second
Chance syndrome of/ooking through your
sights instead of at them and wondering
how that bulletproof bowling pin can still
be standing there. Or, you might lower
your eyes to lock on your sights in the
ready position, but this will give you an
added chore when you have to find the
pins to line up visually.

It took me a while to dope this out, but
what I do now is cast my eyes in the
general direction of the right-most pin.
Then I imagine a butterfly hovering right
where my front sights would be. Then I
stare at the stupid thing, trying to focus on
its wings. When the signal goes, I bring the
gun up and blot out the illusory butterfly
with a front sight that's in perfect focus.

Another common mistake is the way the
gun is brought up. As the range officer goes
through the commands, you take a solid

lock on the gun. Ok so far. But what a lot of
guys do, me included 'til I learned a better
way, is lock the arms before bringing the
gun up. It seems like it's giving you a head
start, but the trouble is that the gun will
"bob" a little as it comes level. Either you
bring it up too much and have to pull it
back down, or you stop the upward move
mentjust below the pins and have to make
a final adjustment to get the sight picture
right.

What works better is to take your hard
hold as the commands begin, but leave
your elbows bent. This allows you to bring
the gun on target in a movement that
punches the pistol out in front of you,
automatically assuring perfect elevation
with no last-second wobbling. Sounds triv
ial, but it can save you as much as half a
second, in a game where victories are often
measured in the hundredths of a second.

HOW TO, PRACTICE
The serious pinbusters have their own

tables and bowling pins. I personally don't
think that's the way to go, except for
working on loads and assuring yourself
that your pin medicine will indeed take the
wood three feet back. My practice for
pinbusting is virtually nil, 'cause I just
don't have the time. But I have found a
couple of shortcuts.

One I discovered by accident was shoot
ing at empty shotgun shells with a .22
pistol. It's fun, it's cheap, it's safe, and once
you get into the match it makes the pins
look as big as missile silos.

Second Chance used to offer cardboard
targets of bowling pins. Those were great,
'cause it saved pinsetting time and you
could tell exactly where each shot had hit.
You can make such targets yourself easily
enough.

ONE SHOT, ONE PIN
This is the ultimate dictum for victory in

handgun bowling, and it took me better
than two years of 12th and 20th places to
learn it. No matter how fast you sweep
your sights across the table, going back for
another shot or two is going to gobble
seconds. One shot, one pin, smooth and
don't look back. Do that, and the speed
will take care of itself, because smoothness
is the basic ingredient of overall speed in a
match like this. Even if it takes you six
seconds for the five clean shots, if you can
do it every time, you'll be in the top twenty
or better easy.

DON'T GIVE UP!
Again and again, I've seen guys at Sec

ond Chance, who had some good times
goifig on previous runs, get a bad string
and just put the gun down and say the hell
with it while wood was still standing and
the time was running on them. That meant
that they were logged 15 seconds for each
such unfinished run. Had they reloaded or
picked up a second gun and kept going,
they might have cleaned the table in as
little as ten seconds. When you realize that
it's your aggregate score that counts for
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most of the prizes, you understand that
some of those quitters just put down a .45
when they gave up early. Second Chance
was originally conceived as a combat sim
ulation match, and you don't go into any
shootout figuring on giving up halfway.

Of all the pointers listed above, I think

the "one shot, one pin" cgncept is the most
important. The speed really does take care
of itself. The best way to train this into
yourself is to practice on 5 pins with your
gun loaded with only 5 shots.

For me, bowling pins are more fun to
shoot than to do anything else with, and I

was never good enough with those big
black balls to win money at it the conven
tional way. If you try it, I think you'll
understand why handgun bowling is
catching on. Employ the techniques out
lined above, and you ought to .....
finish in the money. ~

Now that civilians are shooting
this course, here's how to beat
the lawmen at their own game

By J. D. Weller

T here is no deep, dark mystery or secret
to firing good scores on the ppc. A

working knowledge and grasp ofthe basics
(proper grip, trigger control, breath con
trol, sight alignment and sight picture) of
pistolcraft is sufficient to enable you to fire
winning scores.

Since it would be impossible to cover all
of the different techniques used by various
shooters, those described here are my own,
hence the possibly overabundant use of
the word "I." These are what I have found
to be best for me, and they may indeed be
the best for you also.

First off, let's talk a little about proper
grip and draw. The time to take the proper
grip on the revolver is before it leaves the
holster! Once I grasp the gun in the
holster, I don't shift my hand until I com
plete firing the string. My finger is not
placed on the trigger until the gun is out of
the holster and started downrange.

To cut down time in placing the left
hand, the draw is made in the following
way: As the gun begins to clear the holster,
the left hand comes across the body, grasp
ing the revolver as it moves forward and
up into position. I use two different posi
tions for the left hand. When firing from
the crouch or point shoulder position, I
like to use what is called the "Frankie May
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Grip" after the NYPD great who first used
it. This consists of the standard
two-handed grip, but with the left thumb
wrapped over the right one, and the left
index finger laid alongside the frame just
under the cylinder. For all other positions,
my left hand simply overlaps my right,
with the left thumb alongside the frame.

BRIATH CONIROL
As you're on the line, try taking several

deep breaths to relax. Before you- start
firing, take one last breath and let out
enough until you feel comfortable, then
hold it until you fire six shots. Ifyou must
breathe, do it while you're reloading, not
while you're shooting. Practice to find out
just what is comfortable and how much air
you need for each position.

TRIGGIR CONTROL
Basically, this is the art of being able to

fire without disturbing sight alignment. I
won't discuss trigger control in the SA
mode, as I long ago discovered that firing
the entire course DA added points to my
score.

I find that my best control comes by
placing the first joint of my trigger finger
on the trigger itself. As the trigger is pulled
back and I feel the tip of my finger touch

the frame, I know that the gun is ready to
fire. The trigger should be drawn back
smoothly, maintaining sight alignment un
til the gun fires. Some shooters hold at the
last instant then try to get an even better
alignment before completing the Pw.t, but
this disturbs the gun to start that cylinder
turning again to fire, and ygu end up with a
nine or worse.

As you fire each string, you should try
and establish a rhythm. That is, the shots
should be as evenly spaced as possible,
rather than, say, two quick ones, then a
pause, three more, pause, then the last
shot. I usually find that once I establish my
rhythm, if I deviate from it at all, the shot
fired out of rhythm will not go where it's
supposed to.

Follow through on each shot. Don't
release the trigger for the next shot until
the previous one has left the barrel. Sound
funny? Well it's not! If you release too
quickly it will disturb the shot and your
score will suffer.

..GHT AUGMMINT
We're talking here about sight align

ment, and not sight picture: Sight picture is
the relationship of the sights to the target,
while sight alingment is the relationship of
the front sight to the rear sight.
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It is impossible to see the rear sight,
front sight, and target clearly all at the
same time. You MUST focus on the front
sight only. There must be equal amounts
of light on either side of the post and the
top of the post must be even with the top of
the rear. When you have achieved this
alignment, that's the time to start the trig
ger back and not before. Don't expect to be
able to hold the gun completely steady;
use what is called "area aiming." You have
the sights aligned correctly on the revolver,
now align the sights on the center of the
scoring ring. Any shot fired in a small area
around the point ofaim will be a good one.
While firing a six-shot string, you will have
six different sight pictures but only one
sight alignment. If you can maintain this
arc in the ten ring, then all of your shots
will be tens regardless of where in that arc
the gun goes bang; providing you have
maintained correct sight alignment!

POSIIION SHOOIING
Here l'm going to take you through

matches I through IV. We'll forget about
match V since it's just a combination ofthe
first four anyway. We'll assume you have a
working knowledge of the PPC, so I'm not
going to bother going through each match
regarding time, number of shots, etc.

In Match I, the crouch position is a
laugh. Most shooters assume an almost
straight, upright stance that rese.rnbles tbe
point shoulder position more than any
thing else. The gun is brought to eye level
and the rounds fired. Speedloading is im
portant in all of the matches, but perhaps
even more so in this one. If you have any
hopes of taking the aggregate, then you
damn well better clean match one.

When reloading, I don't shift the gun to
the left hand to dump the empties, but
rather open the cylinder, then tilt the gun
muzzle upward and use the palm ofmy left
hand to eject the empties. I reload using
the left hand, closing the cylinder as soon
as the rounds are inside, thereby "wiping"
the loader from the gun to the ground.
Don't worry about the empties dropping
into your brass ean. Just dump them on the
ground and get them later. The same goes
for your loaders.

In Match II, the kneeling position is
perhaps one of the toughest if not the
toughest you will face. The NRA has em
phatically stated one knee only on the
ground, and that's that! Make sure that
your buttocks aren't touching the ground
as you kneel. Put your support elbow in
front of the supporting knee, otherwise the
result might be one heck of a wobble.

From the kneeling, you move up to tbe
barricade positions. Since your feet may
not extend beyond an imaginary line
drawn back from the side of the barricade
from which you are shooting, you must
find a comfortable foot position. I see a lot
ofshooters trying to place both their feet in
a direct line with the barricade, but this
tends to give me a feeling of unsteadiness.
Instead, if I'm shooting for the right side, I
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place the right foot in line with the bar
ricade and have the left foot slightly ahead
ofand to the side of the right. The same for
the left side; just reverse foot positions.

There are several ways to place the
hands, but he best way I've found is the
one fired by most of the top shooters, and
that is to place the knuckles ofthe support
ing hand flat against the back of the bar
ricade. The only change I make between
the left and rig4! handed barricade posi
tions is that while shooting with the left
hand, I also place my right thumb against
the barricade. Since I'm right handed, this
gives me a steadier left handed position.
Hold the gun at eye level when you fire. If
you drop it lower, you'll put a lot of
unwanted tension on your neck muscles
which could tire you more quickly, causing
your scores to suffer. Remember to put just
enough pressure on your hands to keep the
gun from changing position in recoil.

At the 50 yd. line in match III, you
repeat the barricade positions from the 25
yd. line and add sitting and prone. As for
the sitting position, two-time National
Champion Jim Collins said it all when he
wrote, "There aren't too many ways to sit
down, but there are a hell of a lot of ways
to shoot a revolver while sitting down." As
for me, I drawmy right knee up and back,
then wrap both hands and the gun around
it. The left leg is placed over the right foot,
then I lean back.

Iii the prone, I keep the body perpen
dicular to the line with both arms extended
straight out in front of me. My head is sort
of cradled on my tight bicep. This is also a
very steady position and equals the sitting
in scoring, as far as I'm concerned.

Match IV is wbat I like to refer to as a
"mankiller." It's said that mat"Ches are won
at the 50 and lost at the 25, and I'm in total
agreement. Many shooters try to rush
these two strings of 12 shots in 35 seconds
and their scores suffer accordingly. I keep
my legs *aight but not locked, and the
same for my arms. Don't look at the target
between shots. If you have to look, do it
after the first string of 12 while you're
waiting for the commands on the second
string. You might find that you need a
slight sight correction at this time. If you
make the mistake of trying to score the
target between shots, you'll only succeed in
making yourself a nervous wreck.

liMING YOURSIL.
It is most important that you don't rush

yourself through these matches. There is
plenty of time to fire your shots. Let's·
break them down and I'll show you.

In Matches I and IV, let's assume that

A stable barricaele position. Re
volver is held at eye level anel
right thumb is against the post.
Feet are posltloneel back of the
barricaele with the left slightly to
the rear.

you take 5 seconds to draw and get on
target and 5 more seconds to reload and
get back on target. Some shooters will be
faster and some will be slower, but we'll
take this as average. In Match I, that still

.figures out to P/.! seconds per shot. In
Match IV, it's 2 seconds per shot. Plenty of
time! In Matches II and III, we'll assume·
you can draw and get into position, then
reload and change positions in 8 seconds.
In Match Jl that figures out to 3.6 seconds
left per shot, and in Match IV, 51/2 seconds.
With practice, you can pace yourself to get
maximum time per shot. An excellent ex
ample was a shooter from Toronto, Can
ada. To watch this man shoot, reload,
change positions and begin firing again
was an education in itself. Not only that,
but I could damn near stop the clock on his
·last shot and be right on the second. That,
gentlemen, is timing.

I've tried, and hopefully succeeded, in
helping some ofyou with the techniques of
the ppc. If there are any fledgling PPC
shooters out there who might have a ques
tion on any phase of PPC shooting, drop
me a line care of this magazine and I'll do
my best to give you a straight .......
answer ... always glad to help. ~
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PAST DRAW
The fastest guns in America use
these techniques and
modifications to attain their
lightning speed
By Bob Arganbright

I t has been estimated that the fastest
gunfighters of the old west could draw

and fire, self start, in approximately one
half second. Today's top fast draw com
petitors can react to a signal, draw and fire
their single action revolver in one fourth
second. Let us look at the techniques and
equipment which have evolved over the
past 20 years to make these super speeds
possible.

First, let us look at the ammunition used
in shooting wax, where the propellent is
critical for maximum speed. Ifyou are still
using pistol primers to push your wax
bullet, you are missing the boat. We have
tried shotgun primers, which work beau
tifully and are slightly faster than pistol
primers, but have now settled on 22 short
caliber blanks for propulsion. These can
cut the travel time of the wax bullet from
gun to target by as much as .015 second per
shot. This is very important when shooting
5 or 10 shots total, as it can make up to .15
second difference, while one can lose a
contest by .001 second on the total score!

How does one go about using the 22
blanks? There are two ways. The first, and
easiest, is by obtaining a set of six stainless
steel 45 Colt cartridge cases, machined to
accept the 22 blank. The blank sets off
center in the case so the center fire firing
pin hits the rim of the rimfire 22.

The 45 wax bullet is loaded in the case
just as with conventional pistol primer
cartridge cases. While noticeably faster
than pistol primers, if one wants the very
fastest speeds possible shooting wax, it is
necessary to go to a gun designed es
pecially for wax shooting, the 22-38.

The 22-38 is usually a Ruger Single Six
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Revolver with the standard fast draw mod
ifications. In addition, the barrel is re
placed with one of38 caliber, and the front
half, only, of the cylinder is bored out to
accept 38 caliber wax bullets. This allows
the shooter to load the wax bullets directly
into the cylinder while the breech end still
accepts the 22 caliber blanks. Such a gun is
lighter (thereby faster) and the 38 caliber
wax bullet, using the same propellent, is

slightly faster in travel time than a 45 wax
bullet. An additional advantage over the
45 is one of consistency. The 22-38 six
shooter is headspaced for 22's, as well as
having II firing pin made expressly for rim
fire cartridges. This prevents the occa
sional misfire which occurs with the 22-45
cartridge cases when used in a 45 caliber
centerfire sixgun.

I will only discuss one style of draw, the

twist fan, as it is unquestionably the fastest
of all styles. Once again, there are special
items available to help the shooter with the
twist draw. Jim Martin, of Arizona, pro
duces special pistol grips, having a flat
checkered surface on the heel edge of the
right grip panel and the finger edge of the
left one. This unorthodox profile causes
the revolver to point noticeably to the left
when held normally in the right hand.
When rotated 90 degrees clockwise, as
when fired in the twist fan, it will be
pointing slightly higher than the same
revolver with standard grips. The
oretically, this allows the blank load to
break the target balloon on a borderline
low shot, which will be a few thousandths
of a second faster than a good level shot.

Of major importance when trying to
achieve maximum speed with the twist fan
draw is the correct holster rig. Ernie Hill of
Arizona and Ted Blocker of California
both produce rigs specially designed for
the twist fan. The pouch of the holster is
cut low in front, covering only the barrel,
and the front to back measurement is 4*
inches. A special steel shield insert covers
the inside front of the pouch, protecting it
froni the muzzle blast of the blank. Such a
shield is mandatory for maximum speeds,
as one should attempt to fire the gun just as
the muzzle is at the top of the shield.
Obviously, a good part of the blast is
directed into the holster, and the heavy
blank loads used to break balloons will
soon destroy a holster without a shield.

The large holster pouch allows the re
volver to be positioned in the holster
turned approximately 60 degrees clock
wise. A small notch should be cut in the
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Choosing the correct holster can save your life or help you win in com
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shooters.
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Ernl. Hili Hol.ters
4547 N. 51st Ave.
Phoenix, AZ 84031

,etI Block.r Custom
Holsters
3559 Lashbrook
Rosemead, CA 91770

Jim M.rtln (Custom
Grip.)
2351 E. Sahuaro Rd.
Phoenix, AZ 85022

John Phillips (22/45
C.rtriclg. C••••)
3148 S. 48th Street
Phoenix,' AZ 85040

boot shot (a shot straight down the holster
pouch), is attainable, with practice, as a
cleared shot and a hit!

Least one think that such shooting
proves nothing, let me assure you that
there are a few shooters who are adapting
the twist fan draw to their wax shooting,
with amazing results. I recently watched
Larry Lalouette of Cedar Point, Kansas,
set two new World Records, hitting a com
bat silhouette target at ranges of 20 and 25
feet, including reaction times, with shots of
.297 and .300 second. This was in World
Fast Draw Association sanctioned com
petition.

Larry also holds the 10 shot total record
for standing wax, of 3.579 seconds, set
using the twist fan.

So there you have the techniques used
by the Fastest Guns in the World,
the American Fast Draw ......
Shooters. ~
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back lip for the trigger guard so the gun
will stay in this position. Now, it isn't
necessary to "twist" the gun during the
draw, as it is already twisted. The fastest
shooters merely grab the gun" squeezing
the trigger, and fan it. The secret is in the
shooter's hip action, combined with a very
subtle holster design.

As one draws, the hip on the gun side is
thrust violently forward. This is the most
important part of the whole draw. One's
right arm should not move, only the hand
and wrist move. The gun is not drawn up
out of the holster. It is grasped with the gun
hand, and the hip movement moves the
holster away from the gun. Remember the
low cut front of the holster pouch? This
means the welt of the holster, moving
violently forward, hits the bottom of the
barrel and flips the barrel upward. With
practice, one's timing eventually allows
one to "split his load" on the shield insert.
To "split the load" the gun fires just as the
muzzle is pointing at the top of the shield,
and the blast splits on the shield with
enough coming off horizontally to break
the balloon.

Two different top shooters have told me
that whatever speed one can attain with a
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Remington 223 brass, and ups the charge
one grain in the winter. .

Dave was one ofthose shooters that was
disappointed by the rams, and under
standably so. He hit 78 animals, but lost six
rams. The hits would have won triple A
production-the x's were worth sixth. He
shoots a TIC 30 Herrett, and loads a 150
grain Sierra Spitzer over 25.5 grains of.
RL-7. This is assembled in DWM 30-30
brass, and ignited with a Federal 210 pri
mer. Dave notes he's gotten the best ac
curacy by setting the bullet deep, with the
ogive on the case mouth.

Jimmy Mitchell took high aggregate,
scoring well in all three classes, and win
ning double A standing. He shoots a 357
Auto Mag standing, loading 21.0 grains of
296 behind the 160 grain Hornady FMJ.
Jimmy starts with 308 cases, as the extrac
tor groove is better shaped for the pistol
than that of the '06, and was using LC
match brass with CCI 350 primers. His
production gun is a bull barreled TIC 30
Herritt, and the load is a 165 grain Hor
nady BT propelled by 26.0 grains of H322,
started by a CCI BR-2. For unlimited
Jimmy leaves nothing to chance, shooting
a 358 Winchester. His load is the 180 grain
Speer on top of 41.0 grains of H335.

Steve Graham topped production with a
76, using a TIC bull barreled 30 Herrett.
His load is a 150 grain Nosier match bullet
over 21.0 grains of Norma 200. This is
assembled in Winchester brass, with a
Federal 210M primer. For the rams he
increases the powder charge three grains.

The International was not only a big
shoot, but also a rich one. In addition to
trophies down to sixth in each class, there
were special trophies for teams, and high
overall; Smith and Wesson initiated a se
ries of perpetual trophies for the winners
in 20 classes in this and future Interna
tionals; IHMSA has agreed to provide a
replica keeper tropy for each winner. An
other first for IHMSA.

The trophies were nice enough, but
what really had everybody trying harder
was the approximately $15,000 in mer
chandise that was handed out. A lot of the
goodies were donated-guns and such
but over half of that total was bought by
IHMSA for awards to the trophy winners.
First through fifth, in each class, got, re
spectively: a Dan Wesson revolver; a
Ruger revolver; a TIC; a Ruger 10-22; and
a custom knife. Made me wish I'd paid
more attention to what I was doing.

The silhouette game is booming, and the
activity has created a fair amount of inter
est on the part of the manufacturers-large
and small.

ThompsonlCenter, one of the major
beneficiaries of the sport, had a stocked
motorhome and a factory gunsmith there
to take care of TIC owners' problems. Try.

IHMIA
(Continued from page 46)

o

HECKLER & KOCH

H&K

~
FACTORY MANUALS

HK 91 HK 93
$6.50 $6.50

'''/S16!~L
(White outline blade

$350 extra)

Replaces rear sight on Ruger models with
adjustable sights. Large. flat rear blade with
deeper sight notch. Improved sight picture.
Better click adjustments.

Also available to fit base on current
production model Mark I.

Jam~s C.Cla,k
PISTOLSMITH

Rt. 2 - Box 22A

Keithville, Louisiana 71047
(318) 925-0836

HK 91 and HK 93, HECKLER and
KOCH Factory Manuals. Illustrated.
50 detailed pages covering main
tenance. operation, cleaning, acces
sories, Semi-Auto, Full Auto. and
Burst Fire functions; Catalog $1.
Money Order only; Survival Books.
11106 Magnolia Blvd.. No. Holly
wood, CA 91601. 213·763-08'04.
In store or by mail.

DEALER INOUIRIES INVITED.

TYLER'S
BEnER SHOOTING .....,rw......
with this improved
cost' Aluminum Grip
ADAPTOR. For Colt
and S & W MODERN
Revolve,s. DURABLE. PRAC·
TICAL-EASY TO INSTALL.
THREE AnRACTIVE FINISH COLORS.
POLISHED or BLACK $5.00; GOLD $5.25

TYLER'S TRIGGER SHOE
Durable light weight cast aluminum for Colt. S & w
PO~ISHE6 ~~hel~~erS3.)~;ols.G8teoFI~I~otl(:OO
ORDER DIRECT OR AT YOUR FAVORITE DEALER
Send make & model of gun. No C.O.O.'s please.
• Fully Guaranteed • Prompt Post~id Delivery.
Genuine Stag-Wood & Synth.tic Gun Grips. L••
Loodeu-Iullet Molds-Gun Accessories. Hond..mode
Holster. & lelts, leather & elorino.

- 0.01., Inquiries Welcome 
MELVIN TYLER MFG. AND DIST.

1326 W. Btltlon Rd., Oklahoma CI'Y, Okla. 73114

CLARKtI RUGeR

~
AdjUstable

, Rear Sight

\~
~,
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trigger. If you want an unlimited on the
small case, contact George or Wes Ugalde.

H-S Precision had a brand new XP stock
on display. They build, among other
things, lightweight rifle stocks out of
"Fiberthane," an injection molded poly
urethane foam reinforced with fiberglass,
which results in a stock that is .entirely
different from those built up in the usual
fashion with fiberglass/epoxy resin
construction. The XP stock was a natural
outgrowth. It's light, much more comfort
able feeling than the other glass stocks,
and inexpensive. Looks like a winner.

You can't hit what you can't see, and the
growing awareness of this by the shooters
was evidenced by the appearance of two
variations on the tube sight at the match.
Acura-tube had a display, and Kings Ar
mory had several of their sights in the
match.

It was neat. You should have been there.
I'm sure a lot of folks figured they couldn't
cut it, and shooting would be a waste of 30
beans.

Wrong. There were few of the 700 plus
that shot who trophied, to be sure, but the

00
~

RUGER SECURITY SIX, COLT MK
III, S&W M-36 & 60. Double action
spring kits. Do it yourself action.
Specify Kit•............... $7.65
COMBAT PAK. Heavy duty spring
kit for all COLT .45 Autos.
SpeCify which model..•.... $15.00
WHITE OUTLINE SIGHT BLADES
for RUGER, COLT, MICRO adjust-
able rear sights $6.10
PEEP REAR SIGHT BLADES for
RUGER. COLT. MICRO adjustable
rear sights. Specify.'
Plain $6.50
One or two elevation bars $7.15
S&W TRIGGER REBOUND SPRING
PACK·4 Spring Strength..... $7.65
TIC SPRING PAK. 10-30 oz. Trigger
Return Spring. Heavy Duty Hammer
Spring & Heavy Duty Bolt Spring.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $16.00

NEW MODEL S. A. RUGER TRIG
GER RETURN SPRING. Reduces
pull about 50% $7.10
CUSTOM TIC BARRELS for SIL
HOUETTE or HUNTING... $125.00

Dealer Inquiries Invited

SSK INDUSTRIES
Rt. 1, Della Dr.

Bloomingdale, OH 43910
(614) 264-0176

"45" COMBAT
MODIFICATIONS
Specializing in tuning series 70Colt
Gold Cup 45 A.CP. for I.PS.C ... Com
bat accessories and custom ammuni
tion available ... Modifications on
your handgun or complete combat
mod ified handgu ns avai lable
Custom Python work available ...
send for large S.A.5.E. for info and pri
ces ... POST'S GUN SHOP,
P.O. Box 14, Riga, Michigan 49276
(517) 486-3874.

prised of the rapid changes in handgun
development have been quite useful to us,
and have helped us move toward the sim·
plification of our previously complicated
weapons regulations. This would not have
been possible without the educational value
of your efforts, and the efforts of others who
share your enthusiasm for pistol hunting."

Edd commended Phil for his efforts, not
ing, "Too often we forget that much of the
progress our Association has made, both in
advancing the sport in particular and the
handgun cause in general, is accomplished
by the efforts of a few concerned individ
uals. We wonted to take this opportunity for
all of us to thank you," Henry Stute, IHMSA
Arizona Director wl1'o presented the award,
summed it up: ''I'm a handgun hunter too
you helped me enjoy my sport, and I just
wanted to say thanks."

Each year the IHMSA, as port af the
events at the Internationals, recognizes those
individuals who have, thraugh outstanding
effort, advanced the sport. Among those
recognized this year was one individual
whose accomplishment was in a field dear to
the heart of many silhouette shooters.

Philip C. Briggs, long time pistolero, has
been a member of the organization since
early 1977, and was quick to see the applica
tion of pistols and skills developed for
silhouette shooting to handgun hunting.
Arizona, Phil's home state, has allowed
handgun hunting for many years, with only
a few specified cartridges. The rules were so
written as to prevent most unlimited shooters
from taking their vastly superior pistols to the
field. Working with Arizona's Game and
Fish Department and their governing Com
mission over a two-year period, Phil was
finally able to overcome this inequity, and
further the cause of handgun hunting tre
mendously, by convincing the Commission to
change their weapons regulations this year
to permit any centerfire handgun to be used
for taking big game.

In appreciation of Phil's efforts to assist
them in furthering sport hunting in the state,
the Department joined with the Association
in recognizing Phil's efforts.

A framed letter of congratulations from
the Department was presented to a surprised
Phil by Edd Page, the IHMSA Director of
Public Relations.

The letter read, in part:
"Your efforts over the past few years to

keep the Department and Commission ap-

IHMSA RECOGNIZES
HANDGUN HUNTER

a new split locking bolt? Just ask. No
charge.

Wichita, manufacturer of a lot of the
bolt guns at the match, had a big display,
and a rep.

Hornady was there, and their reps shot
nothing theoretical about their knowledge
of the sport.

There was some new stuff displayed, the
most newsworthy of which was Rem
ington's prototype factory built unlimited
gun. It has a 15 inch tube in the nylon
stock. No sights, and is a 7mm version of
their 6mm BR. They'll make 2500 the first
year (1980) and sell them for about 300
dollars. It'll sell like hotcakes; that is if they
offer formed empty brass. Not everybody
can rationalize the hassle and the cost of
forming these cases.

George Peterson has built a forward
trigger for the little Sako action. The action
makes up a sweetheart of a little pistol, and
such constructions are apparently legal if
a new action is used ih the assembly.
George's trigger, the action, and the in
stallation add up to less beans than buying
a new XP and keeping only the action and
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We use new books. cut an
opening 8 3/4"H, 5 1/2"W

and line the opening
with red velvet-like material.
With the cover closed, it looks
like an ordinary book.
$13.99 postpaid in 48.

OVER

$25,000.00
IN CASH AND MERCHANDISE PRIZES

7 BIG DAYS • JUNE 1-7
IN CENTRAL LAKE. MICHIGAN

For Information and Registration Contact:

MANUFACTURERS
Wichita Engineering & Supply, Inc.
P.O. Box 11371
Wichita, Kansas 67211
316-265-0661

George Peterson I Westem Gunstock
Manufacturing Co.
550 Volencia School Road
Aptos, California 95003
408-688-5884

H-S Precision Inc.
P.O. Box 512
Prescott, Arizona 86302
602-445-0607

Accura-Tube
Future Products Engineering Inc.
502 South Center
Bloomington, Illinois 61701
309-828-1542

Kings Armory
2516 Kingston Street
Arlington, Texas 76015

Wes Ugalde
S&W Gunshop
360 South Maine St.
Fallon, Nevada
702-423-4067

rewards for most weren't material.
I don't mean companionship-you can

get that in a neighborhood bar-but rather
the skills and positive mental attitude that
come to competitors trying to do their best
in a match of this caliber.

Till the Internationals I'd convinced my
self this was a tough game. After shooting
at Phoenix I know better. It's all in the
mind. ~

Think I'll go shoot a forty. ~

Front Break for the
S&W Model 29 - 8-3/8"
Ruger Super Blackhawk

/~~ 7%"

~t~
For complete info,
send self-addressed,
stamped envelope to:

LOU RENO
ENTERPRISES
P.O. Box 253
Okeechobee,
Florida 33472

THE LAST WORD
IN FIREARM FiNISHING

Many new
products for both
autos and revolvers.
Send $1 for new '79 Catalog.

MAKER OF CUSTOM
LEATHER PRODUCTS FOR THE
PRACTICAL PISTOL SHOOTER

\,.

ARMOLOY
A proven finish for your expensive
firearms at a price you can afford.

ARMOLOY OFFERS:
TOTAL PROTECTION AGAINST RUST

Every steel part internal & external is
plated except springs. I.D. of bore &
cylinder available at additional cost.

REDUCES WEAR
Surface hardness is Rockwell c.70

NON-GLARE FINISH
Reflects less light than conventional

bluing.
LASTING FINISH

Finish is guaranteed not to chip,
crack, or peel under normal

conditions.

For free literature and price list write:
ARMOLOY CO. OF FT. WORTH

204 E. DAGGETT ST.
FT. WORTH, TEXAS 76104

GWM DAVIS
P.O. Box 446 * Arcadia * CA 91006

t:::::::::::::OOJl NEW! 00)(=~
""WINNER 44"
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MAGNUM
from

Silencio

All the
hearing

protection
needed!

"DELUXE" POLICE MAGNUM
Length: 9.2S", Weiqht: .2.2 Ibs.
USO-2061 . $54.95

NO FEDERAL LICENSE REQUIRED.
MUST BE 18 YEARS OR OLDER.

CREDIT CARD ORDERS CAll
TOll FREE: (BOO) 336-4572
IN VIRGINIA: (703) 549·0774

PKG. OF 100 .22 CAL BLANKS'
U50·22BC $4.95'

I

COMPLETELY
SAFE! CANNOT
BE MADE TO FIRE
REAL AMMUNITION. Full-size,
machined metal. They look, feel
and weigh same as originals.
Double-action, gun black finish, swing~

out cylinder and ejector mechanism.

• EASY TO WEAR

• EASY TO ADJUST

• EASY TO CARE FOR
Super-thick, padded, non
absorbent· head band &
liquid-filled cushions, side
bar adjusters to provide
custom fit, bands of pre
mium chrome-plated steel.

~
f-ct1#1

lila-f
SAFETY DIRECT INC.

23 SNIDER WAY
SPARKS, NEVADA 89431

(702) 359-4451

r---------------------------,INEW! BLANK-FIRING
:(STARTER) PISTOLS
ICOUNTERFEIT GUNS

"STANDARD" I
Popular'
priced'

models I
of die~ I

WeIght 10 oz cast.I $12.95 $17.95 .. metal. I

r---------------------~-----~I ~I~~~:~~~~NC. 0 I CERTIFY I AM 18 YEARS OR OLDER I
I P.O. Box 388. DEPT.AH 0 PLEASE SEND FREE COLOR CATALOG I
I ALEXANDRIA, VIRGINIA 22313 ;

: Please send the following nnnn nnnnn nm nm nnnnnn.. I
I ADD$'.~~mRI
10 MONEY ORDER 0 CHECK ENCLOSED $ nn POSTAGE/HANDLING.

I CHARGE TO: 0 VISA 0 MC 0 AE 0 CB 0 DC I
I I

i::~:;:~_~_-~_:U':.:::~~'~~~!:::~~:~~!~:~:=::::::"::N~D:',,'~:--:-~~~~ !
I I
I CITY/sTATE/ZIP ~nnnnnnn_n__ n ..... n __nn_..~h_nnn_n__n~nn~nn__ •

L. •·MONEY BACK (lESS POSTAGE) IF NOT SATISFIED. J

TEACHING WOMEN·
(Continued from page 41)

est of 3 or 4 of them holds through the first
actual match, you know you've got a team.

A word of warning. You may wind up
with more women on the team than you
can either teach or outfit comfortably. If
this is the case, find other men willing to
coach a team and form several competing
teams. If Coach Raines can recruit three

. full teams out of a town like Naples,
Florida, with a population of 75,000, the
possibilities for a larger city are tremen
dous.

One of the best reasons for having the
women shoot as a team is companionship.
There is strength in numbers and there is
also a lot ofcomfort for each of the women
knowing she's not the only one shooting
13's out of 100 in her first few matches!
When one of the Beech-Nuts loaded an
empty clip into the gun during rapid fire, it
was cause for plenty of laughs and lots of
learning for the team. It made it easier
knowing that the girls laughing had made
their share of mistakes too.

Now that your team is starting to form
up, look through the members for (1) a
dynamic organizer (one of those human
dynamos who is also involved in half a
dozen other activities), (2) a flamboyant,
PR, fund-gathering type and (3) a good
treasurer.

Coach Raines found he was spending
much of his spare time loading .45 ammo
for the team. He put the team to helping
with casting, sorting, cleaning and check
ing cases, greasing heads and wiping and
boxing finished bullets. For his own men
tal comfort, he ran the loader himself.

As your team gathers money, you are
going to find that uniforms rank among
the number one priorities for the ladies.
One women's team which attended the
Nationals at Camp Perry several years
back had outfits that are still talked about
to this day. They had five different pastel
outfits with elegant shooting jackets,
matching slacks and Aussie style hats. If
your team doesn't have quite that much
money or sewing expertise, you may want
to opt for a simpler style. Jeans and a nice
Tee-shirt with the team name stenciled on
the back make a perfectly acceptable out
fit. Fashion being what it is, however, don't
ask your team members to be able to put
their hands in their jean's pockets. Theill
be lucky to get a dime in the pockets.

The Beech-Nuts also recommend hats
and jackets. If you can have your team
name made up on an emblem and sew it
on regular baseball caps, this makes a
convenient, protective head covering.
Jackets are a must for windy, rainy or
chilly weather, all three of which usually
occur at Camp Perry or the mid-Winters in
Tampa.

When and where you shoot is sometimes
a problem. Since most of your recruits are

NAZI-Collector< M-43 Style
Black S-S Caps. Only $14.00
Postpaid. Order your size
NOW. Our 224-page fully il
lustrated catalog only $2.00
(free with order).

W.W. #1 lid. (G) Box #Z063
St. lou;',. MO. 63 I 58

$7.95 ea.
Postpaid

Aluminum paperweight $3.95 ea.
Postpaid

ORDER TODAY!

BEST
SPORTS SUPPLIER

P.O. Box 492, Dept. 25
Hazelwood, Mo. 63042

Send check or M.O. to:

For novelty paperweight use only.
Not intended for any other use.

Full size replica of the Knuckle Duster

MAGNIFICENT
BRASS

PAPERWEIGHT

STOP FOULING
DYES & MOLDS STICKING

Send large, stamped, self-addressed,
envelope for information.

RICE GUN COATINGS
152143 St.• West Palm Beach, FL 33407

305-848-2228

The
Grip-Lock ·
Locks down the
Grip safety on all
1911 style autos.

Quick, Easy Installation
Does not permanently alter gun.

In Blue or Nickle
$2.50 P.P.D. PAT. PEND.

Hamrick's Gunsmithing, Inc.
P. O. BOX 1412

GREENWOOD, S. C. 29646
DEALERS INQUIRIES INVITED

CUSTOM HANDGUN STOCKS
Presentation grade stocks of fancy American
& exotic woods for discriminating shooters.

SUPERIOR CRAFfSMANSHIP
Illustrated brochure $1.00

ROBERT H. NEWELL
55 Coyote SI. Los Alamos. N.M. 87544

H1/3 MOON CLIPS
Rudily dvailable ..15 APC ammo (an be used
in your U.S. 1917 Model and newer models of
Auto Rim Type .45 Caliber Revolver. This new
dip holds lwo cartridges and has mAny adv.lIn·
lages over the half-moon clip. For do FREE
sample, send sLlmped. self-addressed envelope.

Clip Prices: 25 for $3.95; 50 for $6.95 ppd.
RANCH PRODUCTS, PO Box 145, Molinto, OHIO 43535
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HARDCOVER
ILLUSTRATED

GEIICO

STD. Width, Hard-Chrome, Bar-Sto
Barrels, Bo-Mar Sights

DEALERS IN DISCRIMINATING
FIREARMS FOR COLLECTORS & COMPETITION

S/W 29 4" Nickel S/W 29 4" Blue Class A
S/W 29 6" Nickel Class A S/W 29 6" Blue
Engrv. S/W 66 4" Class AEngrv. S/W 66
2W' Class A Engrv.

(Consecutively No. Pairs)
S/W 60 Class A Engrv.

COMPLETE LINE
S/W &COLT HANDGUNS

IN STOCK

FNFAL & ACCESSORIES
Heckler & Koch #91 & 93's
Nice Selection M-1 Garands
Sigs/Devel 39 Conversions

JW. HOAG® IPSC AUTO
NOW IN STOCK

ARRIVING FEBRUARY

GENCO COMBAT AUTO'S

Designed for Law Enforcement &
Sporting Use

The most procti~ol
comfortable way to
corry a gu~. Uni-Vest
fits revolvers or auto
matics with 2" to 6Y2'
barrels in three spe
cially designed holster

"pockets. Uni-Vest also
~ has a two magazine
.- pocket which opens to
"accommodate loose

ammo. Heavyweight
~/' b I u e den i m. S i z e 5

S-M-L-XL Specify right or left handed. $5.00
deposit on COD·s. Sto.mped envelope brings
literature. $39.95

GARTH CO.
DeptAH, P.O. Box 14354

Tampa, Florida 33690

r------------- "
(fJ11!i!lff@

PHONE (704) 274-4572 (24 Hour Answering)
1270 Hendersonville Rd., Plaza South

, P.O. Box 5704, Asheville, NC 28803 J
~ ------------

probably working women, they'll prefer
Saturday afternoon since it allows time to
get the house cleaning, grocery shopping
and twelve loads oflaundry out of the way
before heading for the pistol range at 2 or 3
in the afternoon. But Coach Raines out
voted his 14 women and holds pistol prac
tice at 8 a.m. on Saturday mornings. One
of the women commented, "Until I joined
the team I didn't know there was an 8 am
on Saturdays!"

One of the difficulties faced by the
Beech-Nuts was the lack of a shooting
range. Although there is one in Naples,
now, the team learned to shoot under the
pine trees at a dirt-piled canal bank where
they had to scrounge scrap wood to hold
up targets and frequently wade through
swamps to score targets.

If you have no shooting range, find out
from your local Police or Sheriff's Depart
ment where they shoot. Frequently, they
will help you find someplace safe and out
of the way, or even let you practice on their
range if you will agree to sign waivers of
immunity.

Now that you have your team formed
and practicing, you should have sur
mounted all the obstacles, right? Sorry, it's
not that easy. You are still facing a few
troubles ahead.

One of the problems may stem from
your collection of pistols. Just as you have
grown to know the idiosyncrasies of your
pistols, your team members will also. They
will learn which are the ones with bad
reputations for jamming or malfunction
ing or the lovely, smooth shooting ones.
They will try to palm the poorer guns off
on the newer shooters or, as one of the
Beech-Nuts did, paint nail polish on the'
grip of a .45 to mark it as "hers." In these
cases, you will wind up as judge, jury and
master gunsmith to keep everyone happy
and the guns functioning properly.

Another problem is the variety of per
sonalities, and count on it, you will have
problems here. Keeping the whole team
united and close-knit for 365 days a year is
an impossibility so don't knock yourself
out trying. Stay out of the clashes and
jealousies that occur. But you had better
add Father Confessor to your list of duties.
By the way, your celibacy had better be of
that order too! This isn't a football team
and you don't get to pat the girls on the
behind, ever!

Like all coaches, your main job is to
train the team so they are professional and
safety conscious. Don't ever accept anger
or hysterics on the line from your team. Let
the men get moody, swear and throw clips
or guns. Your women should be feminine
without being silly or frivolous. Each
woman will have to be handled differently
depending on her personality.

You will need to be quiet, even-tem
pered, patient and firm. Coach Raines,
according to his team members, is neither
quiet nor even-tempered, but two out of
four isn't bad. Ifyou run into a personality
conflict with one or two girls on the team,

SEND

$4.95 PLUS 48¢ POSTAGE
TO:

GOLD STAR PUB. CO.
DEPT.AH-5, 90 CRICKET AVE.

ARDMORE, PA.19003

The originol Mag-na-port~ a Patent Precision
muzzle venting process - Has become famous
because of the thousands of shooters that in
sist on having greater control of their firearm.

Will not change Ballistics or Accuracy.

For further information on Mag-na-port* or
the Mag-na-port Custom Ruger Handguns
write for free literature.

We thank all of our customers for Mag-na
port's success in the Firearms Industry.

Patent No. # 3808943

®

ARMS, INC.

Mag-na-port®

A TEXTBOOK BY E. R. FENJOHN
ABOUT THE PROPER USE OF A
HAND GUN TO DEFEND A HOME

AND ITS OCCUPANTS
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PISTOL

ADDf<ESS _

NAME _

THE SNICK STAGE 5HOLSTER
The Original Holster featured in

"Cooper on Handguns" and "Survival Guns"

Developed and
Tested in
Combat

Competition
Fast and Secure

Break Front
Holster of Space

Age Plastic
For Gov't, Commander,
Browning P-35 and the
K-Frame S&W Revolver

$28.00 plus $1.50 Postage and Handling; Maga
zine Carriers $10.00 each (Calif. res. add 6% tax)

SNICK PRODUCTS
po. Box 480009, Los Angeles, CA 90048

I have enclosed $ Please rush me

_ cOPY(s) 010

Walther P·38 Pistol

by Major George Nonte

A complete volume on the famous
P-38. All facets are covered, from the
history, development, variations and
technical dope, to all the practical field
use and maintenance techniques, right
on through to complete rebuilding, re
pair and conversion installation. PLUS
a full section on other contemporary
double-action military autos such as
the S&W M39 and M59, Colt M71,
H&K P9S, the VP70 fUll-auto double
action pistol, the SIG-Sauer P220 and

. the Seecamp M1911 comversion.
Book No. 127. . . . . . . .$4.95------Iii DESERT PUBLICATIONS
'\I Dept. AH Cornville, AZ 86325

CITY SrArE ZIP _

POWERFUL LASERS ARE USED
TO CARVE OR BURN OUT
THE RECESSED AREAS

CUSTOM DESIGN Copc.AH
P.O. BOX 228 FULTON, CA. 95438

LASER ENGRAVED
WALNUT GUN

a '""OM 0'0''''0'"''"

r '"'""''''""'''"
J"''' To ocdoc odod..o~ brochure \NriC", Co:

~~
WHERE TO SHOOT
American handgunners are among the

most fortunate in the world. We have avail
able to us the finest selection of handguns,
our pistolsmiths are the envy of everyone
and we have more shootin9 sports and more
places to shoot than most any other country.

VVhere can you shoot handguns?
Unfortunately, Rand McNally has yet to
produce a comprehensive atlas of places fo
shoot, but with a little effort, I'll bet that you
can find a range that offers one or more of
the shooting sports within a few hours' drive
from home. This may not apply to those
living in Trout Creek, Utah, or Wagontire,

Oregon, but nothing is absolute.
listed· below are the headquarters of

organizations controlling the organized
shooting sports. An inquiry will bring infor
mation of an associated range in your area.

NATIONAL RIFLE ASSOC. 1600
Rhode Island Ave., NW., Washington, OC
20036 (Formal bullseye target, police, etc.)

INTERNATIONAL HANDGUN ME
TALLIC SILHOUETTE ASSOC. Box 1609,
Idaho Falls, 10 83401

NATIONAL MARKSMAN SPORT
SOCIETY, P.O. Box 4747, Montgomery, At
36101 (PPC, civilians)

POLICE MARKSMAN ASSOC. 217 S.
Court St., Montgomery, At 36104 (PPC, law
enforcement)

INURNATIONAL PRACTICAL
SHOOTING CONFEDERATION, P.O.

Box 401, Paulden, AZ 86334 (Practical
pjstol, IPsq

consider getting an Assistant Coach to
handle the ones you don't care for. That
way you can enjoy the team more.

Another problem you will encounter is
the overly-helpful male shooter. Any new
shooter is bound to get advice from fellow
shooters. Your team will be getting more
than their fair share. You will need to teach
them to listen quietly, ignore half of what
they hear, believe a third of what's left and
test everything under your eagle eye be
fore putting anything into practice. They
will each have to find their own styles and
form, but they should be wary ofthe excess
advice they will hear.

Your women will also need to learn to
ignore or over-look the rude, off-color and
sometimes cruel comments they will re
ceive. Prepare them for it. Women are still
not always welcome on the firing line,
especially when they are beating some of
the men.

To avoid any problems, make sure your
team members are well-trained, well-in
structed and above all, polite. As long as
they behave like professional shooters,
they will be welcomed on any firing line
in the country. And you will be proud to
be coaching a women's pistol .....
team. ~

"pstate

• Ideal for accuracy lestmg.
• Adiustable lor all handguns.
• All steel construdion.

(sandbags not induded)

AMERICAN NUMISMATICS CORP.
151 E. 25th St .. New Yo<k. N.Y. 10010 (212) 889·1310

Numismatic uncirculated coins have act
ually outperformed every type of invest
ment for the past 20 years. Silver coi ns
from America's historic past in brilliant
uncirculated condition consistently in
crease in value 20"10 or more every year.
In 1970, a paper and a silver dollar each
bought 3 gallons of gas. Only 9 years
later, a paper dollar hardly gets you 1
gallon but a numismatic uncirculated sil
ver dollar could buy you a few tankfuls.
People in the know are investing a good
part of their savings in collectables of
all types, numismatic coins ai'e the no. 1
choice. For free brochure and details,
call our 24 hr. toll free number.

800-327-9191 EXT. 880

BEAT INFLATION
OWN NUMISMATIC
SILVER DOLLARS

THE HANDGUN REST

SUGAR CREEK GUN CO.
Dept. AH Hwy. 34 E.
Ottumwa. Iowa 52501

Dealers and distributers write for quantity prices.

CHOOSE A WINNER

To order 'end $19.95 + $2.00 ,hipping to:

Hand crafted, fully
lined, leg & hammer
tilldowns, 24 lOops.
Prompt Shipment.

Specify waist $49.80 p.p. Cashier's
size Gun make, check or money or~

bbl. length & der. Please add $2.00
caliber. extra for 7v," bbl.

Send $1.00 for complete calalog.
Dealers, please inquire.

AMERICAN SALES & MFG.
BOX 677 AH LAREDO, TX 78040

name (print!

city

addreu

C
phone: lire. code (
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"BRASS
45 ACP .38 spl. & .223

WE HAVE IT!
Call For Quantity Prices

(512) 858,),4441

THE BRASS WORKS
P.O. Box 315

Dripping Springs, TX 78620

ANSOM "Master Series" RES
An International Standard for Accuracy I)evelopment

50 Grip Inserts
available to fit
different Pistol
and Revolver
Fromes

titreoBox 308HG,Highland, CA 92346
STATE POLICE LIMITED
sa W MODEL 39

A total of 704 limited edition
handguns have been delivered to
Connecticut state troopers by Smith
and Wesson.

Commemorating the 75th
anniversary of the Connecticut State
Police, the 9mm Model 39, semi
automatic pistol is described as one of
the most unique commemoratives
ever issued by Smith and Wesson.
The weapon was a year in production.

The weapon was available for
purchase only by state troopers or
retired troopers and they are
numbered CSP 001 to CSP 701. In

addition, two of the weapons, which
were issued to the present
commissioner and a' former
commissioner are numbered
individually, C.S.P. 1 and 1 HQ. One
weapon was also numbered specially
CSP 769.

It is the first production of a semi
automatic by Smith and Wesson with,
adjustable rear sights for windage and
elevation. Although S & W plans to
have fully adjustable sights on future
models, they will be of a different
design.

The red ramp front sight and a
nickel slide with a blue frame is
considered unusual.

In order to make room for the
Connecticut State Police shoulder
patch logo, the S & W logo was
reduced in size and moved to the
other side of the frame.

The weapon is placed in a French
fit, velvet lined, wooden box with the
Connecticut State Seal imprinted on
the front and a brass plate for the
name of the owner, if desired.
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. VENT RIB BARRELS
with CHOKE in .357 &.44 Mag.

OCTAGON BARREL
in .22 L.A., .22 Win. Mag.,

.22 Hornet, .218 Bee, .221 Fire
ball, .222 Rem., .256 Win. Mag.,

.357 Mag.

HEAVY BARREL in
.22 L.R., .22 Hornet, .221 Fire

ball, .222 Rem., .223 Rem., .256 Win.
Mag., .25/35 Win., .30/30 Win., .30

Herrett, .357 Herrett, .357 Mag., .41 Mag., .
.44 Mag., .45 ACP, .45 Colt, .45 Win. Mag. plus

choked models.

Thompson/Center now offers a full
line of "Recoil Proof" Long Eye Relief
Scopes. Factory tested at 32 G's with a
Lifetime Warranty, check the caliber
list above and see the kind of recoil
they're built to take!

, )-DS
\ /~ ..... •RECOIL PROOF

HANDGUN SCOPES

E9

SUPER "14" in .222 Rem., .223 Rem., .30
Herrett, .30/30 Win., .357 Herrett, .35 Rem.,.41 Mag.,

.44 Mag., .45 Win. Mag.

Wute Todtujf
FOR OUR NEW NO.7
1980 CATALOG

See how one single shot
pistol with a full line of

interchangeable barrels can
handle the hottest of wild

cats (.30 and .357 Herrett) or
the tamest of pussycats (.22

Long Rifle) - how one
single shot pistol has totally

altered handgun capacity.

THOMPSON/CENTER ARMS
Dept. TAH 5, Farmington Road

Rochester, New Hampshire 03867

CONTENDER
THE FIRST "OUT OF THE BOX" PRODUCTION
PISTOL TO SHOOT APERFECT SCORE IN
METALLIC SILHOUETTE OFFERS MORE
IN 1980 There's new sights, new calibers
(.223 Remington), new barrel combinations and,
best of all, new wood throughout. Stocks and forends
havd been artistically and sensibly designed - blended to
enhance the overall appearance of the firearm plus better
control recoil in those block busting calibers. Leading all
others in downrange performance, Contender has always
been ahead of the pack in hunting capability. Now there
are no contenders except "THE CONTENDER".





45 cal. 230 gr. Full Metal Jacket
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or:nady
I ~ I HORNADY MANUFACTURING CO.

Dept.AH-5 Box 1848, Grand Island, NE 68801

Modifications on your handgun .2t complete
combat modified handguns available.
Send 2·15 cent stamps for complete picture
brochure of custom services to:

Bill Wilson, Wilson '8 Gun Shop
101-103 Public Square, Berryville, Ark. 72616

Phone 501-423-2982

BornadJ
45cal."hard ball"
now in flat point!

Since 1911, 45 caliber ACP ammunition has always been round nose.
Now Hornady announqes an innovation for the 45 caliber hard ball
ammo. Designed in cooperation with the U.S. Air Force, Hornady's new
flat point 45 caliber ACP bullet has improved the performance character
istics of the traditional round nose design. The new flat point design:

• Feeds smoothly from the magazine-no hang ups.
• Lengthens the effective bearing surface--greater stability.
• Improves alignment with the barrel throat-better accuracy.
• Increases the ballistic coefficient.
• Means a superior bullet for the 45-more accurate than

match-better penetration than conventional.

Combining the talents of Air Force ballistics personnel and Hornady
engineers, round nose 45 ACP ammo can now be improved with our new,
more efficient flat point shape. And whether it's the winning shot in match
competition or one shot at a trophy, you can always rely on Hornady...
new hard ball in flat point is one more reason why.

Ammunition loaded by Frontier is also available
with our new flat point hard ball.

For more information
about Hornady biJllets,
contact your dealer or write:

"WILSON COMBAT"
CUSTOM IPSC·.45 AUTOS FIT FOR A CHAMPION - BUILT
BY A CHAMPION (SECOND CHANCE GRAND CHAMPION 
IPSC 5TH IN THE WORLD).

BY AMERICA'S
FOREMOST
AUTHORITY ON
HANDLOADING

NOW ...
ONLV.S.S5
REGULAR PRICE
$10.00

For the serious beginner
or advanced expert this
up-to-date reference
provides more
authoritative information
and more specific
individual loads than any
other handloading book in
print. Fully illustrated with
an important section on
reloading tools and
lengthy references and
appendix.

Name _
Address _
City _
State Zip _

L ~I~r~~~~~::s~e~t~.J
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GUNS
BOOKS
591 Camino de la Reina,
San Diego, CA 92108
Dept. 94-H5

Please send copies of
MODERN HANDLOADING.
Enclosed is $ plus
$1.00/copy for postage and
handling.



~
.ALLET-HOLSt'ER

,'. for Hi'Standard Derringer
looks Like a Wallet on the Outside:

~ Packs a 2·Shot Punch Inside!
ONLY $IS.SO POSTPAID
,nd

~.ELt' SLIDE HOLSt'ER
for Colt GOV'( Model, Corrrnander,

. and other large·Frame Autos

Thick Durable Leather
ONLY $1.IIS POSTPAID
(Calif. residenu: <IIdd 6~ tax)

For info, send SASE.
St'EYE HE.IGSO.
2049 Kerwood Ave. # 3, Los Angeles, CA 90025

BLACK MEDICINE 
The Dark Art of Death

by N. Mashiro

This book represents the most thorough and
intriguing discussion of the human body's
vital points ever to appear in a single volume.
Through strikingly realistic photographs and
detailed line drawings, Mashiro illustrates over
150 parts of the human body where a mini
mum amount of force will produce a maxi·
mum impact on a person's ability to fight.
The study of these final points is integral to
all branches of the martial arts, to the military
combat specialist, and to everyone concerned
with self-defense in a life or death encounter.
Buy now, so you will have the knowledge
when you need it! 5Y2XSY2, soft cover.
BM $9~0

Anarchist Cookbook ($10.95) { Firearms
Silencers ($6.75) { The Complete Book of
Knife Fighting ($12.25) {Improvised Weapons
of the American Undergroond ($7.95) {
Techniques of Harassment - Vol. I ($5.75) {
Vol. II ($5.751.

Catalog $1.00
Money Orders Only
In Store or by Mail

SURVIVAL BOOKS
11106 MAGNOLIA BLVD.

NORTH HOll YWOOD
CALIFORNIA 91601

(213) 763-0804
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547 YARD RAMS
(Continued from page 66)

Between relays I thought to myself,
"This is my day. I'm hot! 3 out of 5
chickens at 200 with a wheel gun! Look
out; I'm gonna clean up!" I then
proceeded to miss the next 34 out of 35
targets. According to my spotter, most of
the misses were close with a few notable
exceptions! Holding front sight up over
the rear blade was the only way to elevate
high enough to drop bullets in the vicinity
of any of the targets beyond 200 meters. I
shot all kinds of holes in the air 3-5 inches
from a lot of targets. For the rams, I taped
the barrel and used the tape as a reference
to attain the required elevation. As far as I
know I didn't lose a target that was hit and
didn't go down. I just missed them.

I had been shooting my wife's .250-3000
Crowley XP conversion and it was the only
one I had enough brass ready to load for.
It's normally loaded with 28.0 grains of
IMR 4895 under the 120 grain hot core
Speer for all targets. As usual, I was out of
powder and bullets. Couldn't find the
Speers so dropped 32.0 grains of IMR 4895
under the 117 Sierra SPBT. With my usual
load I'm one click off dead bottom for 200
meter chickens with a 6 o'clock hold. The
heavier load shot to just about the same
impact point in bright sunlight coming
from directly behind. Under those condi
tions, my notes show as sight settin~:

chickens-O, pigs +6, turkeys +7 and
rams + 14. The .250 wouldn't knock over
rams though, and I didn't use it on them.

No sun was visible when I shot in the
afternoon. The .250 was impacting way
high and left. Quite drastic point of impact
changes are apparent due to light changes
on a 200 meter IHMSA course but fantas
tic on the rifle range. I ended up holding a
foot or so low on the chickens and used a
+2 sight setting for pigs and a +3 for
turkeys. The Micro is not a very precise
sight and its adjustments are quite coarse
compared to many other sights. One click
equals aQout 3 inches at 200 meters. A four
click difference all the way through the
course is considerable.

On chickens, I only got four. That
should have been six to eight. I just plain
screwed up. Took a little while to find the
pigs and a 2x5 and 4x5 for a 6xlO on pigs
certainly wasn't outstanding.

Wow-nailed the first turkey! And shot
all around most of them for a 4xlO. Vis
ibility wasn't the greatest and the wind was
kicking upa little.

My all-time XP fun gun is a .338 CJMK.
That translates to Crowley-the gunsmith
who built it (910 Cadiz Rd., Wintersville,
OH 43952). Jones-I dreamed it up.
Mastadon. Killer. I don't believe there is
such a thing as overkill. In actuality, the
cartridge is nothing more than a .35 Rem
ington necked to .338. In an XP it does
perform. My normal silhouette load uti-

NEW
PRACTICAL HANDGUN

BALLISTICS
By Mason Williams, Firearms and
Ballistic Consultant, Libby, M on
tana . . This practical guide to
handgun ballistics clearly explains
how the handgun-ammunition rela
tionship affects projectile perfor
mance.

The first of the book's three sections,
Interior Ballistics, covers such topics
as the cartridge case, the primer,
burning characteristics of powders,
lead and jacketed bullets, identifica
tion of handgun and ammunition
components, and test conditions.

Section two, Exterior Ballistics, re
views bullet nOise, revolver and
pistol velocities, and bullet interrup
tion. Other topics discussed in this
section include hollow base bullets
versus bevel base bullets, the effect of
revolver chamber length upon accu
racy and velocity, and the relation of
barrel length to cartridge potential.

The third and last section delineates
Terminal Ballistics. Data are pre
sented on bullet performance eval
uation, foot-pounds of .energy, the
Glasser safety slug, police handgun
amm unition, and demonstration of
terminal ballistics. '80,200 pp., 89 il.,
2 tables, $17.50

COMBAT SHOOTING FOR POLICE
(2nd Ed.) bv Paul B. WeslOn. Topics in
clude shooting- positions; grip. aim. and
trig-g-er pressure; and handgun selection.
'78, $11.75

A HANDBOOK ON THE PRIMARY
IDENTIFICATION OF REVOLVERS
AND SEMIAUTOMATIC PISTOLS by
John T. Millard. The author presents a
Se\Tn point system for identifying and
recordi ng firearms. '74, clot h-SI 3.50,
paper-SI0.25

MANUAL OF BASIC POLICE FIRE
ARMS INSTRUCTIONS AND SAFE
HANDLING PRACTICES by Roy
Agosla. The firearms exercises herein
delineated simulate as closely as possible
the pressure and realism of the streel. '74,
$8.75, paper

THE POLICE SHOTGUN MANUAL by
Roger H. Robinson. Defensive and offen
sive aspects of shotg-un usage in lawen'
forcement are reviewed. '73, $13.50

THE IDENTIFICATION AND REGIS
TRATION OF FIREARMS by VacIav
Krcma. Detailed information on serial
numbering systems and codes is pre
sented. '71, $18.50

Prepaid orders sent postpaid, on appro vat

301-327 EAST lAWRENCE
SPRINGFIELD -ILLINOIS, 62717
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II

ALLOW 12 TO 16 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY

For years, handgun enthusiasts have depended on DON HUME
LEATHER GOODS for quality holsters and accessories. Our
exclusive Jordan<!l Holster is made to last . . . heavy saddle
leather construction, hand-stitched welt and plug with a metal
shank extending from the holster into the belt loop. Add our
famous River belt, fully lined and featuring heavy leather billets
with a solid brass buc.kle, for that complete quality outfit.

See our complete line of quality holsters and accessories, at your
local dealer or send $2.00 for our color catalog today.

/.
/ -

Holsters and Leather Accessories
That You Can Depend On.

GUTRIDGE, INC.

For Colt Government and commander
As Quick as pointing your finger

COLT 45ACCURIZING

CUSTOM PPC REVOLVER

2143 Gettler Street, Dyer, Indiana 46311 • (219) 865·8617

The original Jordan"' Holster
manufactured under
exclusive rights.

II

II Complete Gunsmithing Service II
Send 30¢ in stamps for information and prices

Dept. AH • Box 351 • Miami, Oklahoma 74354

RAPID REVOLVER LOADING
CLIPS NRA TESTED

When pulling from pocket
or pouch, 6 rounds ore im
mediotely reody for lood
ing. Clips fit most
pouches now used. Also
holds most rifle cortridges.
Price $1.25 eoch plus 50¢
postoge ond hondling.
Minimum shipment two
eoch.

Triden Industries
203 E.2nd,Box68·Franklin, MN55333

lizes 34.0 grains oflMR 4198 under the 200
grain Hornady spire point for 2150 FPS.
It's capable of2400 FPS with a 200 grainer.
Since most of my stuff is experimental, it
had never had the sights properly ad
justed. The Micro rear when adjusted for
200 meter rams was as high as I wanted to
unscrew the elevation screw. I took a nar
row post for the Lyman 17A and filed it to a
barely discernible nub.

The Sierra .338 diameter 250 grain
spitzer boat tail has a very high ballistic co
efficient exceeded by only a few match
bullets. After necking 25 or so Federal .35
Remington cases to accept the .338 bullets,
I seated the Sierras over a fire formed load
of 42.0 grains of H-335. In the rain on the
previous day a six o'clock hold on the
ram's belly seemed to work OK. Since it
was lighter and I couldn't see the legs for a
"foot" reference, I just simply guessed at
holding a couple feet low and tried to
center the narrow nub of a front sight in
the notch. # 1 went over like he was hit
with a sledgehammer. Knocking off # 1
always helps the old confidence. Full
footed rams don't hesitate at 500 when hit
by the .338 CJMK-they go right on over!
The wind, light or whatever was drifting
the point of impact left. I missed three off
of the left end and one a few inches high
for a 6xlO on the rams. John Korte, my
spotter, logged every shot on my score
card. Few targets were missed by more
than scant inches. Total was a 20, good
enough to win Unlimited, but not much
better than the other guys' scores. It was a
very competitive shoot, and the ram string
with the .338 CJMK is what won the
match.

It's totally unimportant that I won un
limited or Dave won production. The im
portant thing is that PJ. held the shoot and
everyone agreed they had more fun miss
ing at this game than they did knocking
over targets at short range. I haven't seen
any happier group at a shoot since # I in
Tucson, 1975 that made history; this one
wiJI, too! As far as I know, it was the first
actual silhouette match for pistols on a rifle
range. The guys that attended won't let it
die. I predict it will catch on and have a
fantastic future. I doubt ifit will ever equal
IHMSA 200 meter shooting in numbers
for a variety of reasons-range limitations
being a major factor-but will provide a
healthy sport for unlimited class guns.

Right now, handgun metallic silhouette
is still in its infancy. It's already too easy
for a large segment of unlimited shooters
whose skills and guns leave no excuse for a
missed target. The guns are capable of
one-half minute accuracy. Almost any
thing will knock the rams down and at the
same time almost anything will, on occa
sion, fail.

In retrospect, few production guns are
capable of scoring well. I figure a 10"
.30-30 TIC will get up to around 20 or a
little over with an experienced man shoot-
ing the long ~
range targets. ~
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STANDARD, NICKLE·PLATED & TARGET MODEL

··Quality X 3

ROGERS & SPENCER

One name for 3 quality handguns pre
ferred by American Black powder
Shooters. Available in pre-assembled kits.
too. Write for complete information in our
illustrated catalog. Send $1.00 for cata
log to:

EUROARMS OF AMERICA
Dept. AH-5
14 W. Monmouth St.• Winchester, Virginia 2260 t

M~OO CHRONOCRAPH
VElOCITY TEST YOUR RELOADS

complete system.~from. •$ '"'~'" _. ~ .
79.95 .• ..~:~C

WRITE FOR FREE ~._. '::"'~.
TEST REPORT:

CUSTOM CHRONOGRAPH CO.-A
RI. 1 Box 193-A Tonaaket, WA 98855

ZERO BULLET

TAKING AIM
MIKE FICHMAN

THE COOPER ASSAULT ••• WHERE AGILITY
SCORES AS HIGH AS ACCURACY

j
Joanna Fichman takes aim on the second bank of targets after clearing
the wall. A good example of the ability of women to compete.

ZERO BULLET
DID A SURVEY

We did not like what we found.

Approximately 10% of our customers would
prefer grease lubed bullets or grease lubed
bullets dusted with white powder, if we would
supply them.

We at ZERO' are well aware of the free enter
prise system. We know if ZERO does not
supply you with what you want, some sharp
competitor will.

Our survey made us ask ourselves if maybe
100% of our competitor's customers are
buying their bullets because they like com
petitor's lube. Ten percent of ZERO custom
ers and 100% of our competitor's customers
is a pretty fair hunk of business. Customers
that ZERO wants to please.

ZERO grew tall by bending a little, so if you
prefer a grease lubed bullet or a grease lubed
bullet dusted with white powder, let ZERO
know. We can supply. ZERO will, of course,
continue to supply our dry lube to the 90%
of ZERO customers who prefer it.

This new added service is simply a continua
. tion of ZERO's basic policy of giving

Quality, Delivery & Price.

ZERO BULLET CO., INC.
205-739-1606

Cullman, Alabama 35055
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'\"1 lith a dual I.P.S.C. and S.W.P.L.
VV qualification match coming up in

one week, the club shoot I was going to was
to provide a good tune-up for the real
thing. The course was the Cooper Assault
and the usual trepidation and concern was
already coursing through me as I drove up
the winding road in Angeles Forest.
"Don't drop a hit, attack the course and for
God's sake, make it over the wall safely."
These were my thoughts as we went over
our battle plan while approaching the Des
ert Marksmen Shooting Range.

Upon arriving, I found the course to be a
little different than years past. It had been
relocated, and now ran uphill at a steep
angle. Also, the obstacles and targets were
camouflaged, blending them into the ter
rain behind.

I made my first mistake of the day in
changing holsters. I was going to use a G.1.
flap, but Mickey Fowler had just received
a new Gordon Davis rig to accommodate a
9 millimeter. Retention was good, so I
didn't have to worry about losing my gun
while running through the course.

SteVe Blankenbiller was the first of our
dub to run the course and gave an indica
tion of things to come. He slipped on top of

the wall and for about 3 seconds, we
weren't too sure which side of the wall he
was going to land on. Also urtdecided, was
whether he was going to land on his head
or his feet. With a few choice words and a
last ditch effort, he finally landed close to
the fashion that he had orginally intended.

The wall, by the way, has claimed more
victims over the years, than the Normandy
Invasion.

It was finally my turn. After a few deep
breaths, I signaled that I was ready. At the
whistle, I drew and smoked the first two
targets, holstered and took off full tilt. As I
reached the wall, I leapt up, hitting the toe
hold perfectly. I vaulted up to the top,
stretching my feet to the side, meaning to
catch the top of the wall to gain body
control. The new carpet on top didn't go
along with my plans. My feet didn't stop
and I was urgently aware of the fact that
the ground was approaching rather
quickly. I managed to twist myself into a
four-point landing and was feeling quite
proud of myself, when a blinding pain
brought everything to an abrupt halt.

Without the holster flap, the hammer
and grip safety spoon found a direct path
up under my ribs, managing to crack two
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Dept. AH, 2012 Washington, St. Louis, Mo. 63103

of.them in the process. (If! had stayed with
the flap, my ribs would have been spared.
Never change your euqipment on the day
of the match!) I wanted to believe that I
only had the wind knocked out of me and
desparately tried to rise and keep on going.
The mind was willing, but the body wasn't.

That my friends, is your introduction to
the infamous Cooper Assault. It is a well
known course of fire to any long standing
or serious combat shooter. It is loved,
hated, feared, respected and generally
thought of as the single most physical and
mental test of skill in the realm of practical
pistol shooting.

Actually, the course of fire is basically
simplistic in design and very compact for
an assault course. Yet, many skills are
required to do it well, much less survive it.

Most assault courses are scored by di
viding time into points. Even with Com
stock Count, a fleet-footed shooter could
still drop a hit and finish high in the
standings. However, with the Cooper,
score is not a factor. It's a simple matter of
getting all your hits first and run, climb,
dive and scramble like hell to get a good
time. There lies the reason for most shoot
ers' downfall.

Human nature dictates that pure speed
will win out and besides, who could possi
bly miss those close targets? Shooters press
harder, shoot out of control and attack the
course with a style reminiscent of a banzai
charge. They simply press their own abil
ities beyond what they are capable of
doing with any consistency.

The results can be disheartening at best
and crippling at worst. In recent years,
broken bones, torn ligaments, and an as
sortment of other disorders have taken
their toll. This doesn't count the assorted
bruises and contusions that just about
everyone enjoys. Fortunately, few injuries
are serious. Freak accidents do happen,
but most major injuries are caused by
stretching personal limitations too far.
This raises a point. Some readers may feel
that this course is too unsafe and/or they
can't handle it physically. I must once
again repeat-you may not win the match,
but if you stay within your limitations,
your goals will be reached and reached
safely. This is practical pistol shooting.
Matches are designed to make you handle
real life situations if and when they should
ever occur. There won't be any time al
lowance and heaven only knows what
obstacles you may really encounter. Men
tal and physical stress will be very real. If
you can't handle it in competition, you
sure as hell won't handle it in real life. It's
unfortunate that people who deal only in
precision and P.P.c. shooting can't come to
terms with this fact.

Most injuries are suffered at the hands
of "The Wall". It's only six feet high, but to
those that have run the Cooper, the wall
stares back at you with a personality all of
it's own. Even Jeff Cooper himself fell prey
to "The Wall" and ruptured a disc. Never
to be called a quitter, he crawled through
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B~~UE~ B~OS. MFG.@.

THIS HOLSTER
WILL FIT YOUR GU~

America's No. 1 Lightest, most secure
.SHOULDER holster ANKLE holster
Secret agent design for Secured two ways from shifting.
maximum concealment. Fits 1. By elastic "sa-spend-er" above.
all but few unusual guns. 2. By padded strap at holster.
Gun grip bulge eliminated by Both Velcro closing, adjustable.
cross-strap on front, plus Gun held secure but releases
loop on holster bottom that quick by thumb-brake snap.
snaps to belt. Spring clip Smooth tan cowhide. Order
holds gun secure; allows Ankle.
quick release. Oil finish Made for .25.32, .380 and dbl. bbl.

$
leather. Model K. $ Remington-style Deringer and 2 in."660 1515 smail frame revolvers.

~ Over 4" bbl. $29.00 With "sa-spend-er" $19.50

Gel perfect Ill. Holsler is wet-molded, by hand, for each make, model, barrel
length. Over 100 sizes in stock, to fit 99% of all guns made since 1861! Gel
original, proven design. Model H was patented by us many years ago. Snaps off
belt loop for convenience, safety. Open holster bottom collects no debris to foul gun Black color
barrel. Getlrue quality. Finest 9 oz. top grain cowhide and welted seams. Gel color $13.25
and IInlsh choice. Black or Russett; smooth or basketweave. Model H.

GUARANTEED

Available from dealers or direct from maker. When ordering (1) state holster model (2) state make. model, bbl. length of
handgun (3) state color, Model H. 'Add $2.00 per holster for hdlg. & shpg. 'Get Brauer mini-catalog $1.00. ·Send check
or M.a., no C.O.D. 'Missouri, add 5% tax. 'Money back if not satisfied.



DREADNAUGHT
357/44 B & D

Conversions of S&W 27-28 Ruger 357
T.C, Contender-Marlin 1894

BAIN & DAVIS
559 W. Las Tunas, San Gabriel, Ca.

~ INSTRUCTION *
l;}-l;}- PRACTICE **
{t COMPETITION *

OFFICE IS NOW OPEN
NOON TILL 7 PM

YOU ARE
REQUESTED TO

REPORT TO
OR CALL:
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(JJ@[j7lif}t!J@@@

~
INDOOR SHOOTING CENTER

.c.> . 555 E. MAIN
"- .. -.. I

:'-j "">- DANVILLE, IN 46122

~_ 317-745-4747

~WANTEDE
,

ALL CENTRAL
INDIANA

HANDGUNERS
WHO ARE

INTERESTED IN

. .··············· ...•.•.••...••...................•.•.

the remainder of the course.
As the competition gets tougher, so does

technique get better. Even total defenders
of the .45 auto, have switched to the
Browning Hi Power (9 millimeter) to elim
inate reloading time. The perfect run, as of
this writing, was best made by Mike
Dalton. This record setting run was made
in 1977 with a 9 mm in an average time (2
runs) of 19.655 seconds.

Making his draw from a G.!. flap hols
ter, in a cross-draw position, Dalton took
careful aim and placed two controlled
shots on targets I and II. Reholstering first,
he then blazed to the wall, sprang for the
foot rest about five feet before the wall and
in one move, vaulted up and over the top.
With only his hands touching the top of
the wall, he fell to his feet in his shooting
position. On the way down, his left hand
was already raising the flap on the holster.
After targets 1lI and IV were dealt with, he
again reholstered and charged the tunnel.
His technique is to make a head first dive
into the tunnel and slide all the way
through. While scrambling to the final
barricade, the weak hand is again raising
the holster flap. Staying on his knees, the
weak handed draw is made and target V
and the impact plate are engaged. At the
end of the run, he rested a moment and did
it all over again.

An extra aid, used by Steve Blanken
biller, is Velcro sewn on the holster flap
and shirt. This shaves off time when draw
ing and holstering. Steve set the B Class
record in 1977 with an average run of
21.255 seconds.

Technique differs from man to man and
each person should seek out what works
best for himself. Height, weight, and
agility playa role in that decision. Leonard
Knight gets through the tunnel on his
hands and knees as fast as anybody can
slide through. Even the wall offers an array
of methods to conquer it. Mike Harries has
perfected a way of rolling over the top; a
variety of vaults are used also.

The rest is a matter of basic shooting
skills-sight picture, trigger squeeze,
holstering and reloading.

For those of you who still aren't con
vinced that the Cooper is taken seriously,
consider the amount of training that goes
into it. Crash diets and roadwork are not
uncommon and everyone's range is set up
for practice. Do it again and again and
again until it all comes natural. Our own
range, The Shooting Machine, is in con
stant use. Blankenbiller leads the way with
a constant barrage of encouragement,
challenges to other shooters and a lengthy
tirade of obscenities. Competition, even in
practice, sharpens skills and better pre
pares one for match day.

Women readers take note, this match is
not run by men only. Linda Zubiena holds
the Women's record with a 31.18. The
women put as much into the Cooper as
anyone, but just aren't able to physically
attack the course in the same ~
manner as the men. ~

PISTOL

MODERN

PRACTICAL

SHOOTING

IS BEING TAUGHT
AT THE CHAPMAN
ACADEMY RANGE
IN COLUMBIA, MO.

Jul/Aug '78 Police Producf
News

fall '78 The Police Marksman
Nov/Dec ·78 The American

Handgunner
May '79 Soldier of fortune
No. 76·8 IACP U.C. 8ulletin
Sept/Oct '79 The American

Handgunner
Sept. '79 The American Rifleman

Turn Your Gun Into a 24-Hour Weapon
REPORTED IN:

CHAPMAN ACADEMY
P.O. BOX 7035

Columbia. MO 65205

DAYLIGHT ACCU RACY
. AT NIGHT
Self-Luminous Gunsights

For Handguns-Shotguns-Rifles
No Batteries-No Wires-No Bulbs

For Catalog Send $1 To:

NITE-SITE, INC.
P.O. Box '0'. Rosemount. MN 55068. U.S.A.

Ray Chapman. former World Practical Pis
tol Champion, is providing courses of in
struction in pistol craft at his modern 33
acre facility in Columbia, Missouri. The fa
cilities include indoor, outdoor, moving tar
get. and night shooting ranges. Available
courses include basic, intermediate and ad
vanced training in the use of the practical
pistol.
The courses have been praised by shoorers from
novices ro World Class comperirors. They include
rhe Safe andEffecrive Use ofHandguns uSing rhe
CHAPMAN METHODS. For Informarion wnre.·

June ·72 Guns & Ammo
April ·77 Law & Order
June. D Police Times
July 77 The Police Chief
Sept. '77 Guns
Oct. ·'77 Law & Order
May 5, 78 Wisconsin Law

Enforcement 8ulletin
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some special considerations of course.
First, the pistols, even the biggest, don't

weigh as much as a rifle, even when
scoped-figure on four to five pounds. This
means you don't need a rifle thickness or
width sling. An inch wide, nylon or cotton
web will do fine.

Secondly, the pistols are still short in
relation to a rifle, so the sling doesn't need
to be as long-24 inches or so of webbing is
sufficient for a simple carrying sling. In
some instances, like when carrying out a
carcass, you'll want both hands free. If the
sling is doubled (takes maybe four feet of
webbing) while carrying, it can be length
ened to allow slinging it across your body
out of the way when packing out.

Third, the main reason for taking a
pistol hunting is the weapon's handiness.
To all<\w carrying the pistol with one hand
while stalking or moving with it at the
ready (without getting tangled up) you'll
want to use quick detach swivels. Just tuck
the sling in your pack when you want it out
of the way.

Okay, how to do it? Well, for those of
you with a bolt gun in a wood or glass stock
ail ordinary set of rifle swivels will work
fine. Just put the rear one on the bottom of
the butt, and the front one near the end of
the forearm.

For those of you shooting stock XP's, or
unlimited guns in the plastic stock, I'd
suggest you use a set of Uncle Mike's
(Michael's of Oregon, Portland, Oregon)
swivels made especially for Remington's
plastic stocked Nylon 66 rimfire rifle.

The Thompson/Center Super Fourteen
is a little harder to outfit with swivels, but
Uncle Mike's has (unbeknowst to them
I'm sure) just the ticket. The Super Four
teens untapered bull barrel measures
about .840 inches in diameter-just about
what the run of the mill 12-gauge barrel
measures. It's no surprise then that the
swivel set made for barrel mounting on a
12 gauge works fine. The set comes with a
stickurn' for the barrel hand, which holds
things together fine for carrying, but heavy
recoiling Supers will walk out from under
the band. Use a few drops of epoxy in
stead.

I've carried a stock XP fitted with a GI
carbine sling the last two spring turkey
hunts alld it worked well. Draped over one
shoulder it was out of the way, even while
wearing a day pack. This last hunt I had a
45 ACP on my hip as well. Depending on
the cover around the blind we called from,
I'd lay one or the other across my lap while
waiting for Tom.

This last deer season I carried a slung
Super Fourteen around awhile. Whether
on my shoulder or in my hand, it worked
well. If you're itching to take that
unlimited afield I suggest you .....
try a sling-you'll like it. ~
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SLING
(Continued from page 47)

BUEHLER
PISTOL MOUNT

HANDGUNNER II
By HUTSON
Tiny But Tough!
Only 50/," 10ng!/1.7X/lnternal
click adjustments/Patented unlimited
eye relief/Fits T/C rail mounts for
S&W, Ruger, Contender.
Send for FREE BROCHURE.

JPM SALES ::~Ji:~.~.. 76083

LIFESIZE, FULL COLOR
COMBAT TARGETS

NOW 36 TARGET
COMBINATIONS

The Smith & Wesson
Mod. 29 .44 Mag. is a pussycat

when converted to a .357/44 Bobcat
Magnum by Don Hartzell, 3504 Village Rd.,

Concord, CA. The results-Same M.E., twice the
penetration and less recoil. The BUEHLER base
fits easily into the rear sight slot on all K and N

~
frames. Check out our complete

,j line of mounts.

Send for free Catalog 35H

FOR INFORMATION AND

FREE SAMPLES:
ADVANCED TRAINING SYSTEMS
12 Skillman Lane
Sf. Paul, Minnesota 55110
(612) 483-8113

"The Electronic Range Specialists"
ADVANCED TRAINING SYSTEMS 1JiIlIJi!f

ANTIQUE FIREARMS
EDGED WEAPONS

and related items for sale in our exciting, thick, 220 page cala
log·reference book crammed full with over 1000 items. All photo·
illustrated, fully described and priced for sale. The book will be
sent to you immediately via 1st class mail upon receipt of $5.00.
Fla. residents add 20~. Serving collectors for over 25 years.

THE MUSEUM OF HISTORICAL ARMS
1038 Alton Road, Dept. H Miami Beach, Fla. 33U9
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17.50

AUTHENTIC
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SAVE 30% up to 60% SAVE
Send for big bargain catalog of revolvers, rifles, pistols and
derringers. Big selection of guns and accessories. Many
hard to find items. All items at low, low prices. $$ 
Order direct and save - $$

"25 years" of service and integrity
EMF Co., Inc.,
Dept. AH ,2911 W. Olive Avenue, Burbank, CA 91505

SEND $1 FOR

BIG NEW GUN CATALOG
(SEND $2 00 FOR FIRST CLASS MAILING)

Genuine Dakota U.S. Army Single Action Revolver.
The Dakota revolver is an exact shooting copy of the
original Colt Single Action Revolver. These fine guns
have the Colt-type hammer with firing pin, beautiful
polished, blue finish, genuine case hardened frame,
one-piece walnut grips and genuine solid brass back
strap and trigger guard. They are superbly balanced

Authentic and accurate revolvers and have perfect timong. They
Quality are made of the finest materials and are manufactured

Shooters by one of Europe~s.finest gun makers. The best in
quality and authenticity.

CALIBERS: .22 LR - .22 MAG - .357 MAG - .44-40 CAL.
.45 LONG COLT - .30 Ml CARBINE
see Your Dealer Or send For Information

For Information Call (213) 843-7777---------:------

IlitI;nrb Jitiuit
Custom Pistolsmith

Specializing in 45 Autos for;
Competition-Duty-Sport

Send large S.A.S.E. for complete list of modifications available.

821 E. Adams Havana, ll. 62644
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~
HOLSTERS OF QUALITY by belt slide, inc.

Dept. AY Box 15303 Austin. TX 78761

'

(Send 25 ¢for Brochure)
( Model 10 For Specify color. Model 12

Most DA Revolvers pislol model. For Lg Frame Autos
Black or Brown and bbl length Black or Brown

Pin $11.95 Basket $13.95 Check or M.a. Pin $11.95 Basket $13.95
p('l~tr;lId No COD's rO<,lra1d

Single
Action
Revolvers

1.25
.20
.75

.85

.35
1.25
1.00
1.95
1.95

.30

.45

.30

.30

.30

.30
1.25

.55

.30

.30

.30

.30
5.95

.30

.30

.20

.30
7.95
5.95
1.50
3.95

.60
6.95
5.95
8.95

.95
5.95
3.95
3.95
1.00
4.95
3.95
5.95

47.50
1.25
3.50
1.25
4.95
4.95

.30
22.50
8.95

12.95

.45 AUTOMATIC PISTOL PARTS

DEALER SPECIAL
... . $Hammer Strut .

Hammer Strut Pin.
Barrel Links.
No. 13 Barrel Links

(For Match Guns).
Barrel Link Pins. . .
Firing Pins .
Firing Pin Stop .
Plunger Tube .
Ejector .
Grip Screws .
Recoil Spring .
Magazine Catch Spring ..
Firing Pin Spring .
Main Spring.
Plunger Tube Spring
Recoil Spring Plug .
Grip Screw Bushing.
Main Spring Cap .
Main Spring Cap Pin.
Main Spring Retainer.
Slide Stop Plunger .
Grip Safety (Long) .
Hammer Pin .
Sear Pin .
Ejector Pin. . .
Main Spring Housing

Retainer Pin .
Main Spring Housing (Arched) ..
Main Spring Housing (Flat).
Recoil Spring Guide.
Disconnector .
Barrel Bushing Wrench..
Trigger (Long) .
Trigger (Short)
Trigger Adjustable Match.
Sear Spring .
Hammers (19UA1) .
Barrel Bushing .
Sears .
Magazine Catch Lock.
Magazine Catch .
Grips (G.!.) .
Magazine .
Slides.
Rear Sight
Extractor.
Front Sight. .
Thumb Safety .
Slide Stop .
Safety Plunger .
Barrel.
Plunger Tube Staking Tool.
Grip Screw Bushing

Staking Tool . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 9.95
Main Spring Housing

Assembly Tool.
Government Model Recoil

Buffer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6.95
Commander Recoil Buffer . 6.95
Extended Combat Thumb

Safety.
Main Spring Housing

(Gold Cup Style). . . . . . . . . . . .. 5.95
Wide Spur Hammer. 8.95
Stainless Steel Adj.

Match Trigger. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 12.50
Stainless Steel Magazine

w IRounded Follower. 6.95
Stainless Steel Grip Safety. 8.95

Dealers and Quantity Buyers-write
or call to get our monthly mailing
of bargain priced gun parts and
accessories.

TEXAS ARMAMENT CO.
P.O. Box 135 Brownwood, TX 76801

(915) 646·5827
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T,t-IE Shooters' Equipment Box
At last an equ ipment box des'igned to hold all of the gear you
normaily take to the range: gun cleaning accessories, reloading
equipment, tools, ammo and components, spotting scope, hearing
protectors, shooting glasses .. and just about anything else you
may need.
There's even a cavity for a spotting scope mounting-rod
(not included).
MTM's Equipment Box measures a full 21" x9" x 9V4". Construction
is of rugged polypropylene, with metal hinge and latches.

Add $ .75 to any order sent the company, to cover ha'ndling and postage.
For complete data on THE Shooters' Equipment Box, see your local
MTM Dealer, or send for Free catalog.

Write for details and price list.
WESTERN GUN,EXCHANGE

Gunsmith - Bud Price Route 2, Box 92 Open 9:00-5:00 Daily
21 years experience Miami, OK 74354 Closed Sunday
NRA Life Member Phone (918) 673-2810

WHAT'S
NEW

THE LAST WORD IN
MELTING POTS?

• This RCBS Pro-Melt has a lot
going for it and will be good news to
bullet casters. Has a sheathed heating
element, industrial quality thermostat
and a remote sensor on the bottom
surface of the pot. Capacity is 22 lbs.
Write: RCBS, Dep't. AH, Box 1919,
Oroville, CA 95965

Could you spot the pebble
that could lead to aKiller?

'nu,,:""',,:A Blueprint for
Learning How

By JACK KEARNY

THE TRACKING BOOK BY AN
UNCHALLENGED AUTHORITY

Jack Kearny has tracked down thou
sands trying to sneak into the United
States. His tracking skills have led to
scores of adults and children lost in the
wild, and his successes on criminal
cases have made headlines. As author
of the U.S. Border Patrol course on
tracking, Jack has taken his unique
combination of tracking, searching and
teaching and put it into a book.

76

SEND CHECK OR M.D. TO: $8.95
HANDGUNNER DEPT 24 H5

591 Camino de la Reina. San Diego, Cal. 92108

NAME _

ADDRESS _

CITY _

STATE liP _

Please include 75¢ per book for post
age. (CA. Residents add 48¢ Tax)

DETONICS NEW
STAINLESS STEEL
MARK VI

• Now their small powerhouse .45
Auto is out in stainless and
constructed from investment cast
specialty steels for hardness and
toughness. Has low-glare blued
combat adjustable sights with a
unique 3-dot lineup. Combat tuned, it
reduces felt recoil. Small, compact
with 7-shot capacity. Write: Detonics,
Dep't. AH, 2500 Seattle Tower,
Seattle, WA 98101
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NATIONAL MATCH .45 AUTO BARRELS

512-663-5105

WAMMES GUNS INC
236 N. Hayes Street· Bellefontaine, OH 43311

(513) 593-7010

L. H. GUN CO.
Devine, TX 78016Rt. 1 Box 210

These hi-quality National Match .45 auto barrels
with filled bushings. drawing # 7790414. are
manufactured to the most exacting specs. by a
well known manufacturer on a military "
contract. We have been fortunate to obtain
a few hundred of these and they are priced
at only S44.95 each. P.P. dealers 20% dis
count plus SI .CO shipping. On 25 barrels or
more. 33% discount plus $3.00 shipping.

ONE STOP. DEALERS HEADQUARTERS
We are distributors for:
CHARTER ARMS-fREEDOM-DAN WESSON-EX-CAM-SMITH /
WESSON-RUGER-COLT INTERARMS- BAUER 0 HARRINGTON /
RICHARDSON F.I.E.-STERLING ARMS-BROWNING:-HIGH STD.
THOMPSON CENTER

I
Send your F.F.I. Lic. # I

& Copy for FREE CATALOG I

NEW KOLPIN
FOAM CASE

• To give your pistol maximum
protection, Kolpin has designed this

. 24XF. Brown Vinyl with 3,4"
Polyurethane foam padding and
yellow cotton lining. In 10 and 13 inch
lengths. Write Kolpin, Dep't. AH,
Berlin, WI 54923

NI.TEX PLATING
SERVICE

• Plenty of research went into this
type of electroless plating. It coats
steel, alloy steel, copper and copper
alloys, and the list goes on and on.
Even those of you with aluminum
parts on your gun can use this new
process. It looks a lot like stainless
steel and outlasts blueing. Write: The
Texas Gunshop, Dep't. AH, 299
Arapaho Central Park, Richardson,
TX 75080

ACCURACY
(Continued from page 39)

BUY YOURSELF
A MEDAL..• OR

SELLONEI
A rewarding Onfy.25¢
marketplace. a word.

NU-LlNE GUNS
"UNDER RIB"

PPC GUNS BUILT 1 .. BULL BARRELS
HANDGUN B'ARRELS RELINED {
HANDGUN CYLINDERS RECHAMBERED
JAY SCOTT GRIPS & COLT PARTS - $1 0 MIN. ORDER
S&W SIGHTS INSTALLED ON COLT SLIDES
S&W MOD. 28 TO 44 SPECIAL & 45 L.C.

6" Python Barrels $52.95 prepaid

NU-L1NE GUNS
1053 Caulks HIli Rd, Dept. AH

Harvester, MO 63301
SEND LARGE ; A S E (314) 441-4500
FOR BROCHURE (314) 447-4501

THE COMPLETE CUSTOM SHOP
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",owning ·CoIt
•Remington .We.tllerby
warranty ,epair st.tion

PII. 4tJ2 121-4211 'Colt p.,ts dist,ibuto,

. Rifles for hunting or target

.Handguns for sport or duty

•Extensive parts inventory

• Person to person service

•Reasonable delivery tim'~e'::'s"""'~~~~

·In shop bluing a parkerizing

•Shotguns for target and hunting

CYI.INDER &SI.IDE SHIP INC.
P.I. 'ox 9J1
Fremont. Neb,. 68()2S

Pletise send la'ge $./I.$.E.
'0' complete price list

".. H'.',-

I-~:..

a tight bushing (1 tighten them to a closer
tolerance than NM), a Mk13 link, a set of
heavy springs with the 22 # recoil spring,
and a trigger job. Aside from this the pistol
has had a S&W J sight mounted with no
side play and a Sight Shop front ramp
sight attached. The slide stop notch was
case hardened and 1 gave the pistol a blue
job many years ago. The only other modi
fications are that the original owner check-
ered the flat manispring housing and
Army Ordnance replaced the original fir
ing pin, stop and spring and the extractor
just before the Colonel carried it ashore in
the second wave on D Day.

This particular pistol clatters like a cow
bell. The slide has an extreme movement
of .018" measured at the front! Needs a bit
of tightening, right? Wrong! I shoot
matches with this pistol, cowbell and all,
and 1 place in some of them. A dial
indicator setup as shown confirms the fact
that although the frame can be moved
through what is thought by many to be
excessive movement, having a direct bear-
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COLLECTOR'S GUN RECORD BOOK
ing on pistol accuracy, the movement has
absolutely no effect on needlefluctuation! It
does, however, have a dramatic effect on
MACHINE REST GROUPS. Obviously,
the barrel will point over half the County
when the frame is fastened in a machine
rest. That's why I shoot for group from a
sandbag rest with a loose pistol. If the
barrel locks up in uniform collimation
with the sighting plane from shot to shot, a
loose slide is no detriment; it is, in fact, an
asset: A tight slide slows reciprocation
during return to battery in the feed cycle
and can be responsible for a broad spec
trum of feed failures and spectacular jams.
This loose little gem feeds 'em all as fast as
you can squeeze the trigger with nary an
alibi run. And, it hits what the sights are
aligned on. In fact, it shoots a good deal
better than I do.

The moral is, don't tighten a group I
slide arbitrarily; it will only retard proper
feed and function.

Now, let's put our indicator on this
pistol. By popping it into and out of bat
tery, we get a reading. The indicator hand
does not move through a deviation of a full
thousandth, but for the sake of an illustra
tion let's assume that the deviation is an
even .001" both horizontally and (when we
move the indicator point 90°) vertically.
So, 5.625" (the distance from the barrel's
fulcrum at the link pin hole center to the
indicator point) X .00029" (deviation in I"
that results in one minute of angle impact
change) = .0016". Then, .001" divided by
.0016 = .626". Further, .626" divided by
1.047/1 (Min. of angle converted to
inches) = .5978" deviation from bore cen
terline at 100 yards. Adding bullet diame
ter, .451", we get a group with an extreme
spread of 1.048" that our pistol will print
when uniform and properly fitted am
munition is fired, provided it is secured to a
mac~ine rest that is attached to a granite
dike extending below the frost line, in a no
wind condition. Nice to contemplate, but
nearly impossible to accomplish. Among
other variables, the "uniform" ammuni
tion would have to consist of a case that
would be a press fit in the chamber ...
absolute zero tolerance. It is the ammuni
tion's limitations, not the pistol's, that in
crease a group size over theoretical.

Our pistol under discussion, then, would
have a .749" group potential at 50 yards
and could theoretically print within .600"
at 25 yards ... a nice clover leaf. With a
tight chamber, proper headspace and the
right bullet and load, we can very nearly
duplicate this theoretical group, at that!

A loose chamber and loose headspace
combination are the most prolific source of
accuracy loss in a properly tightened
pistol. Bullet gyration, or precession, be
gins when the bullet starts through the
rifling with its axis at an angle to the bore
axis. A bullet too small for the barrel will
also cause the same problems.

Excess headspace allows the extractor
and gravity to misalign the projectile in
relation to the bore. The solution is to size
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Distributor of
Hogue Monogrips@

Power Custom
GRAND MASTER DELUXE

with Hogue
Monogrips®

Your guns are probably more valuable than you think. Find out by properly recording their features. The Gun Record Book
helps you discover points of uniqueness which add value. This systematized record lets you detail essential d~ta on each
gun in a uniform. orderly and comprehensive manner. It's easy. fun and instru~tive. And the ch~apest protection you can
give your collection. Many advantages: insurance purposes. sale or trade. gUI~es your :olle~tlng: keeps values current.
Quick reference at shows. proves ownership. etc. For only S8.00 you get. postpaid, attractive nng binder, record sheets for
25 guns. modUpages for pistols. rifles. shotguns, old or new. Two sets $15.00. 25 extra sheets 53.00.

B. J. Co.• Drawer 02. Bluffton. S. C.• 29910.

Handgunners!
the accuracy of your firearms and ammo
With the economical Pistol Machine Rest

from ED
This is atypical Lee Custom Engineering product; well designed, extremely functional,
and priced with your budget in mind.
The Lee Custom Pistol Machine Rest consists of a light weight base, gun carrier and holder. It
is fully adjustable for elevation and windage, and can be mounted in a wide variety of ways.

AVailable for Browning 9mm, Colt Eand J frames (Python &Trooper), Single Action Army. 22 Auto,.38 Gold Cup. and 45 ACP, Dan
Wesson revolvers, Hi-Standard .22 Autos. including Models 106 & 107, Luger, Ruger 22 Auto. Ruger Blackhawk. Super Blackhawk,
and Secuflty 6, S&WKframes (and larger). Models 39. 41 and 52, Walther P-38.

Detailed instructions are supplied Rest and Carrier
See your local Lee Custom Dealer, or order from Lee. Be sure Holder (each) ..
to include make and model of handgun_

National combat champions rely on the expertise
of Ron Power to produce customized firearms
worthy of the user's potential.

Now Ron Power has extended his services
for the serious competitor one step further
by offering specialized tools and customized
patented parts.

Send $2.00 for an illustrated brochure of
services and Power Accuracy Products.

POWER CUSTOM, INC.
P.o. Box 1604
Dept.11

Independence, MO 64055

NOW YOU CAN
COMPETE
WITH THE
POWER ADVANTAGE
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• Adult air guns • Militaria • Full-size model guns • Firearms accessories
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•
Cylinder Chambers Chamfered

For Faster Loading

Machine Rest Tested and Target
Revolver used to win 1978 National
NRA Police Revolver Championships

and 2-Man Team ChampionshipsAvailable in 10"·12"-14" Twist

X-Ring Accuracy Guaranteed

BBL Contour Milled On Top-

More Weight On Bottom Of BBL For
Less Recoil

KEN EVERSULL· Gunsmith, Inc.
"Quietly the Best"

P.O. Box 1766 • Alexandria. Louisiana 71301·, (318) 442-0569

SCORPION@CUSTOMS
Specializing in Ruger, S&W, Colt
eustonl tuning, conversions, repairs & refinishing
Dealers Send $2.00 for catalog Ph. 313/779-8750

~~~~~: Trapper Gun Inc.,
Home of the Mini Scorpion 28019 Harper St.. Clair Shores. MI 48081

BULLSEYE SPRING KITS
FOR TARGET SHOOTING TO HELP IMPROVE YOUR SCORES

Kit # 1 Fits all new model Ruger Single Action revolvers .. $8.95
Reduces trigger pull up to 45%.
Target Model reduces trigger pull up to 80% ..... $8.95

Kit #2 Fits Colt Mark III Troopers and Lawman revolvers .. $7.10
. Reduces double and single action trigger pull up

to 45%.
Kit #3 Fits Smith & Wesson Model 38.37.80 revolvers .... $7.10

Reduces double and single action trigger pull up
to 45%.

Kit #4 Fits all Ruger Security-Six style revolvers $7.10
Reduces double and single action trigger pull up to 45%.
Fast Snap Hammer Spring for Thompson/Center
Contender . $1.25

Kit # 5 Fits all S&W K.N. & S Frames. Reg. steel or stainless
... designed to LIGHTEN double & single action
trigger-pull (up to 40%) . $10.00

Insures primer fire on those hard primers (add 25¢ postage per kit)
All kits are installed in minutes and are fully guaranteed. At your favor
ite dealer or order direct from manufacturer.

Engineering & Craftsmanship put us #1 and will keep us #1.
BBL. Machined With Ejector Rod Complete Action Jobs

Shroud As On Mag. Factory BBLS. •
Custom Hogue Grips

KEN
EVERSULL,
GUNSMITH, INC.

ARMS RELATED COLLECTABLES
SURVIVAL KNIVES MINIATURE GUNS

IFREE CATALOGIMALlA"K"-Box #6, WINFIELD, IL 60190 U.S.A.

bullets to the exact or a half thousandth
over groove diameter and to remove excess
headspace.

I choose to ignore SAAMI specifications
when working with headspace problems,
since their tolerances are meant for pro
duction runs under constantly varying con
ditions,and I like to tailor my specifica
tions for one particular task at hand. A
new, full length sized .45 ACP case is
miked and trimmed if necessary to .895"
length. (Yes, fellows, they vary a great
deal, and the only way to attain uniformity
is to mike them and trim them). Rotate
each case while miking it to determine
whether the case head is parallel to the
case mouth. You'll find some that are
lopsided. The only fix is to check all your
cases that you'll use in important matches.

Cut a piece of steel shim stock to a circle
smaller than the case head, glue it in place
on an unprimed, trimmed case with Loc
tite Super Bonder or some other instant
glue, again mike the case overall in several
places to make certain the glue hasn't built
up in spots, and you have a custom head
space gauge. A case total length of .902" is
used as a field (reject) gauge. In one photo
graph you see a commercial barrel, and
rather a high priced one at that, swallow
ing a field gauge.

The only way to get a barrel with excess
headspace, like that shown, to shoot is to
carefully measure the gap between the
case head and the slide face by adding
shims and miking until you arrive at the
total figure. Subtract case length from this
figure and you have the total amount of
headspace. You don't want to take all of
this space up, since the pistol requires
about .003"-.005" for easy lockup. What
you do is to load a dummy SWC round
with the cutting face of the bullet protrud
ing from the mouth of the case the exact
amount you want to subtract from your
headspace measurement. Then you very
carefully throat your barrel with a high
quality helical throating reamer with a
close fitting pilot. The round now actually
headspaces on the cutting face of the SWC
bullet, rather than on the case mouth or
the extractor hook. You have to keep the
bullet alloy hard for this to work, up to # 2
on the Potter Scale or the # 2 Lyman alloy.
While it can be argued that this is a jackleg
way to save a barrel that is too deeply
chambered, remember that pistol man
ufacturers often resort to it ... so we just
take a deep breath' and do likewise. If
they'd watch how deeply they chamber the
barrels in the first place, we wouldn't get
out on limbs like this!

The only other way to save a barrel like
this, short of sleeving it, is to make custom
brass cases from .308 rifle brass to the
proper length. The problem with this is
that no published data and ballistics will
work, since the case's water capacity has
been changed grossly, and this kind of a
wildcat is more bother than anything.

Oh, yes, the first time you check the
headspace on your expensive match bar-
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With a

-rei, get a firm grip on something heavy to
keep from flying off into orbit. Yep, even
NM barrels are commonly encountered
with grossly excess headspace. And now
you know why you came in third in that
important match when you KNEW you
were holding right on ...

Category 2 pistols are checked out in
much the same manner, except that in this
case, slide tightness shrinks groups! With
the frame clamped into padded vise jaws,
read the extreme movement at the front
sight and add any indicated lateral play in
the movable rear sight to obtain your
factor. Measure the sight radius from the
back surface of the front sight to the
viewing surface of the rear sight. (In this
instance, it is the sights that move while the
barrel remains stationary within the
frame.) Calculate group sizes as before.

Category 3 pistols require measuring
slide movement at the rear sight. Measure
the sight radius and compute as in the
previous example.

Revolvers require a skilled toolmaker's
touch in ranging each individual chamber.
A range rod, as supplied by Gunsmith
Supply Houses, is of the "clunk" variety.
The rod is ground to a close fit on an
average barrel in the caliber. To use the
gauge, cock the revolver and pass the
range rod through the barrel into the cylin
der chamber aligned. It should pass with
no resistance at the chamber mouth. This
kind of gauge, obviously, is only approxi
mate, but is usually "good enough for
Government work." Thinking back on the
gauging, it becomes obvious that the cylin
der can be misaligned an amount corre
sponding to the rifling depth and still pass
the gauge without resistance into the
chamber. Further, there is a wide variation
in bore diameters, and this creates another
dink factor.

A skilled tool and diemaker could grind
and hone a set of gauge rods that would be
an exact slip fit in the bore in question,
leaving a portion of the rod, at the entry,
ground accurately to a smaller size. Then
he would make a complete set of gauges,
each lapped into an individual chamber
(they are seldom uniform) with a central
hole designed to be a slip fit on the range
rod's end tenon. If the range rod passes
into each chamber piece without resist
ance, both when the hammer is slowly and
rapidly cocked, the cylinder is properly
aligned. Unfortunately, this would have to
be done for each individual revolver to be
tested, and a customer might balk a little at
having to payout a month's pay for a
"simple ranging test."

Another factor affecting revolver ac
curacy could be a slightly sprung side
plate. Often, enthusiastic owners want to
see "what makes the wheel go 'round" and
they spring the plate in the process of
removing it or replacing it. You can gauge
its flatness by laying it on an accurate
surface plate and sighting under it to look
for a gap.

Hand and bolt wear or an improperly
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minimum
of tools,
you can
have an

attractive,
functional

front sight.

~ ,.-gr:~
.~~er-rett..:- _ ~\ Availablefromyourdeoler.

"'~ ~ .. For free catalog, write:
~gtock~. ~;;-' P.O. Box 741 AH-5«e:; .:.:;;;,;r' Twin Falls, Idaho 83301 U. S. A.

Choice of smooth, fine line or skip checkered for Ruger, Colt and S&W,
DA revolvers.

tlmeof designe~p~riencei~4
. err~ttt§.stock,.

LEE'S RED RAMP KITS

ALSO
AVAILABLE:
King White Outline
rear sights for Colt, Ruger
and Micro at $5.95 each.

Our kits are fully guaranteed by Lee Baker.

Send check or money order to:

LEE'S RED RAMPS, 7252 E. Ave. U-3, Dept. AHG, littlerock, CA 93543 • (805) 944-4487
(MasterCharge, VISA and C.O.D. orders are welcome)

THE ORIGINAL LIQUID SIGHT KIT. Highly fluorescent under poor lighting conditions.
Our material should not be mistaken with the epoxies being offered by some would·be
competitors. We use an acrylic base with fluorescent pigment,-and that is the BIG
difference. Colors available: Red, Orange, Yellow and White. Each regular kit contains one

color and will do 50 or more sights - $19.95. Deluxe Kits - all four colors 
will do 200 or more sights - $69.50. No tools provided. Our kit is very

easy to use. LEE'S RED RAMP KITS are being used by most major
gunsmiths in the U.S., including Centaur Systems, Cheshire

& Perez, Jim Clark, L. E. Jurras, Kings, Mathews &
Sons, and Pachmayer.
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For full details write Dept. 0-5
and include your dealer's name and address.

Minx M2-Cal. 22 short. Overall Length 4W',
Length of barrel 2W' ... Weight 10 ozs ... 6 shots ...
Thumb safety Half cock safety

Jetfire-Cal. 25 Overall Length 4W' Length of
barrel 2W' ... Weight 8 ozs ... 8 shots Thumb
safety ...Half cock safety

The Magnificent Beretta
MINX .22 SHORT AND JETFIRE .25 CAL.

J.L.GALEF &SON INC.
85 Chambers Street, New York, N. Y. 10007

At your favorite sporting firearms dealer.

Distributed exclusively by

No extractor
blow back action
only pistol with
instant breech c1eaning
double safety features.

It says
you know
what
you're
doing.

Fully
Adjustable,

uses factory front
sight. Matt Black

Oxide or Satin Nickel.
Order yours by mall!

For Nickel Finish White Plain Leaf $45.00
add $6.60 With white

outline leaf $47.50

Miniature Machine Company
210 E. Poplar

Deming, New Mexico 88030

Pistol Sights
MMC ADJUSTABLE PISTOL SIGHTS
for S&W M-39 & M-59

$5.95; YOUR PICKUP TRUCK IS A LIT
TLE GOLDMINE. LEARN HOW YOU CAN
MAKE UP TO $15,000.00 YEARLY WITH
PRACTICALLY NO INVESTMENT. EASY
UNDERSTANDABLE INSTRUCTIONS
ONLY $5.95. PICKUP INDUSTRIES, BOX
38852-AH. GERMANTOWN, TEN
NESSEE 38138.

THE LEWIS LEAD REMOVER
SATISfACTION
GUARANTEED

$9.75
Revolver Cleaning Kit. Removes leading from
Forcing Cone, Cylinder, and Barrel. Available in
either 38-41-44-45 cal. Brass cloth patches (Pk. 10)
$1.85. Order direct or from your dealer. Check or
Money Order.: or Money Order.

~ GUN SPECIALTIES INC.
~ College Park, Georgia P.O. Box 31

SEMI
AUTOMATIC

MACHINE PISTOL
10 ROUND - SIDE MOUNTED CLIP
FREE: Target &50 Reuseable Pellet$
Not Sold In New York City· No Permit Required

This rapid fire 22 Cal "Commando" type machine
pistol looks like the famous, hard-hitting weapon so
popu lar with combat attack groups. The side
mounted, detachable, ten round clip sprays pellets
into the target as fast as you can pull the trigger.
Only S4.95 plus 65d for postage and hancHing
INCLUDING FREE TARGET & PELLETS. Com
plete satisfaction guaranteed or your money
promptly refunded.

Elan Products Corp. Dept. 527AX99
35 Wilbur St., Lynbrook, N.Y. 11563

NY State Res. add Sales Tax
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for RUGER SECURITY SIX, S&W K FRAME

SIGHT SETTINGS
(Continued from page 36)

Winning the service aggregate would be
just as important as winning the custom is
now, and for this reason I think in two
years you would see the custom aggregate
dry up and disappear, everyone would
compete with the service gun. (With that
thought, I just lost the one or two remain
ing custom gunsmiths I can call friends.)
Why would you spend money shooting for
the Custom Championship when as much
acclaim (little as it is), and more self
confidence could be had by winning the
Service Gun Championship? The custom
gunsmiths are the most adaptable breed I
know. They will simply find more service
guns to work on, or perhaps find there's a
new market for International centerfire
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fitted part can affect a revolver's point of
impact by affecting timing and alignment,
also. When the hammer is cocked, the'
cylinder should have no play. If it does,
pull the trigger back and try to rotate it
again. If it moves, find the cause and
tighten it up.

Check the barrel leed, or forcing cone,
for proper bevel and to make certain that it
is free from nicks or leading. A good many
brand new revolvers from top makers
show deficiencies in the leed, and the
condition seems to be worsening. A special
forcing cone reamer is available from
Brownell's that can be used to re-cut the
bevel to proper double angle specifications
and, believe me, the results show IMME
DIATELY in decreased group size.

The Thompson Contender, one of my
favorite tools for cleaning a bank of rams,
can benefit from a light. trigger spring and
a modified bolt. A heavier bolt spring
helps with the hot calibers. Properly fitting
the bullet to the bore size, perfect crowning
of the barrel and putting a dial indicator
on the rear sight leaf will give a good
indication of group size. (Oh, did I clean a
bank of rams? I meant to say scare them
off their pedestal with near misses ...)

The XP-lOO Remington, being actually a
pistol built on a bridge style rifle-type
action, would require, seriously, an entire
book to cover properly. In short, every
thing that affects a bolt action rifle's ac
curacy similarly affects the XP-IOO. These
re-stocked, glass bedded pistols can turn in
unbelievable groups at 200 meters.

The secret of getting a worthy and well
qualified Pistolsmith to work on your fa
vorite handgun is to employ a bit of subtle
and crafty psychology in getting him inter
ested in your problems. Tantrums in front
of spectators, threats and offering lots of
money are all angles that work with
different 'smiths. Try them all; ......
something might work. ""

HAVE A GUN THAT SHOOTS THE
WAY YOU WANT IT TO!

Real hand fit actions, every part matched
and polished for beautifully smooth crisp
feel. S&W -Colt - Ruger revolvers only.
Write for information.

ACT ON WO S
P.O. Box 23028

I RK Richfield, MN 55423

A SIGHT TO SEE!

BULLSHOOTERS'SUPPLY
Dept.AH9625 E. 3rd Street/PO. Box 13446

Tucson. ArIZona 85732/602-298-6924

Bullshooters' Supply IS a diVision at the B.E.W.B. Corp.

MAKES FITTING OF HARO PLASTIC OBSOLETE!
121nsert 4-color kit $11.95 Ppd
300 Insert 5-color kit $48.95 Ppd

Arizona Residents add 6°10 Sales Tax

BULLSHOOTERS FRONT SIGHT
INSERT KIT Four Colors (Red.
Yellow. Ordnge. & White). A liqUid
that hardens In ten minutes with
out heat. Inserts won't fall out
Withstands Hot-Olp BlUing

Used by profeSSional gunsmiths
Complete instructions Included
Your order shipped same day as
received. Satistactlon Guaranteed.

STANDARD
AMMO

.,;iii' -. ---tIIfII

Professional inquiries - please enclose F.F.L.

570 S. Fairview, St. Paul, MN 55116

P.O. Box 460 Dept. AHRI
Morro Bay, CA 93442

COONAN ARMS Inc.

~

HOGUE
COMBAT GRIPS

357 MAGNUM
AUTOMATIC•

MONOGRIP~ features include: Hogues famed orthopedic hand fit
• Fully relieved for all speedloaders with positive case ejection
• Compound ambidextrous palm swells. Proportional finger grooves
• Exclusive COBBLESTONE ™ non-slip, non-irritating stripple
pattern. Strength and durability of reinforced Nylon-No cheap
plastics. Models available for Smith & Wesson square butt K
frame and Ruger Security-Six (post 1976 serial numbers 151
and above).• There's nothing else like it

Send check or money order for $16.95 plus $2.00 postage
and handling (California residents add 6% sales tax) to:

UNLIMITED SILHOUETTE PISTOLS
By Jack Dever

Complete Guns available in the following configurations.

• XP-l00 (Rear or Forward Trigger)
• Shilen Action (Reaf Trigger)
• NEW SHILEN MAGAZINE FED Pistol

Write for details on all our products.

All conversions feature Bench Rest quality barrels. Bench
Rest accuracy and fiberglass stocks.

JACK DeVER· 8520 N,W. 90th· Okl.hom8 City, OK 73132
14061 721-6393

Flents Products Co., Inc., 14 Orchard St. Norwalk, CT 00850
Established 1927 • Makers of Flexiplugs® and SilafteX®
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the HOWDAH

Beeman/Webley
HURRICANE

Cal. .177 or .22
Velocity 470 fps (.177)

400 fps (.22)
10m Accuracy .85" ctc
Weight 2.4 Ibs
Length 11.3"

Ask your dealer or send
for Free Brochure: Send
stamp to

PRECISION REFLEX, INC.
201 N. Main St.
New Bremen, Ohio 45869
(419) 629-2603

EXCLUSIVE AGENT

J &GSales
442 Miller Valley Road
Prescott, Arizona 86301
(602) 445-9650

BEEMAN

CUSTOM HUNTING HANDGUNS

.375 - .416 - .460 - .475 - .500 Calibres

The new Beeman/
Webley Tempest and
its super partner, the Hurricane,
are extra quiet, rugged air pistols
that offer maximum power and
excellent all-around performance without pumping or C02! Add or remove
an optional scope, like the great, new Beeman "Blue Ring" Model 20 scope,
to the Hurricane in seconds-with only a screwdriver.

THOMPSON/CENTER ARMS

msla-SIGHT
THE SMALLEST OPTICAL HANDGUN SIGHT AVAILABLE!
Just 23/4/1 Ig.; One power; 0/1 to 36/1 Eye relief; fits most
holsters with only slight alteration; just 5 oz. We stock all
standard bases plus specials for any. firearm. Dealer discounts available.

Full size
photo of

sight

D Please send 84 pp ADU LT
AI RGUN CATALOG/GU IDE
($1.50 or FREE with mention
of Code AH5). Add $1.00 for
RUSH First Class Mail.

No pumping, No C02,
No valves!

A STORM OF AIRPOWER
FROM BEEMAN

LEE E. JURRAS

guns. It's very possible some of the police
combat shooters, particularly the younger
ones, would shoot the International cen
terfire, when they no longer had to buy
$500 revolvers made for one thing. That
one thing being the NRA PPC and next
year it will be obsolete because some in
genious person has hung something else
on the frame, or cut something off, or put
windage and elevation screws on the grips
or cylinder. Sounds silly? Look over what's
being advertised now for combat guns, if
you want to see the ridiculous police com
bat revolver.

Our Distinguished Matches fired with a
service revolver type, are popillar and
seem to have fair understandable rules.
There are just not enough of these
matches, though I don't think they should
be fired anywhere but Regionals or Na
tionals with the medal at stake. I know
from the verbal and written complaints I
get, and my own long personal experience
in shooting, that vitally needed officers
could be shooting if there were local
matches, regionals and national cham
pionships with either custom OR service
guns. Keep the speed loaders, they are
practical and a great improvement and
used on duty, but require a service holster
for the service gun.

I know you've heard all this argument
before, but it is time'to do something to
stop this month to month pariic to build
bigger, heavier, more expensive revolvers
and call them police training arms. It's
time to do something to get the average
officer on the firing line with a gun and
holster similar to what he carries on duty.
We could double or triple the number of
NRA Combat competitors and thereby
increase the number of people working to
preserve private ownership of firearms.

If you will arm me with about 100 letters
saying you want some kind of service
revolver aggregate in all NRA Police Com
bat Matches, I'll begin this fight at the next
Law Enforcement Assistance Committee
meeting. Some of you out there can be
leaders in getting this thing turned around
and if we start today, it will probably take
two years work before the first service gun
aggregate is fired in NRA competition, but
you've got to help me start it.

I was particularly inspired to try and
improve combat shooting when I read the
minutes of the International Competitions
Committee. Their 24 page report of their
last meeting is an education in what can be
done by knowledgeable, hard working
people who are backed by concerned com
petitors. More about this committee and
what it's done in my next column. Remem
ber, whatever is accomplished for Interna
tional shooting is accomplished for every
person who owns a firearm for any reason.
The gradual, but increasing acceptance of
shooting as a sport, I think does more to
defeat gun laws than any other single
action, besides voting. No law maker is
trying to take golf clubs or tennis rackets
away from voters. Lucy
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Just the Best!
If you are looking for "Double Action Dynamite,"
Look no further

H&K's Double Action pistol in .45 ACP is where it's at
(available in both Combat and Target Models)

• Light weight 32 oz. (V2 lb. lighter than
M1911, .45 ACP)

• Overall length 75/a" (3/4" shorter than
M1911, .45 ACP)

• Simple, no tool take down
• Drift adjustable (Combat) or fully

adjustable (Target) sights
• Accurate
• 8 Shot capacity

Precision is something Germans are famous for . .. H&K makes an art of it!..

• With substantially reduced recoil impulse
due to the delayed blow back,
roller locked action

• Increased muzzle velocity due to the
unique barrel characteristics

Not the Lightest
Not the Smallest

HECKLER ""jOCH 933 NORTH KENMORE STREET, SUITE 218
& n , INC. ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA 22201 • (703) 525-3182

Write for our 20-pg. catalogue of new & exciting H&K weapons. Include $2.00 for postage & handling.

THE ABSOLUTE AUTHORITY
PISTOLS OF THE WORLD is the ultimate reference manual
on the modern day handgun. Informative reading. Read
how advanced master patents in the late 1800s led to most
of today's modern handguns. See why Colt, Luger, S &. W,
Browning, Mauser and Webley have become legends. Every
unique, exotic, rare and otherwise important handgun is
represented in PISTOLS. Never before has handgun develop
ment been presented with such authority. Over six hundred
illustrations provide a comparative visual history of every
model worthy of notej appendices give basic data for pistols
and ammunition. A cross index facilitates location of any
pistol. PISTOLS OF THE WORLD is a valuable and neces
sary addition to any gun library.

The complete Single-Volume Comprehensive
Illustrated Encyclopedia of The World's
Pistols from 1870 to the Present Day

D Yes, I must have my copy of this limited collectors edition.
Enclosed is my check or M. O. for $ 24. 95 Ca. residents add 6% sales tax

D MASTER CHARGE D BANKAMERICARD/VISA # _

SIGNATURE EXP.DATE: _

ADDReSS _

CITY _ STATE ZIP _

HANDGUNNER BOOKSI DEPT. 41-H5
591 Camino de la Rema. SUite 200· San Diego. Ca 92108
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NRA B-27 targets
- $23.00 per 100

B-27C Repair
centers - $5. 00 per
100 - sold in Qty. of

100 or more

Black Finish - $9.95
* Specify Model

Roger's Combat Grip 
Wood Grain Finish - $14.95

P.O. Box 1114
Tuscaloosa, Alabama 35403

205/759-5385
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Dade I lpid Revolver Reloader Cases
Availabl in: Plain w/snaps or Velcro $9.98,
Basket Weave w/Snap or Velcro $10.98

PPC Holster - Accomodates most heavy
barrel revolvers such as Power, Davis, etc.
Only $25.00.

We carry a complete supply of Fish
ing tackle and Hunting supplies.

T.D. SHOOTERS SUPPLY

Hogue Mono-Grip 
$14.95
*Specify Model

Gun Smoke
Carbide Sight
Smoker - $7.95.

Carbide
2-lb. Can
$3.50

tooov

Shooters Stopwatch - $39.95

lewis lead Remover - Available in .38,
.41 Mag.,.44 Mag., and .45 CaI.$7.95.
Replacement rubber tips - .38 Cal. only
$2.85.
Brass Cloth Patches - all calibers - pkg.
of 10 $1.90.

.22- .30- .32
.38-.45 cal.
only $3.50

each

Em·0': I

~

..........,., ... ,.., ,.."

f

~

Gun Muffler
- $6.95

(e) Six Second Revolver
Reloader by HKS. - Avail
able for S&W. M36, K, N,

41,44, Colt MK III, Python,
Det. Spl.$3.75.

* Send payment with order * We prepay order of $25.00 or more
Manufacturer guarantees all merchandise * Send $2.50 for smaller orders.

e

t

Break Free - 3.17 oz.
- $2.25

*
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(f) Dade Rapid Revolver Reloader - Avail
able for: M36, "K", "N", .41, .44, MK 111,
Python, Det. Spl., Ruger Sec. Six, $3.95
N, 041, .44, $425.

Dade 72 Shot Plate - Available for:
S&W K, Colt, Ruger, "N" $10.98.

RENO

WINNER (Leather)
$41.95

NEW WINNER
(To Handle Full

Length Under Rib)
$41.95

WINNER (Plastic)
$24.95

imAMIAICARD [.J

Compare Prices at 'l:D. Shooters Supply
I

~
CD

U
o
'0a: send number andexp. date

c
~
~
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C
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I
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HANDGUN
MARKET

Classified ads 25¢ per word insertion including name and address. Payable in advance.
Minimum ad 14 words. Closing date JulylAugust issue (on sale May) is March 14. Print
carefully and mail to THE AMERICAN HANDGUNNER Magazine, 591 Camino Reina, Suite
200, San Diego, California 92108.

ACCESSORIES
PISTOL CASES: Fine professional quality hard-shell black
leather-grain styrene, with two keyed locks. "ORLEAN"
two-gun 7"x14"x3W', $16.50. "MUSKETEER" four-gun
15"x18"x3W', $22.00. Add $2.50 postage USA. Satisfaction
guaranteed. RAYMO PRODUCTS, INC., 212 South Blake,
Olathe, KS 66061.

MAUSER MILITARY PISTOL LEATHER HARNESS.
Carries pistol and holster stock over shoulder, VG, $14.
Excellent, $16. Unused, $18. Postpaid. Lane (AHG), 6632
Sulz·Rothis, Austria.

AMMUNITION
RELOADERS, WE ARE YOUR HEADQUARTERS FOR
VOLUME RELOADING, TOOLS, PARTS, ACCESSO
RIES, SUPPLIES, SERVICE, INFORMATION. UP
DATED BOUND CATALOG-$3.00. PAUL JONES,
RELOADING SPECIALIST, BOX # 1087A, SAN
FERNANDO, CA 91340.

BOOKS
COLT'S SAA POST-WAR MODELS by Geo. Garton. All
info verified by COLT! History, scarce or rare models,
Buntline specials, flap-tops, production figs. commemora
tives + MORE! $17.95 + $1.50 post. HANDGUNNER
BOOKS/Dept-CA, 591 Camino Reina. San Diego, CA
92108* **

GUNSMITHING by Roy F. Dunlap. A volume that will be a
constant source of info for many years to come. A complete
one-book reference for the professional and amateur alike!!
HANDGUNNER BOOKS1Dept-CA, 591 Camino Reina,
San Diego, CA 92108* *

SURVIVAL GUNS by Tappan. A 'guide to the selection,
modification and use of firearms and related devices for
defense, food gathering, etc. $12.50 (hardbound) + $1.50 post.
HANDGUNNER BOOKS/Dept-CA, 591 Camino Reina,
San Diego, CA 92108**

MAUSER BOLT RIFLES by Olson. Over 672 photos, draw
ings, exploded views and cutaways. Charts, spec tables, data
tables and symbols. $24.95 + $1.50 post. HANDGUNNER
BOOKS/Dept-CA, 591 Camino Reina, San Diego, CA
92108* *

U.S. CARTS & THEIR HANDGUNS by Suydam. Softback.
Only! Most info ever printed on the subject! $9.95 + $1.50
post. HANDGUNNER BOOKS/Dept-CA, 591 Camino
Reina, San Diego, CA 92108* *

PISTOLS OF THE WORLD, Hogg & Weeks. THE
ABSOLUTE AUTHORITY reference manual on the mod
ern, unique, exotic, rare or otherwise handgun. $24.95 + $1.50
post. HANDGUNNER BOOKS/Dept-CA, 591 Camino
Reina, San Diego, CA 92108* * *

PERSONAL DEFENSE by Collins & McLoughlin. A guide
to personal safety with common sense do's & don'ts, defense
against firearms and edged weapons, what to do after it's over
and more. $8.95 + $1.50 post. HANDGUNNER BOOKSI
Dept-CA, 591 Camino Rei'na, San Diego, CA 92108* *

NEW PALADIN CATALOG. Comprehensive list of U.S.
and foreign books: guns, unusual weapons, knife fighting, •
guerrilla warfare, explosives, demolition, ordnance, self-de
fense, technical manuals, field manuals, field craft, survival.
Many unusual, hard-to-find books. Send $1.00 for fascinating
catalog. PALADIN PRESS, Box 1307-AHG, Boulder, Colo
rado 80306.

STATE PISTOL LAWS, latest pistol carrying, purchasing,
etc., regulations for all states and FEDERAL GUN LAWS.
Both booklets $3.00. POLICE EQUIPMENT CATALOG
$2.00. Schlesinger, 415 East 52nd St., New York, NY 10022.
Department E.

CRIMEFIGHTERS SEND $1.00 FOR FULLY ILLUS
TRATED POLICE CATALOG B-PEC, DEPT. AH 128, 9889
ALONDRA, BELLFLOWER, CALIFORNIA 90706.

THE TACTICS OF COMBAT HANDGUN SHOOTING!
Special Report outlines 22 tactics of practical shooting for
handgun owners. $5. Bradley J. Steiner, P.O. Box 7532,
Phoenix, Arizona 85011.

SURVIVE ANY FIGHT! "THE TACTICAL SKILLS OF
HAND-TO-HAND COMBAT" teaches you the gut-fighting
secrets of serious, real combat-not sport! $7. t6 Bradley J.
Steiner, P.O. Box 7532, Phoenix, Arizona 85011.
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UNIT NINE'S BATTLECRAFT BOOKS. Mercenary's
Manual Part One, 130~pages, $5.95. Mercenary's Manual
Part Two, 328-pages, $8.95. Combat: House-to-House, 200
pages, $7.95. Grenades!, 130-pages, $5.95. Bloody Congo, 130
pages, $5.95. Add $1.00 per book for postage and handling.
Money~back guarantee. Further information on request.
Dealer inquiries invited. To: UNIT NINE, 1110 Finch Avenue
w., Dept. AH, Downsview, Ontario, Canada M3J 2T2.

EMBLEMS
CUSTOM EMBROIDERED EMBLEMS, your design, low
minimum. Identify, promote, reward with emblems. Free
booklet. Emblems, Dept. 93, Littleton, New Hampshire
03561.

FIREWORKS
CANNON FUSE, 3/32" diameter, waterproof, 10 feet $1.00,
34 feet $3.00, 58 feet $5.00 Postpaid. Catalog 25¢. Zeller
Enterprises, Drawer W-27, Wickenburg, AZ 85358.

BEER CAN MORTAR Complete information and detailed
instructions, no complicated machining, range to 1000 yards.
Information on bursting projectiles included. Send $4.00.
Pioneer Industries, Box 36, 14A Hughey St., Nashua, NH
03061.

PYROTECHNICAL: NOW AT LAST, detailed construc
tion procedures and formulas on many pyrotechnical devices
from Blockbusters to Roman Candles. Parts and chemical
service. For catalog send $1.00 to Pioneer Ind., Box 36, 14A
Hughey St., Nashua, NH 03061.

FOR SALE
Royal Bengal Tiger Rug, 10 ft. Original owner. Perfect
condition. Complete documentation available. Available for
showing end of Jan. $12,000.00 Call: (213) 822-5566.

GREAT SPORTING POSTERS-24/set, full color.
Collection of scenes from Remington, UMC, Lefever, Aber
crombie & Fitch, Winchester, etc. Printed on heavy duty
stock. $9.95 + $1.50 post. HANDGUNNER BOOKSiDept
CA, 591 Camino Reina, San Diego, CA 92108* *

Order your "Life Insurance by Smith & Wesson" T-shirt
now! Only $5.95 plus $1 Postage. Colt also available. Specify
make and size. Shad0'l'shirts, Box 55045, Dept. AH, Little
Rock, AR 72205.

"DISCOVER THE OLD WEST". TOP QUALITY
GUNLEATHER FOR BEST PRICES-SEND $1.00 FOR
OUR CATALOG PLUS A $1.00 MERCHANDISE CER
TIFICATE GOOD ON YOUR 1ST ORDER OLD WEST
INC., P.O. BOX 2030, CHULA VISTA, CA 92012.

GUN EQUIPMENT.
COMBAT AND IPSC SHOOTERS! Jones Extended
Magazine Release for Colt .45 Autos. Fast release of
magazine! Large, non-slip stainless steel, checkered button.
Easily installed. Detachable. Instructions included. $19.95
Postpaid. N.Y. Residents add 7% sales tax. Overseas add 50¢.
Jim's Flye Shoppe, RD. #1, Fredonia, NY. 14063.

Your S&W 28 converted to 45 Colt 44 Mag. David Woodruff,
Box 5, Bear, Delaware 19701.

Your Personalized Custom Made Hand Stamp, Hardened
Tool Steel, 1116" Letters. SSAE Custom Stamps, Box 5, Bear,
DE 19701.

Colt .45 Auto Combat Conversions, Sight Installations,
Repair. Steven Brown, Custom Pistolsmith, 8810 Rocky
Ridge Road, Indianapolis, IN 46217.

HANDGUNNERS! Use a pistol rest for benchrest accuracy
testing. Build with hand tools. Adjusts to any size handgun.
Plans $2.25. Birdworks,_ Box 991AH, Oracle, Arizona 85623.

VIBRA~TEK vibrator case cleaner and polisher-tailor
mades like NEW! No mess or fuss, just clean brass. Cleans
inner and outer case surface, even primer pockets. Ten times
faster, no moving parts to replace. Large capacity-250 45's,
100 30~06. One year full warranty. Only draws 20 watts on
regular no current. Complete with 2 lbs. shell media and
extra tub for cleaning small parts with solvent. $54.95 pre
paid check, Master Charge, Visa. Hayden Holmes Company,
Box 6969, Colorado Springs, Colorado 80934.

GUNS FOR SALE
"GUNS AVAILABLE AT WHOLESALE AND MAN
UFACTURER'S PRICES." Confidential Suppliers List
$3.00. Horton, Box 08332, Milwaukee, Wis. 53208.

INSTRUCTION
THOMPSON SUB MACHINE GUN, now you can convert
your 27A-1 or 27A-5 Thompson to full auto. No parts to buy,
no machining, only minor changes done in minutes. Cyclic
rate 650 or 1200. Send $24.95 for instructions to H & H. P.O.
Box 296, Pendleton, In. 46064.

REMEMBER THE OLD ASH CAN, M80, etc.? Complete
detailed instructions on above and many others. Send $3.00
to: Pioneer Ind., Box 36, 14A Hughey St., Nashua, NH 03061.

FUNDAMENTALS OF COMBAT PISTOLCRAFT. New
Jersey-N.Y.C.-Philadelphia Area Only. N.P.!. is now accept
ing applications for the instruction of qualified students in
the Basic Practical Skills of Modern, D~fensive Pistolcraft.
For information and application sencJ>,$1.0()" to: NORTH~
EAST PISTOL INSTITUTE, P.O. BQx H-453, Unidn, NJ
07083.

MILITARY SURPLUS
S-U-R-P-L- U-S J-E-E-P-S-$19.30 !-C-A-R-S-$13.50!
650,000 ITEMS !-GOVERNMENT SURPLUS-MOST
COMPREHENSIVE DIRECTORY AVAILABLE TELLS
HOW, WHERE TO BUY-YOUR AREA-$2-MONEY
BACK GUARANTEE-"GOVERNMENT
INFORMATION SERVICES," DEPARTMENT UF-2,
BOX 99249, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94109.

MISCELLANEOUS
TEST QUESTIONS FOR UNINSPECTED TOWING
VESSELS EXAM. INLAND, WESTERN $20.00 EACH.
MARITIME SUPPLIES, P.O. BOX 24067, NEW OR
LEANS, LA 70184.

GARROTTE! The real thing-wooden handles and sure-kill
wire: $16. YAWARA STICK! Light, concealable, lethal!
Instructions included: $8. Bradley J. Steiner, P.O. Box 7532,
Phoenix, Arizona 85011.

HANDCUFFS-Smith & Wesson $22.50 pair, two $38.00, Leg
Irons $28.50 set. G. Noramaco, Box 30243-AH, St. Paul,
Minn.

CROSSBOWS-MAGNUM POWER, British made, up to
175 lbs. draw. Catalog $1.00. B&P 'Barnett (Canada), 66
Tumbleweed, London, Ontario N6E ~&."

GENUINE DEERSKIN-FashioQ: Wear; 'B_uckskin's,
Moccasins. Finest Indian Jewelry Ayajlable~Elk Horn &.
Bear Claw Products-Belt Buckles, Hlj,tldreds. Golnr, Oatalog
$2.00 refundable. Mari-Sene Tradrng, Hoi WAG; Belle
Plaine, IA 52208.

KENNEDY FOR PRESIDENT? If you are opposed to this
send $3.00 cash or money order and a self-addressed envelope
to FREEDOMS UNLIMITED, P.O. Box 1326, Lovington,
NM 88260. You will receive a Bumpersticker (2'1. x 17).
"ANYBODY BUT KENNEDY FOR PRESIDENT I"
HELP KEEP KENNEDY OUT OF THE WHITE
HOUSE!!!

"TOP SECRET REGISTRY OF U.S. GOVERNMENT
RADIO FREQUENCIES (25 to 470 MHz)" Unique book
lists 3,800 + frequencies: FBI, Border Patrol, Immigration,
Customs, FCC, ATF, Treasury, Secret Service, military, etc,
$4.95 ppd. CRB RESEARCH, Box 56-HG, Commack, NY
11725.

YOUR PERMIT TO HAVE AND CARRY GUNS: GUAR
ANTEED BY THE CONSTITUTION. WALLET SIZE.
SEND $2.00. EKSEN, AH, BOX 14871, LAS VEGAS, NE
VADA 89114.
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Four times the quality in
rugged, well built, finely
finished, accurate
revolvers for all types
of blackpowder
handgunners.
The Rogers & Spencer Standard Model ...
Authentic reproduction of the late-Civil War .44
caliber revolver.
The Target Model Rogers & Spencer ... Same
great handgun with ·special target sights for
X-pert shooting.
The Nickel-Plated Rogers & Spencer ... the
R & S with a nickel finish that has been polished
to a brilliant, rust resistant shine.
The Rogers & Spencer Revolver Kits ... same
overall design in either pre-assembled and
pre-blued. for ease in reconstruction and to
prevent rusting in shipment; or, disassembled
for those who really like to build from the
ground up.

r--------------.
: Name: :

I Address: I

:C~ :
I State: I

: Zip: :

: Phone: I
IL ...J

See for yourself how the winners do it
... send $1.00 for a fUlly illustrated

catalog to EUROARMS OF AMERICA
1501 Lenoir Drive, Winchester, '

Virginia 22601.
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